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Introduction

It is the aim of this anthology to formulate the learning potential inherent in

media and ICT, both within and outside institutionalised learning contexts.

Media and ICT have in the past decades been placed firmly on the educational

agenda, and will continue to maintain this position, not least as catalysts for

educational change. Digitalisation, interactivity, virtuality, pervasive computing

and mobile technologies introduce new possibilities for learning and expand

the spacial and temporal limits of how teaching can be organised. At the same

time, late modern society is increasingly being labelled the ‘Knowledge

Society’. In the Industrial Age, the key activity was the transformation of raw

materials into industrial products. In the Knowledge Society, we move from

production in practice to production planning, and knowledge is a very important

commodity, whether it is individual knowledge, or organisational knowledge

(Qvortrup 2004). The Knowledge Society is, therefore, defined by a continuous

production of knowledge, which is an integrated part of, and a prerequisite for,

that society’s continued existence (Fink, Harder, Holm, Jakobsen & Stjernfelt

2004). The transformation from an Industrial Society to a Knowledge Society

thus generates a series of changes in schooling and the educational system, as

exemplified by new requirements to qualifications and competencies.

Competence development in the fields of ICT and media is just one example of

the new political demands placed on our schools.

On the one hand developments in media and ICT therefore suggest that digital

communication is of growing significance for learning, on the other hand this

development is reflected in a quest for educational theories and methodologies

that can meet the new demands for learning and teaching initiated by the
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Knowledge Society. In continuation of this the establishment of a knowledge

base in the field of learning with media and ICT can be seen as an essential task

for contemporary and future research in the field. 

The Danish University of Education’s research programme in Media and ICT in

a learning perspective has since its beginning in 2001 sought to formulate the

learning potential inherent in media and ICT. This focus is reflected in the

anthology as it aims to respond to the question of how the presence of media

and ICT in and outside schools both changes and qualifies educational practice.

This includes the question of how the cooperation between media, cultures

and social relations affects and supports new demands on education. This focus

of the anthology should generally be understood in connection with practical-

pedagogical research and development undertaken in the field of media and

ICT in the past decades, a focus that points to the fact that specifically inter-

and multidisciplinary approaches can qualify and enhance the work done on

the learning potential of ICT and media. 

The current developments in the field of ICT and media require a broad academic

perspective. Thus it has been a central concern of the research programme to

bring together and develop different academic traditions that have formerly

been separate in order to make them interact and develop in multidisciplinary

and transdisciplinary directions. In the anthology these different research

traditions are presented and used as an advantage, i.e. as a basis for accounting

for new concepts, theories and methods. The multi- and transdisciplinary

perspective is also reflected in the learning theories of the articles, which are

based on constructivist, situated and systems theories that in various ways

relate to shared knowledge, workplace learning, collaborative learning and

virtual learning communities. The anthology’s focus on the learning potential

inherent in ICT and media reflects the importance of the daily work of the

research programme and the priorities that have so far been considered as central.

Thus, the various chapters of the anthology span widely, while also addressing

the specific learning potential of ICT and media. The individual authors have

chosen their individual issue to examine, but discussions of technology’s role

in innovation are present in all articles, as are the concepts of organisation and

aesthetics.
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About the articles

In her article Educational Knowledge Leadership: Digital Media and New Organi-

sational Forms Birgitte Holm Sørensen presents the impact and importance of

changes in the physical framework, the organisation of the teaching and accessi-

bility of digital media in relation to learning environments and the positions

developed by those who make up the learning environment. These learning

relations include the relations between children, between children and teachers

and among teachers; it is the aim of the article to develop new concepts for

teacher- and student positions.

Helle Mathiasen addresses a similar issue in her article Project and Web-based

Teaching – An Invitation to Develop Student and Teacher Roles which is an analysis

of teaching environments where various combinations of on-line mediated

and face-to-face communication strategies are activated. The author outlines

roles, functions and on-line mediated communication fora in relation to a

systemic concept of complexity. 

In her article Digital Media, Place and Space, Lone Audon examines a transformed

learning environment by looking at its physical framework. Her approach is to

view the physical space as open and interactive, with room for flexibility and

change, but at the same time to see it as mediating the existing with the new,

where digital media are considered as catalysts for the internalisation and

externalisation of the space.

Lars Birch Andreasen’s article Weblogs as Forums for Discussion

– an Alternative to the Computer Conference as a Standard in Online Learning?

comprises another examination of learning environments. In this article,

weblogs are introduced and discussed as a unique form of personal and

interactive homepage, which is an alternative to the familiar computer-mediated

discussion fora. In this environment, the interplay between a physical and a

virtual learning environment becomes inclusive, and the term ‘space’ becomes

a metaphor for on-line mediation.

Herdis Toft discusses learning environments in terms of aesthetics. In her article

Computer-based Literacy – Stenography, Typography, Choreography and Scenography,

she redefines reading and writing based on people’s everyday lives and their



cognitive schemata and scripts for social interaction viewed as a cultural

expression among social groups and communities, as opposed to individually

based skills. In terms of social constructivism, the author attempts to answer the

question of how reading and writing changes people, and of what it is people

do through reading and writing?

Another aesthetic perspective is introduced by Ingelise Flensborg who uses her

position as an art teacher and researcher in visual culture to discuss the interactions

of Local Pictures – Global Groundings. Her outset is the visual objects found in

the learning platform Learning Materials in Network, which is a network for

teachers intending to give them an opportunity to learn from each other through

didactically structured projects. Local pictures are grounded in the local environ-

ment and the article discusses the learning potentials of some of these pictures

as they relate to the local environment, to bodily, direct experiences or have

mutual connotations with the user.

In Languages with ICTs, ICTs with Languages, Bente Meyer addresses various

aspects of learning environments in relation to learning. On the one hand,

languages play an important part in the globalisation- and digitalisation

processes that permeate child- and youth cultures. On the other hand the

presence of technology in language teaching means, among other things, that

children’s practice concerning language use and communication is adopted into

language didactics and has a profound impact on the way students engage and

interact with the established and consensus-dominated ways in which we teach

and learn languages.

Another article that addresses learning environments is Carsten Jessen’s Media

Pedagogy, the Learning School and Situated Learning Processes. Based on a media

pedagogics development project, his article comprises an outline of a teaching

and learning environment where workplace learning is integrated with everyday

educational practice through the use of practice learning and situated forms of

learning.

Pernille Rattleff’s article What is this Thing Called Reflection? How We Think

and What We Think About – A Generic Framework contributes further to the

discussion of how ICT based settings can affect learning. In the literature on the

use of ICT in educational settings the mere use of ICT is by some authors

8 Media and ICT
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believed to enhance the reflection and hereby the learning of the students.

Although believed to be of importance for students learning in both traditional

educational settings and when ICT is used, the term reflection is poorly theo-

retically defined. Thus, in this article the term reflection is subjected to closer

examination in order to answer the unresolved question of what this thing

called reflection might be.

In Conceptualising Future Learning – Digital Learning Paradigms and Inertia in

Traditional Learning Environments the educational contribution of ICTs is

similarly problematized by Søren Langager, as he claims that computers and

other digital stuff have first and foremost been implemented in the institutions

as efficient tools for habitual learning. Conceptualising future learning

therefore can not take the actual use of digital media in the educational

institutions as a starting point for the extrapolation of what will be possible in

the years to come. Instead we have to approach the topic by a philosophical

contemporary diagnosis which focuses on what is predictable, but yet not in

being, and which at the same time analyses barriers and promoters for

development.

Finally, Mie Buhl discusses the use of media and technology as parallel agents

in an examination of ways to establish aesthetic frameworks for learning

environments. In her article The Aesthetic Actualisation of Learning Potential

with Media and ICT, she proposes a new notion of aesthetics, to serve as a mental

framework for various performative choices. The key issue in this discussion is

not the demarcation line between physical and virtual spaces, but rather a

recognition of a third variant.

References
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ledge in a Knowledge Society) Report. The Danish Research Agency. The Ministry

of Science, Technology and Innovation, Copenhagen

Qvortrup L. (2004). Det vidende samfund. – mysteriet om viden, læring og

dannelse (The Knowledge Society – the mystery of knowledge, learning and

education) UP Forlag, Copenhagen
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Digital Media and New
Organisational Forms 
Educational Knowledge Leadership

Birgitte Holm Sørensen

Introduction

This article’s empirical background consists of three development projects

focusing on digital media which have been conducted at schools where radical

changes have taken place in recent years with respect to both education and

organisation, and not least to the physical framework. A central feature of this

school organisation is the home areas in which pupils interact across age

groups and where project-oriented educational practice plays an essential role.

This has necessitated new methods of organisation for teaching and learning

processes, centring on project work with digital media that are both accessible

in the learning environment and used extensively in the learning processes.

One consequence of this extensive use of digital media has been that pupils

have been able to make extensive use of the competences that they have

acquired outside school in their school work. Pupil resource groups are also

organised to function as an important factor in teaching and learning with ICT. 

This article focuses on the positions of teachers in this new school organisation

in which, subsequent to a project initiated by the Ministry of Education, digital

media have come to pervade the everyday life of the school. The article

attempts to answer the following question: What is the significance of the use

of digital media for the relations between the actors and for the teacher’s position

as an educational knowledge leader in a learning environment typical of the

knowledge society’s learning praxis?



Empirical material and methodology

The article is based on the findings of three research projects within the area of

ICT, Media and the Danish public school (ITMF)1. All three studies are of a

qualitative nature and inspired by an anthropological approach in that they

study a social complexity in which patterns of relations are central. In an

anthropological perspective the complex social field is understood as a structure

of mutually connected social conditions and actors (Hastrup 2003:25). The

focus is not on the individual as such but on the individual as part of a social

system, ‘the individual in a community’ (Hastrup 2003:10). In the social field,

connection and reciprocity are taken for granted, and this is true of both visible

and invisible aspects. The social field also includes the cultural: the social must

be seen as part of what defines and constitutes the cultural, together with the

human encounter with and use of artifacts in the form of actions and activities.

On the basis of an anthropological viewpoint, focus is directed towards the

project’s actors, that is, the relations between the children and the adults and

the actors’ relations to the digital artifacts which enter their culture, in order to

see what happens in the various encounters thereby constructed. In the

context of the school, children and adults are positioned as pupils and teachers

respectively.

A multiplicity of research methods were used in the projects, including, for

instance, participant observation, video observation and interviews with

individuals, groups and focus groups, with participant observation and

informal conversations with both pupils and teachers assuming a special

significance in the empirical construction (Sørensen & Olesen 2000, Olesen &

Audon 2001).

12 Media and ICT

1. All three ITMF projects were conducted at Maglegård School in the municipality of
Gentofte, at the primary and secondary; at the secondary level Tjørnegårds School (also in the
municipality of Gentofte) also participated in the project, but findings from this school will
only be used to a limited extent in this article.
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Theory

Increasingly, society is becoming conceptualised as the knowledge society

(Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation 20022, Ovortrup 2004). It is

moving further and further away from the industrial pattern, whose basic

function is to develop mechanical systems of production and organisation for

transforming raw materials into industrial products. Instead, a new pattern is

emerging of a knowledge society whose basic function has shifted from

production per se to production planning and where knowledge is central,

whether in the form of skills possessed by individual employees or as collective

systems of competence and knowledge found in firms and organisations

(Qvortrup 2004:15). This general societal movement also influences the school.

Bernie Trilling and Paul Hood (2001) construct two paradigms in which the

learning praxis of the industrial society and that of the information society are

opposed to each other. The industrial society’s learning paradigm is characterised

by timetabled classroom-based communication with the teacher functioning

as both a knowledge resource and a communicator of knowledge3. The

knowledge society’s learning paradigm is characterised by open, flexible and

primarily project-based learning in which learning and communication

processes are not restricted to the physical classroom but centre on worldwide

communication with the teacher as co-learner, facilitator and consultant

(Trilling and Hood 2001:16-17). Maglegård School is deeply inscribed into the

knowledge society’s learning paradigm, though it also comprises elements

from the learning paradigm of the industrial society. 

In relation to the teacher, the term ‘position’ is used rather than ‘role’. Davies

and Harré (1990) define ‘role’ as a static function which the individual is

assigned, undertakes or rejects, opposing it to the concept of positioning, which

is dynamic and context-determined, with the self in focus. Furthermore,

2. Cf. for example the report Oplæg til dansk it-forskningsstrategi.[Proposal for a strategy for
Danish IT research] http://www.videnskabsministeriet.dk/cgi-bin/doc-show.cgi?doc_id=
129850&leftmenu=PUBLIKATIONER

3. Trilling and Hood use the tern Knowledge Age.
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positioning should be understood as a conversational phenomenon since it is

through interaction that individuals position themselves (ibid). Non-verbal

interaction is seen as a dimension in positioning as well as verbal interaction

(ibid). 

In teacher-controlled class teaching, the teacher as communicator of knowledge

is central to the communication and management of work processes, which

are often extremely predictable and aimed at clearly defined goals. However,

in the context of the school focussed on in this article, the teacher is a leader in

an organisation in which the metaphor of performance is actualised with

emphasis on openness, unpredictability and process. Working on various

digitally based projects, the pupils get to be largely self-managing, and the

teacher’s function is to have responsibility for these self-managing units; in

other words, the teacher becomes the manager of pupils who are managing

and running their own projects. 

In recent years knowledge leadership has made a place for itself in many

businesses. One explanation for this is that knowledge has become a vital para-

meter for the survival of a business (Christensen 2002:15). Knowledge

leadership is on the one hand a tool or method which can be used by

businesses for problem-solving and as a strategy for organising knowledge, and

on the other, a work culture in which time is given for dialogue and thus the

sharing of knowledge among employees as a natural element in the business

(Christensen 2002). 

The application to the educational context of knowledge leadership theory

developed in relation to workplaces is an attempt to bring new perspectives

from another field to illuminate the teacher positions generated in this new

educational setting. Teachers have always assumed a managerial position in

relation to the groups of pupils they work with, but at Maglegård School their

managerial position seems to be undergoing rapid change due to the great

emphasis on project-oriented learning processes and to the application in the

learning processes of the pupils’ knowledge and skills, especially in the field of

ICT. Furthermore, the teacher’s function is not restricted to one class but is carried

out in a home area for pupils from three yeargroups. In business the

management’s target is the product, project or goods which the company

produces, and here the employee is a means in relation to this goal. In a school,
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the pupils’ learning is the management’s target, and school subjects and

teaching materials are the means in relation to this goal. Despite these differences

of purpose, the theory of knowledge leadership may well hold perspectives

which are applicable both to an understanding of teachers’ positions in this type

of school organisation and to the deployment of the teachers’ leadership positions

in new ways which can prove fertile when the teacher wishes to make use of

the pupils’ knowledge in the context of the school.

Actor relations

At the start of the developmental work there was a marked degree of anxiety

among a majority of the teachers as few of them found that they were

sufficiently proficient in using computers, the Internet, digital cameras and video

cameras. Nevertheless, in the course of the project most of the teachers succeeded

in coming to terms with these media and regarding them as resources. At the

same time, they acquired a new attitude to their position as teachers and thus

also to their relations with the pupils. 

In this school environment it is the usual practice for pupils to go to another

pupil for help before asking the teacher, and the use of digital media has

certainly contributed to reinforcing this tendency. The pupils are accustomed

to using each other, and according to the teachers, they often understand an

explanation to a problem or situation far better when it is formulated by

another pupil than when it comes from a teacher. 

The traditional hierarchic relations between teachers and pupils characteristic

of the industrial society’s learning praxis are here in a state of dissolution.

Traditionally, many learning processes take place in a vertical process between

teachers and pupils, but the introduction of digital media has undermined this

asymmetrical relationship, with the teacher’s vertical authority challenged by

the children’s familiarity and easy proficiency with technology. The relation

between teacher and pupils is not necessarily reversed, but can now be seen as

a horizontal relation with teacher and pupil entering a collaboration in which

everyone plays a part in joint problem-solving situations. Here the relationship

between teacher and pupils often resembles a flat structure in which teachers

work side by side with the pupils as equals in a joint process.
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The educational challenge of educational knowledge
leadership

The use of digital media very much implies the construction of new knowledge

to enable the media to be used in teaching and learning processes, and here the

children comprise a resource which their teachers are quick to see both the

advantage and the necessity of tapping into. However, it requires educational

deliberation to decide how this is to be done. The teacher can participate in

learning processes with the pupils, in which case his or her position is that of

co-learner. However, the teacher may choose not to participate in the process

but to assume the position of knowledge leader and develop strategies for

organising knowledge sharing (Christensen 2002:15) so that the sharing of

knowledge among the pupils becomes an ordinary element in the everyday

life of the school. Peter Holdt Christensen speaks of work cultures (ibid)4. Here

the term learning cultures will be used. By a learning culture is meant the

complexity of social frames and patterns of relations which is constructed for

learning. With the organisation of knowledge sharing, it is important which

choice concerning the pupils is made in which situation, and how the organisa-

tion is carried out. At the school focused on in this article, the learning culture

is implicit in the school’s organisation, since for a great part of the time the

pupils can move around and talk to each other as they please; this is a

precondition for knowledge sharing, which takes place between children in

verbal communication or in active processes in the case of non-verbal know-

ledge. 

In principle it is not correct to speak of  ‘the teacher’, but of  ‘the teachers’, since

they work in teams in the home areas of the school and thus comprise joint

management. In some home areas, however, a few of the teachers will

concentrate on work with digital media, and these will be particularly central

in the project in the perspective of knowledge leadership. The teachers often

use the term knowledge sharing; the term knowledge leadership is not found in

their linguistic usage, but the concept can be identified in their educational

praxis as a strategy to promote knowledge sharing. 

4. This term has been developed in relation to work places.
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Much of the help needed by pupils in connection with ICT is often of a more

complex and time-consuming nature than corresponding help within the

school’s more traditional subject areas. Many teachers find it stressful to have

to deal with PCs, Macs and cameras which have ‘gone down’ or which they are not

sufficiently familiar with; but they know that they can draw to a great extent

on the children’s knowledge and often make use of it in solving problems.

Teachers often ally themselves with pupils who can be regarded as power

users, or digital front-runners, autodidacts who use their self-acquired knowledge

to solve, or attempt to solve, the problems which arise5. These are children who

through their use of the digital media have acquired high-level skills, and the

teachers’ aim is to that these pupils’ knowledge should spread like rings in

water. 

Many examples show that it is possible to give pupils a share of the

responsibility; many pupils are able to use their wide knowledge reflexively

and are extremely familiar with the technical aspects of the digital media. The

pupils who function as assistant instructors also go through a learning process,

because it gives them the opportunity to make their knowledge explicit and to

consider how their knowledge can best be communicated to others. Foucault

has also drawn attention to this situation in teaching and points out that the

process is reciprocal: one learns whilst one teaches (Foucault 1994:215). 

When a teacher sees that several pupils need help to solve a problem, from a

knowledge-leadership perspective he or she can choose to ask a pupil to step in.

An example of this is a case which occurred in a home area in which two pupils

asked a teacher to help them with a program. Instead of taking on the job

personally, the teacher asked Pelle, another pupil, to assume the place of

instructor, thus giving Pelle discretionary status at the top of a formally

organised learning hierarchy which did not originate in the interaction

between Pelle and the two boys, as it would in informal learning hierarchies6:

5. The term is taken from the project Power Users, U.S. Department of Education
www.powerusers.edc.org

6. In informal learning hierarchies, the youngest children learn from the oldest or the least
competent from the more competent children.
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the two boys did not ask Pelle for help but went to the teacher, who said that

Pelle should help them. Thus, Pelle was put in the place of the teacher.

In his instructor position he took over responsibility for the two boys’ learning

to use the video camera to record and edit. He both demonstrated what to do

and told them verbally. It went well, except that now and then Pelle became too

much the instructor communicating knowledge rather than a pupil helping

two classmates with their own process. Pelle took responsibility as instructor,

imitating the traditional teacher role, and the two boys reacted to this at one

point by wanting to do it themselves. The formally organised learning hierarchy

was thus not always acceptable. Disagreements arose, with the effect that

Pelle assumed another position and handed over the process to the two pupils;

when they later found that they needed to avail themselves of Pelle’s knowledge

again they went back to him and asked for his help of their own accord.

This example serves to illustrate the ways in which knowledge leadership can

be organised. The teacher’s choice of Pelle was good because he possessed the

necessary knowledge and during the process understood how to change strategy

and act so as to get the other pupils on track. At the same time the example also

shows that knowledge sharing is not unproblematic. The relations for sharing

knowledge were not always as they should be, and if Pelle had not had the

social skills and presence of mind to change course, problems might have been

created of a nature to prevent knowledge sharing. The relations between the

actors in knowledge-sharing processes are also discussed by Gabriel Szulanski

(1996) and Peter Holdt Christensen (2002) as problematic and barrier-forming.

Barriers to knowledge sharing can also arise if the recipient does not possess

sufficient knowledge to receive the knowledge (Szulanski 1996). In practice

this often has the consequence that the person or group who were supposed to

participate in a knowledge-sharing process does not in fact construct new

knowledge but merely gets help to solve a problem which will be a problem

again next time the situation occurs.

Communication and instruction can both promote and create barriers in a

knowledge-sharing process. This is illustrated by two examples. Two boys, Holger

and Torben, are selected by a teacher to be resource persons to whom the

pupils in another class can go for help. There is, however, a great difference

between the ways that the two boys share knowledge. Holger can explain
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verbally how a problem should be solved and how to work with a computer

programme, so the group which needs his knowledge in their work can sit at the

console and carry out the actions themselves. This means that they can more

easily remember what he has shown them next time they work on a similar

project. A dialogue takes place in which the group performs actions and at the

same time puts words to some of them. This boy can also give different kinds

of explanations. He waits to see whether the group can use his explanation in

practice and supplements it with friendly chat, which signals equality and

thus dismantles the ‘teacher-pupil relationship’ which was becoming a barrier

in the above example of Pelle. A pupil from the group which got help said

afterwards that it had been really good and almost better than if it had been

from a teacher. This is an example of what is formulated above by the teacher:

that in some circumstances communication and instruction function better

from pupil to pupil. From the perspective of knowledge sharing it is here the

case that this pupil makes his silent knowledge explicit and thus accessible for

several pupils in their praxis. In the terms of Nonaka and Takeuchis, this can be

said to be an externalisation (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). 

For Torben, the other boy, however, it is necessary to sit at the keyboard and

practice his knowledge if he is supposed to share it with others. This means

that he often has to repeat the actions after the group have tried them for

themselves. In practice, words are sometimes added, but it is essentially an

action-oriented praxis which is the mainstay of instruction. In the sense used

by Nonaka and Takeuchi, one might say that this is mainly an example of what

they call socialisation: the silent knowledge of one pupil is made accessible as

silent knowledge to several pupils. In work with digital media many examples

are seen of pupils assuming the instructor’s position; as the examples adduced

here demonstrate, there are great differences in the ways in which pupils

assume this position and how different pupils communicate with and instruct

other pupils. 

Significant pupils

Knowledge sharing between pupils in a class or within a home area most often

takes place in a one-to-one relation or a one-to-group relation. Occasionally it

happens that teachers notice pupils who are especially knowledgeable and
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particularly able to communicate what they know, and who are thus

important with respect to knowledge sharing. This was the case with a 6th-

grade pupil who was particularly adept at PowerPoint presentations with high

communicative value. In connection with a talk on PowerPoint presentations,

the teachers invited this boy to show his own productions and use them to

focus on PowerPoint’s communicative aspects. He functioned as a kind of

consultant with special knowledge in a specific area. Through his presentation

of the topic and his conversations with pupils from different grades he makes his

knowledge accessible to many other pupils. According to his teachers, the other

pupils find it an enormous motivation when a fellow pupil gives a talk and

demonstrates the knowledge he has gleaned from experience in producing

something. In a learning perspective this motivation must be seen as

promoting the use of the knowledge which is communicated. This boy can be

termed a significant pupil, that is, one who in the short or long run is important

and significant for other pupils’ learning processes; in this case, for having

created something whose quality is far above the norm and for being able to

explicate the communicative aspects of PowerPoint production.

Gender and knowledge as power

With respect to gender barriers, tendencies can be registered in children’s

activities with digital media outside school for boys to avoid asking for help

from girls, especially younger girls (Jessen: 2001). When faced with this, teachers

were proactive by only allowing girls to participate in some courses, which

subsequently made it necessary for the boys to ask the girls for help.

In computer games out of school is appears to be part of the boys’ culture that

whilst a group of boys may play together cooperatively, individuals may some-

times withhold information from others in the group because it is often

prestigious to be furthest ahead in the game. There is often a delicate balance

between cooperation and competition (Sørensen & Olesen 2000, Jessen 2001).

It was therefore interesting to see whether in the culture of the school the boys

in some circumstances regarded their knowledge as a form of power which

enabled them to maintain their position, which could thus be an obstacle to

the sharing of knowledge. In businesses, knowledge as power is seen to be an

obstacle to knowledge sharing among employees (von Krogh 1998, Christensen
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2002). This was not registered in the project, maybe because in the culture of

this school sharing one’s knowledge with others bestows recognition.

It was investigated whether there were barriers to pupils applying for help

from pupils in other home areas. The pupils are organised in home areas and

they are used to mixing with pupils from other levels. A class only reassembles

for instructions and special class sessions, so a disturbance in one home area

does not affect the class as a whole. The pupils are used to working together

across classes and age groups, which is probably the most important factor: in

a home area older pupils are seen to make enquiries of younger pupils, and vice

versa. There are also instances of enquiries being made across home areas: for

example, three 4th-grade girls at the secondary level come into the senior home

area and ask a teacher whether there is a pupil who can help them use a

particular programme for a project they are working on, so two 8th-grade boys

sit down at the computer and exert their educational skills so well that not

only do the girls have their problem solved but they are also enabled to use the

programme in their subsequent work on the project. 

In another case, 5th-grade pupils are engaged in a project where they have to

use PowerPoint as a communicative tool. The teacher in charge of the project is

not particularly skilled in the use of PowerPoint, and as the pupils have not

worked with it before, she gets an ICT consultant to set up a course in its use for

four pupils who will thus be resource pupils for the project. The teacher finds

that the resource pupils give her so much support that she is better able to cope

with the work. In this case there are originally no resource pupils in the given

area, so ad hoc training is given to chosen pupils who then function as a

resource for this project. 

In most home areas an organised form of knowledge leadership takes place

with the establishment of organised groups of resource pupils. Each group

specialises in an area such as intranet, video recording, video editing, digital

photography, etc. and new resource groups are trained as the need arises. The

names of the group members are listed on the notice-board in the home area so

everyone can see who the resource pupils are in different areas. This has

contributed to the formation of a learning culture which makes knowledge

sharing an integrated part of the school culture. It can be said that in this

school there is a basic organisation for knowledge sharing in a media
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perspective. Thus it is not necessary for the teachers always to be organising

knowledge-sharing processes because they take place reciprocally among the

pupils. Furthermore, at Maglegård School a group of ICT resource pupils has

been trained in connection with the senior classes’ ICT project, and everyone in

the senior classes and also in other home areas can draw on their expertise. 

In the pupils’ learning community knowledge sharing also takes place in

connection with their socially situated actions in relation to what they are

working on. When the pupils share knowledge certain processes take place

which the children organise themselves and freely choose to join in with or

relinquish (Sørensen 2002). It is thus distinguished from knowledge sharing

which is organised by teachers and which the pupils cannot simply join in

with or leave as they please. This means that there are a number of educational

matters which the teacher must watch out for and reckon with. These are the

conditions which act as obstacles to knowledge sharing or those which

promote it. Thus as a prerequisite for the position of manager, the teacher must

understand the frequently complicated social-psychological processes involved

in organising pupils to share knowledge and create a learning culture which

promotes knowledge sharing. On the whole, it can thus be asserted that a

learning culture which promotes knowledge sharing is characterised by an

interplay between top-down, bottom-up and peer-to-peer relations.

When pupils function in a school organisation like that of Maglegård School

and make use of digital media as an integrated part of the learning processes

in the day-to-day life of the school, the position of the teachers and their

relations with the pupils undergo a change which can be seen as parallel to the

changes which are taking place at many workplaces at the managerial and

organisational levels. In many businesses and organisations a de-bureaucrati-

sation is underway, giving space for self-management, self-organisation and

self-inspection. De-bureaucratisation can be regarded as a stage in a cultural

change taking place in the power structure dominant in traditional industry,

where external inspection was part of the leadership concept (Morgan 1988).
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Horizontal verticalised teachers

As previously mentioned, knowledge sharing is not always organised by the

teacher. Many teachers work on the assumption that knowledge sharing will

take place reciprocally among a group of pupils working together on a project

and that on their own initiative the pupils will draw on other pupils or on

teachers. And this is what actually happens, as will be discussed in the following,

which will also focus on the teacher’s position in relation to the progress of the

pupils’ projects and their academic standard. The projects are generally carried

out with a great deal of commitment, with the pupils taking charge

themselves and continually being able to challenge themselves. 

In some situations one might ask whether the teacher is deceived by these

pupils’ appearance of autonomy. At other schools with project work based on

digital media, teachers have also relied on the pupils’ commitment and self-

management in their projects, and subsequently found the finished product to

be very flimsy with respect to media use and in an interdisciplinary and

academic7 perspective (Nilsson 2002, Lund & Almås 2003, Sørensen, Hubert,

Risgaard & Kirkegaard 2004, Hansbøl & Sørensen 2004). The problem here and

in the projects referred to above is that the teachers do not, on the one hand,

offer sufficient guidance as to content, or on the other hand demand standards,

quality and depth. They are physically and socially present, and on that basis

relate to the group, but they are often absent in the sense that they do not

attempt to make a mark on the content of the pupils’ production.

The projects demonstrate that the pupils are very able to manage the digital

media at the technical level, but working with videos and the different genres

that are attempted, such as film, reportage, news, etc. Demands special skills

which the pupils must learn and the teacher must acquire in order to influence

the process in a professional manner. The teachers must embark on a course of

media studies and become clear about what a video camera, for instance, can

be used for, and how it can further and encourage the pupils’ learning. On the

filmic and pictorial level the pupils draw on their experience of TV and film,

7. ‘Academic’ refers to the content and methods of the different school subjects, such as
Danish and history.
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and this is clearly expressed in many of their productions and their conversations

with each other whilst they work with the media. The knowledge which the

pupils acquire by these means and which they attempt to apply must be

combined with the terminology and methods of media studies, in an

educational praxis in which the teacher wants to achieve something with the

pupils, and where the aim of learning is part of the educational concept.

The experiment was made at many class levels of giving groups of pupils a

course in special media aspects such as storyboard, filmic effects etc. The intention

was that each of these pupils should join in groups with pupils who comprise

an expert group in their home area which can be used in relation to other pupils’

projects. The concept is well conceived from the point of view of knowledge

sharing at the pupils’ own level, and it proved to function in some situations,

especially when the expert pupils had understood how to apply the

professional media concepts and were good at passing their knowledge on to

others. In some cases the pupils functioned well as the experts in new groups

in that they were able to share their knowledge with other children both

verbally and non-verbally in an action-orientated praxis. But in some cases

there were individual pupils who could not manage to demonstrate or make

explicit the knowledge they acquired in the intro-course. They had largely lost

the conceptual apparatus they had been introduced to by the course, and their

understanding of the subject was inadequate for them to work with it in the

group, since much of the knowledge which was to be shared with others in a

new praxis was not established as a construction in the minds of these pupil

experts. 

This experience raises the question of how to base the content and methods of

such intro courses. It becomes apparent that the teachers are of great

importance for the running of such learning processes. By means of

conversation and discussions they can contribute to what Nonaka and

Takeuchi (1995) term externalisation, that is, the transformation of the pupils’

practical and silent knowledge to explicit knowledge which it is necessary to use

in reflexive dialogue about what is being produced and at an explicit level to

pass on knowledge to others. In some situations the problem was that

physically and socially the teachers were certainly present in the projects but

often lacked the media qualifications which would enable them to give the

pupils their professional support as to the subject matter of the project. It can
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also be the case that a teacher lacks the quite basic prerequisites – which Cohen

& Levinthal (1990) term a lack of absorptive capacity – necessary for

proactively working with the content of the pupils’ learning processes. 

As one teacher put it, in working with the project the teacher caught up with

the technology, but the more professional approach to the media was a problem.

Another problem is that some teachers have a tendency to evaluate pupils on

whether or not they were absorbed in what they were doing, and if their

absorption looked constructive they were often left to get on with it. Often the

tendency is that the teacher steps in when there are technical problems or

problems in cooperation. The pupils work independently, with the self-

determination and commitment which is a feature of the pupil groups at all

levels at both schools, and this often fools the teacher. Pupils attribute great

importance to the communication arising between pupils and teacher, especially

when, in Dysthe’s use of the term, it becomes dialogic; i.e. when both parties are

involved with each other’s ideas and thoughts (Dysthe 1999).

The children’s digital activities out of school are also drawn on in the

organisation of the school’s learning processes, for example by making use of

chat and computer games. In one of the junior home areas there is a selection

of games which are judged to have relevance in a school context. Sometimes

they are used by the pupils themselves, and sometimes the teacher takes these

activities as a starting point, bringing out their relevance to the school’s

curriculum – though not necessarily to the curriculum set specifically for that

grade: it happened that when some pupils were playing a game about the EU,

the teacher took the opportunity to introduce geographical aspects. Geography

does not feature on the curriculum at that grade’s level, but here the potential

for interest in the subject is seized on by the teacher and encouraged through

dialogue with the pupils. In this way a synergy is generated between playing

the game and a more purposeful engagement initiated by the teacher with

geography as a discipline. Here the teacher is of importance in revealing the

game’s educational content by approaching it from another angle and

encouraging dialogue and reflection. According to Kurt Squire, the context for

learning in connection with games is all-important, and he suggests that

learning resources should be established which inspire the pupils to reflection

in their use of games (Squire 2002).



In relation to the pupils’ projects, teachers have increasingly acknowledged

that in using digital media their grasp of the technological side is not adequate

and that it demands high standards in both media and content to produce a

competent project. Some teachers have found it difficult to come to terms with

technology and the media. Others have transferred aspects of standard subjects

like Danish and Art in a vertical process, thus developing a practical professiona-

lism in respect of the projects. When the teachers of the secondary classes held

an evaluation conference the role of technology was a prominent theme. Several

of the teachers found that technology took up too much space compared to

content, but they realised that this is how it was bound to be at the start

because it requires a huge amount of resources to get technology under one’s

skin. Many teachers thought that they had come a long way with technology,

but that the whole field of media, including the aesthetic aspects, has loomed

up as a new and huge challenge which teachers must now confront. 

The media’s potential for new forms of organisation

During the course of the research project the teachers changed in their attitude

to technology, and especially to the pupils’ position in media usage. One

teacher says: The pupils progress faster than their teachers. The teacher

continues: Some teachers found it hard to face the fact that the pupils were so

good at it. At the start the teachers were forced to re-evaluate their traditional

position. They found it a challenge to revise their attitude to their own

professionalism and to the pupils. Furthermore, the teachers have had to learn

to use the digital media. Many approached it as if it were a new teaching area

connected with a specific number of courses. I haven’t been on a course so I

don’t know this programme is a remark frequently heard from many teachers in

the early stages of the project. Internal courses were provided for the teachers,

but as time went on it was also seen that teachers learnt to use the technology

together with their pupils, or from their pupils. The teachers have also been

faced with having to learn about the media studies connected to the use of

digital media. It was not until some way into the project that this was realised

and acknowledged by some of them, and it has proven to be an area for which

many teachers do not have an educational background. There is thus a great

challenge here for both teacher training and in-service training. 

26 Media and ICT
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There is broad agreement among the teachers in the project that the digital

media demand a large number of resources and that it cannot be expected that

the pupils will be able to make quality productions with respect to both media

and content merely on the basis of a few video recordings or something

similar. The project has also shown that knowledge-sharing and knowledge-

leadership processes have been an educational gain in project work. Some of

the teaching environments have gone very far in this area. It is therefore all the

more important that there is an explicit educational understanding that the

pupils’ rapid progress in knowledge-sharing processes should not be isolated in

a closed circle or maybe even be allowed to deteriorate in an inward spiral but

that an outward spiral of technological, media and subject understanding

should be established with both pupils and teachers as actors in the processes

and the teachers constantly alternating between functioning in a horizontal

structure and moving vertically as both educational advisor and manager of a

complexity made up of many simultaneous social learning processes. 

The research project has demonstrated that the comprehensive usage of media

in the school’s day-to-day activities has brought about a change in the relations

between pupils and teachers and in their positions. On the basis of this project

it can be said that the media contain a potential for new forms of organisation

which in this learning environment have developed into a praxis in which

knowledge sharing among the pupils is a part of the learning processes and

where knowledge leadership is actualised as a new position for the teacher and

a challenge for the future development of educational theory.
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Project and Web-based
Teaching
– An Invitation to Develop Student and Teacher Roles

Helle Mathiasen 

Abstract

This article attempts to rethink student and teacher roles in the perspective of IT

use, with particular emphasis on teaching environments where combinations

of Web-mediated communication forums and face-to-face communication

forums are actualised.

In the concluding discussion, roles, functions and categories for Web use are

linked up with the concept of complexity. Teachers and students seek, on the

one hand, to reduce complexity in connection with assuming roles and per-

forming functions and, on the other, to increase complexity by differentiating

their roles and functions.

Introduction

In this article an attempt is made to rethink student and teacher roles in the

perspective of IT use, with particular emphasis on teaching environments

where combinations of Web-mediated communication forums and face-to-

face communication forums are actualised.

The article begins with a brief presentation of the theoretical framework, after

which an example is offered of communication among upper secondary school

teachers about roles and functions in connection with courses carried out as

Web-based projects. Short excerpts are then provided from interviews
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presenting students’ experiences with roles and functions during three project

periods of three weeks’ duration each in the autumn of 2003.

In addition to the project-based programmes at the upper secondary school,

the empirical material includes findings from about fifty upper secondary school

experiments monitored from 2002 to 2004.

Examples are included of teacher and student reflections on the roles actualised

in connection with the concrete courses in order to give an impression of some

of the themes that come into play when mixing teaching based on physical

presence in the teaching environment and Web-mediated teaching

environments.

In the concluding discussion, the roles, functions and categories of Web use are

linked up with the concept of complexity. Teachers and students seek, on the one

hand, to reduce complexity in connection with assuming roles and performing

functions and, on the other, to increase complexity by differentiating their roles

and functions.

Theoretical framework

In the framework of systems theory, educational institutions are characterised

by being functionally differentiated organisations and social systems that set

their own frameworks (Luhmann, N. (1985), Luhmann, N.(1986), Luhmann, N.

(1988), Luhmann, N. (1992), Luhmann, N. (1994), Luhmann, N. (1996), Luhmann,

N. (2000). The primary responsibility of the educational system is to deliver the

service traditionally called teaching, which in this context is observed as the

specific form of communication intended to bring about change. The

functionally differentiated social system, called the educational system, is

defined as a social system with its own codes and programmes that maintains

and creates itself via communication. A distinction is made between the

educational system and educational organisations. The educational system is

one of several differentiated social systems – such as the political system, the

economic system and the scientific system – while educational organisations

are, for instance, institutions like elementary schools, upper secondary schools

or universities. Specific conditions are linked to membership of organisations,
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and it is possible to withdraw from them. For example, upper secondary school

students must possess certain starting qualifications and skills and the

teachers must have a relevant academic background. There are certain kinds of

members in an organisation – such as students, teachers, leaders and

administrators. Often these educational organisations are designated as

institutions, considered to be a special quality of organisations that, as it were,

become institutionalised over time – i.e., close in on themselves in order to be

able to continue their autopoiesis in a continually iterative process.

Viewed in the present context, systems are characterised as closed, self-referential

and self-creating. Systems are dependent on their environment and in this

sense autonomous rather than autarchic, meaning that a system is nourished

by its environment, which will always be more complex than the system itself.

Through the systems theory lens it is possible to observe a social system – e.g.,

communication – as something in itself and for itself as it appears to the

current observer. The lens selected suspends a distinction between subject and

object to distinguish instead between the system and the system’s environment.

It is therefore a question of suspending an ontological environment/ontological

object. Instead, the point of departure is that the phenomena are relative to the

system.

This presentation distinguishes between two general types of social systems as

concerns communication in educational institutions. They are systems of

interaction such as traditional classroom teaching based on physical presence

and Net-disseminated Asynchronous, Written Computer-mediated Communi-

cation (NAWCC), which offers the possibility of organising Web-based

communication in various ways – for instance, in various conference, chat and

mail forums. This distinction is based on the various conditions, in particular

auditory and visual, for maintaining and developing communication that

exists in these two categories of communication forums (elaborated in, for

instance, Mathiasen (2003)).

The article discusses the roles and related functions associated with the actuali-

sation of various communication forums. To this end, it is necessary to introduce

the concept of the person as part of the psychic system, which can be linked

together with his or her own and others’ (behavioural) expectations regarding
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the person in question. It is a question of social attributions when the concept

of the person is used, which means that the concrete context – the “environ-

mentally specific” context – can attribute characteristics to the person

(Luhmann, N (2000), p. 369).

The terminology and the valid rules of attribution vary with the evolution

of each social system. […] Very early on, concepts like that of the soul

existed to identify people before and after death. Up until the early modern

period, personhood remained an attribute mostly for legal relationships

(but also for existence as civis in a society). Luhmann, N. (1994), p. 386

The designation of ‘person’ is thus reserved “to indicate the social identification

of a complex of expectations directed toward an individual human being.”

(Luhmann, N. (1995), p. 210). The person is, for instance, the ‘inspiring teacher’

and the ‘lazy student’.

A distinction is made between the concept of person and the concept of role, in

that the concept of role may be separated from the individual person. A role

can be taken over by others, it being seen as a specific and context-dependent

part of a person’s behaviour. In other words, roles can be taken over, while

persons are regarded as unique and hence cannot be ‘jumped into and out of’.

An example of this is that the role of student may be observed as part of a

person’s behaviour; later on in the day the student assumes the role of a

babysitter. The role of student is obviously a role that many people perform,

and at the same time a replaceable role rather than a permanent role. The same

is true for the role of teacher. A person can be a teacher in a school, later on in

the day, a doctor’s patient or a customer in a supermarket, and in the evening

a badminton player.

Furthermore, in connection with the concept of ‘role’ it is necessary to make a

distinction between roles and functions in the sense that roles trigger

expectations regarding functions that can/should be actualised. A role may

thus be connected with several functions – for instance, the role of teacher in

an upper secondary school may be connected with functions such as

scheduling, carrying out and evaluating teaching, study guidance, examining

and marking (achievement marks/marks for the year’s work), and holding

parent-teacher meetings. 
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The conceptual distinctions outlined above may be regarded as an attempt to

reduce complexity in respect to the theme of the article, and the concept of

complexity is seen as a condition for the operations of systems, and hence a

phenomenon that systems constantly seek to reduce. But reducing complexity

does not indicate a static approach to the concept of complexity, in the sense

that the system is then in an ‘end state’. Rather, it means that a system with

complexity-reducing operations can boost its own complexity to then become

more ‘sensitive’ to the complexity of the environment. It is therefore a steady

iterative process, a dynamic approach to the concept of complexity, considered

as a phenomenon relative to a system. In the chosen systems-theoretical lens,

the increasing inner-complexity of a system in a learning perspective can be

considered to be production of knowledge. In other words, the intention may

be briefly expressed by saying that only complexity can reduce the complexity.

According to Luhmann, the complexity may be defined as follows: “We will call

an interconnected collection of elements ‘complex’ when, because of immanent

constraints in the element’s connective capacity, it is no longer possible at any

moment to connect every element with every other element” (Luhmann, N.

(2000), p. 61).

Complexity thus concerns the fact that any given element can never expect

to be able to be linked with any other given element. A system is forced to

choose in order to be able to reduce the complexity of the environment. What

is selected and what is rejected depends on the system and in particular, the

complexity of the system.

Having established the theoretical framework, let us now turn to the empirical

material, beginning with the concrete context in which the empirical research

took place. 

Course frameworks

The concrete context of the study is an upper secondary school in which the

courses are periodically carried out as Web-based projects.

Structure of the courses
The courses observed were organised as three separate three-week projects in

the autumn of 2003. Students and teachers prepared during the two weeks
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prior to the actual project week through various communicative teaching

activities such as classroom training and lectures. The conferencing system

used was part of an information forum, a Web-mediated communication

forum for students and teachers. During the project week itself, the traditional

course structure in the form of class instruction was suspended, which did not

occur in the two preparatory weeks. In the weeks prior to the actual project

week the teachers successively placed material in the joint class conference in

the conferencing system used. The groups were established about two weeks

before the project week, and before the project week the students clarified their

concrete project theme with one or more teachers by means of, among other

things, the group conferences.

The students typically worked from Monday to Thursday on the project assign-

ment, which was turned in on Thursday. The teachers then prepared

themselves for the group examinations next day, as did the students. By Friday

afternoon the students and teachers completed the project week with a final

evaluation based on the teacher’s and co-examiner’s grading of the individual

student’s performance in the concrete group examination.

Ways to form groups
During the three project periods the groups were formed in three different

ways: the students formed their own groups, and the teachers put the students

in groups based either on their written indication of three persons with whom

they would like to work or on their interests concerning the project theme.

The communication forums used
One of the first group tasks was to define the problem to be discussed, which

assumed the form of a concrete problem formulation through group

discussions with one or more teachers in the individual group conferences and

in the fact-to-face (f2f) contexts.

The students could book an appointment with the individual teacher for f2f

meetings at the school on one day’s notice. When Web-mediated questions

were put to the teacher, primarily through the group conferences, he or she

attempted to reply as quickly as possible “within reasonable limits”, which

varied from teacher to teacher.
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It was up to the students to choose where they wanted to work during the

project week. The groups made their own organisational decisions – some

worked mainly at the school, others at home. Most groups chose mainly to

work in f2f forums during the project week, which for most groups meant that

during the project week they started out by meeting at the school. In addition

to these f2f-based communication forums, the students used the joint

conference, the group conference, and mail and chat systems (Mathiasen, H

(2004), pp. 26-69).

Detailed requirements for the product and evaluation of the project
Through the joint class conference the teacher presented formal requirements

to the students. Through the joint conference the students also received

information about the academic requirements of the project assignment,

including which taxonomical levels were expected to be elaborated.

The outline below is an example of the detailed project requirements and the

evaluation framework for one of the three projects.

The completed project should correspond to three pages per student in the

group. It must be possible to identify each student’s contribution, which,

however, does not have to comprise three consecutive pages.

The project week will conclude with a group examination on the basis of

which individual marks will be given.

Thirty-five minutes are set aside for the group examination, followed by ten

minutes to discuss the examinee’s performance and to present the reasons

for the mark. The assessment is based on the project assignment as a whole:

the individually produced pages and the oral presentation.

Within this framework various roles and related functions are actualised.

Teacher discussion of teacher roles and functions

The designations “a teacher” and “a student” initially indicate the general

professional designations of the educational system. “A teacher” comprises in
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this sense the above-mentioned expected functions. The following excerpt

from a contribution to a teachers’ conference will expand this understanding

of the concept of the role of the teacher. This can be seen as expressing an

increase in complexity, and in this context the educational system’s attempt to

deal with the demands of the environment – by demanding that teachers

perform still more roles and functions.

The conference contribution presented below is from the teachers’ closed

conference, which means that only the teachers had access to it. The teachers

discussed roles and functions in relation to the various roles promoted by the

project week. In the joint conference, the students were informed about the

functions connected with the two roles introduced by the teachers. These roles

designated the teachers as “teachers” and “consultants”, respectively. The students

were thus introduced to two types of teachers that they could expect to be

actualised in the project periods. There is thus on the one hand, a reduction in

complexity, in that the teachers distinguish between these two roles; on the

other, this distinction may be seen as an increase in complexity, in that it

should be possible for teachers and students alike to handle each of these roles

as something different.

The excerpt from the teachers’ conference is included below to exemplify some

of the questions that the teachers considered central regarding the communi-

cative performance to be delivered in an educational institution where a

variety of ways of working and teaching methods are actualised. At the level of

the functional system it may be interpreted as an example of the educational

system’s handling of the complexity of the environment and the system’s

internal attempt at reducing complexity.

Teacher 1:

“Dear Everyone:

I have given some thought to the concept/role of “consultant”. Allow me to

attempt to offer my understanding of it. I would rather talk about the “consultant-

teacher” because to me the concept does not imply that one is not a teacher too

– that is, I operate with an active role to some degree […] I think that the

consultant-teacher offers exactly the information and influence that enables the

student, the group, to develop its own resources, but the consultant teacher

should be watchful of taking away the student’s independent initiative and
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thereby the possibility of fully developing his or her resources. It is a tricky

balancing act! I believe that the consultant-teacher can point out possibilities

without deciding and taking over the responsibility, but the consultant-teacher

can also decide when a student is going astray. It cannot be beneficial to allow

students to learn from mistakes when success is possible. Yet mistakes are not

always harmful to the student – some students can learn from them; for others

it is better to experience a success”.

Teacher 2:

“Yes, in any event it is a tricky balancing act, but ALSO an important discussion.

Just for once allow me to use practice as the starting point rather than theory. If

we are consultants, the students should (as they’ve already been told) book an

appointment with us. If we are consultant-teachers, we should book an

appointment with them – for instance, Monday or Thursday, to make sure

they’re on the right track. I can’t really decide how I see myself in this respect, but

probably mostly in the role of consultant. They have experienced this before. The

requirements have been explained to them. In class they have also done this kind

of thing before. When they give their oral presentations we will be able to correct

them if they’re way off track. And here they have the possibility of showing us

what they know. And presenting their arguments based on the report and our

questions.

Both the presentation and the subsequent evaluation will indicate what they

should improve and develop next time. We are in a process, and this third project

week is yet one more step forward – for them and for us”.

Teacher 3:

“Consultant or guide… In my view, by using the word consultant we’re encouraging

the students to consult us more than if we use the word guide. So a consultant

has a more passive role than a guide. I find the content of the consultant function,

as you have discussed in the preceding mails, very interesting/relevant. The

consultant’s task is to get the students to ask themselves the questions necessary

to solve a problem. Our endeavours are largely to give them “tools” to work on

achieving this. So we are general consultants…. As discussed the other day at our

meeting, a consultant should be able to challenge the various forms of

intelligence… the approx. 8 forms of intelligence correspond to different styles of

learning Our aim is to be able to give advice of relevance to all styles of learning
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… Learning to pose good questions must be our goal – learn to seek and you shall

find…” (The teacher refers to H. Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences) 

Several themes may be brought to light in this Web-mediated discussion

(thread), such as pedagogy, didactics and learning theory. Here we shall focus

on the teachers’ reflections on the concept of the role of the teacher and its

accompanying functions.

There seems to be some vagueness in respect to the designations of the roles

and the functions that should be linked to them. The teachers presented the

students with two types of roles and related functions: a role that they designate

as a “teacher role” and another one that they designate as a “consultant role”.

The students were informed about which roles and functions they could expect

to find in the project periods. Concretely this means that the students were told

that they could expect the teachers to assume the “teacher” role in the

preparatory period of about two weeks and that they could expect the teachers

to act as “consultants” in the actual project week.

When the teacher assumed the role of a “teacher”, this role was described as

fulfilling traditional functions such as traditional classroom teaching and

lectures for several classes. In relation to the project work, this implies, for

instance, that the teachers were vital in connection with decisions about

whether a problem formulation was adequate. The teachers had the possibility

of being the driving force in the sense that they assumed part of the

responsibility for getting the students off to a good start on their project and for

whether the students performed at a satisfactory academic level.

The teachers described the role of “consultant” as an offer to the students, to

provide them with academic input, advice and general guidance. Other

communicative routines accompanied the role of consultant when the student

desired contact with the consultants associated with the project. Contact like

this was to take place by contacting the “consultants” the day before the desired

consultant meeting.

As it appears from the above thread in the teacher conference, there was

uncertainty as to the role designations and the specific functions that are

linked to these roles and that the teachers expected each other to assume.
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In the three conference contributions above, several roles are mentioned. The

three teachers use the designations of “teacher”, “consultant-teacher”, “guide”,

“consultant” and “general consultant”. The teachers have an idea that implies a

gradually more passive role concerning the activity as a teacher from the concept

of a “teacher” to the concept of a “general consultant”. At the same time, they

expect students to take on a gradually more active role.

There is a fundamental problem inherent in this idea, in that in connection

with the interview the teachers said that they could be relatively “more certain

about what the students know” when they take on the role of “teacher” (in the

sense of the person teaching a certain subject within a traditional framework).

In this context the teachers subscribe to an idea that knowledge is a substance

that the teacher can transfer to the student. At the same time, the teachers said

that the students were relatively better able to show initiative and were

relatively more active when working in, for instance, project groups rather

than when participating in classroom teaching. In this context the teachers do

not subscribe to transfer models but more to the idea that work in small groups

can facilitate learning processes.

According to the teachers, from this perspective there is a connection between

the students’ possible level of initiative and activity and the roles that the

teachers chose to assume. In the teachers’ understanding of their own role, the

role of teacher is the most active while the role of consultant cannot be

assigned the same level of activity.

To interpret the question of level of activity it is furthermore necessary to

consider ideas about being able to “keep track of” the students’ levels of

activity. In evaluating the level of activity the ability to be able to “keep track

of”, for instance, the students, their selection of content, and the relevancy and

level of the content appears to be an implicit function. In addition, it deals with

the teachers’ wish to “keep track of” how far they have come in respect to,

among other things, decisions about process, product and materials, and

especially the physical location of the students and “what they’re up to”. And

it deals with control measure and functions that can facilitate the chosen

teacher role.
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Theoretically, the role of consultant and the role of student, for instance, may be

considered to have a high level of activity, since both roles – with their own

respective functions – involve activities like continuous participation in develop-

ing the process and the product during the project periods. 

So, on the one hand, several roles may be seen as increasing the complexity of

the system, and on the other hand, as reducing complexity if their functions

are elaborated and made understandable to teachers and students alike. This

requires, among other things, being explicit about the conditions for each of the

roles and their functions and the frameworks within which they unfold, in the

understanding that students and teachers had the possibility of constructing a

horizon of expectations that was common to the participants in the social system,

that is, the persons expected to participate in the communication activities, the

organisation, the educational institution, the upper secondary school.

There are several parameters that must be taken into account – for instance,

that different roles can bring about changes in expectations and that these

should be integrated in or distinctly disrupt the horizon of expectations of the

system, as it were – in other words: interfere in the culture of the system.

Student observations

Turning to the students’ observations of the teacher roles and functions in the

three project periods, the starting point for the discussion may be regarded as an

attempt to deal with system-related complexity. In other words, the students’

statements may be interpreted as expressing an attempt to reduce the

complexity that they as students in an educational institutional observe and

must take into account. The students attempt to make sense of what the

system expects of them in the role/roles of students. They want clear messages

and hence the ability to reduce the complexity of their environment.

The following empirically based texts introduce several different possible

themes. In the present context we shall focus on the students’ statements

about the concept of role and the functions that go along with this.
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When the students were asked whether they “can figure out how to use a

teacher in the role of consultant”, they said this was difficult. As one student

explained, “because they are teachers”. A possible interpretation of this is that

the students attempted to deal with the observed complexity by drawing on

structures of expectations that precisely constructed the teacher, who was the

one who assumed the above-mentioned teacher role, and linked to this was a

student role that corresponded, so to speak, to this teacher role. It is a matter of

implicit as well as explicit hypotheses and codes, habits and routines – the culture

linked to this very system.

One student further explains: “We are the ones who have to get in touch with

the consultant during the project week… and we figure that the teacher has an

ulterior motive, so I don’t contact the teacher in writing, because if I did the

teacher could of course save it and use it”. To remedy this problem some students

suggested that teachers “from outside” should act as consultants – “then we

know that what we ask about doesn’t go any further”.

This explication of the logic as it is observed by the students may be interpreted

as expressing the students’ system-related horizon of expectations, making it

quite a task to deconstruct it.

The students’ approach to the various roles that the teachers assume may be

interpreted as indicating their lack of confidence in the notion that their horizon

of expectations can or will be re-evaluated. In other words, the students’

emphasis on the teachers’ possibility to carry out sanctions by, for example,

using the “black book” and their expectations about the functions of the

teacher role such as giving the students homework, correcting assignments,

planning lessons and teaching – “because they are teachers” – impedes the

deconstruction of the horizon of expectations as regards potential roles and

constellations of roles. The system-related codes that in the educational system

concern good/poor (exams) manifest themselves as crucial for whether the

students’ think the teachers are worthy of confidence. It is the teachers who

decide, for instance, which marks should be on the final examination

certificate.

The concept of confidence is inspired by Luhmann’s use of this idea and may be

described as a mechanism to reduce complexity (Luhmann, N. (1999)). The
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problem that appears in this context is that students do not directly choose to

adhere to the concept of confidence in order to reduce social complexity by this

means, but instead suggest a solution that is fundamentally based on a lack of

confidence. In other words, this can be formulated as an expression of the

students’ self-understanding and their perspective on and knowledge of the

conditions, codes and programmes of the educational system.

Another theme that the students raise is of a concrete, practical nature and

concerns the teachers’ reply times. According to the students, the questions

often required a quick response. They could have these by means of the NAWCC

forums within certain time frames; otherwise the students had to book a

consultation for the following day. The students didn’t think that this worked

well since they couldn’t always foresee what problems would arise and therefore

did not arrange for a consultation.

The students’ attitude to the theme of reply times may be seen as indicating

that they used the teacher in the teacher role. They expected an answer

indicating the way in which they should continue their work. When they chose

a consultation time, it was thus not necessarily to use the consultant role but

to get the answer they needed from the teacher role so that they could meet

the expectations of the student role that they thought they should assume

according to their own self-understanding.

In the ongoing student interviews, the students indicated that “they worked

more” in project-based teaching situations, and thus the teachers’ ideas about

taking initiative and level of activity seem to correspond. But as demonstrated

by the students’ observations, they reduce the complexity by primarily using

the teacher as “a teacher” with “attached” role designations like “consultant”.

Roles, Functions, Communication Forums, and Structure
of the Courses

Increasing and reducing complexity
The students are engaged in decoding the new roles and functions in respect to

their status as upper secondary school students, with all that entails regarding

what they should communicate about with whom and in which forums. In
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particular, the students focus on the teachers’ ability to gain insight into their

academic level when the possibilities for communication are expanded to

other forums besides precisely the traditional class-based communication

forum. And according to the interviews, the students do not see this primarily

as a possibility to support their learning, but as a possibility for the teachers to

have a broader basis on which to assess them. So they think that it is easier to

“hide” (their academic level) in traditional class-based teaching situations.

The teachers were engaged in educational and learning theory and practice in

connection with entering different teaching situations and taking on other

roles besides the familiar teacher role with the familiar functions of teacher,

assignment giver and evaluator executed in the traditional classroom. When

the teachers were made aware of the students’ scepticism about their taking

on the role of, for instance, consultant, and about the requirement of using

conference forums (NAWCC), they were at first unable to understand this

complex of problems. Later, these turned into eye-opening problems for the

teachers. The performance of a “teacher” role and its related functions implies,

as mentioned above, that the system makes demands on the students, which

also applies, for instance, to the consultant role. For every type of role that the

teachers choose to assume, the students themselves should in principle

assume a corresponding role. This may be seen as an obligation to actualize an

increase in complexity, in that there are several possible student roles and

functions that can be linked to several types of teacher roles and functions –

such as conflict solver, organiser and decision maker.

Roles, functions and communication forums
There are two means of reducing complexity that are mutually linked. One

concerns roles and functions; the other, the communication forum selected for

the actual piece of communication, for the actual theme.

The figure below illustrates the social system under which the different roles

play out. In the present context communication rather than the theme is in

focus, observed as the special form of communication that intends change,

here called teaching.
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Figure 1: Teaching as a social system.

This didactic triangle is not new. The very form of the figure is used in

literature on educational theory in various theoretical frameworks, in which

the concept of teaching or the concept of learning is used as the “foundation”

rather than, as in the above figure, the concept of communication (Hopmann,

S. (1997), Mathiasen, H. (2002), Buhl, M. (2004)).

The figure gives an idea of the domain, or the social system, in which the

empirical information is placed. The figure should illustrate teaching, observed

as a closed system in which the participants have specific roles and are assigned

special attributions. The condition of communication is established as a conse-

quence of the specific function of this system. It is thus the specialised form of

communication called teaching (which intends to change mental structures)

that constitutes this type of social system. In the present context, these types are

characterised by interaction (interactive f2f  communication) and NAWCC (Net-

disseminated Asynchronous, Written Computer-mediated Communication) as

well as various combinations of these communications systems.

As a domain, the figure can be seen, in all its simplicity, as being conditioned

by a teacher role, a student role, and an issue (the theme). The empirical

material conveys that this presentation is a simplification of the observed

domain, in that a teacher and a student apparently cannot be reduced to

merely assuming a role when the issue at hand is organisational systems – an

educational institution in this case.

Student Issue

Teacher

Communication
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In this sense, the figure should either be developed by indicating the concrete

context of use, where, for instance, the communication forum selected is made

explicit, or by indicating that there are several teacher and student roles and

teacher and student functions, and that these are mutually dependent, thereby

indicating a built-in complexity in the system.

Structure of the courses and communication forums

In traditional teaching, in the form of class instruction or lectures, the

complexity is reduced because the frameworks for this form of communication

are familiar. There is, so to speak, agreement about the distribution of roles and

the expected achievements within the framework of the educational institu-

tion. Most students have constructed a horizon of expectations for this very

system, where rituals, habits and routines are familiar and expected.

Turning to the choice of communication forums and their concrete use, the

research can supply information from the empirical studies concerned. Many

experiments within the framework of the “Virtual High School” development

project are based on establishing or further developing an intranet used to

communicate both administrative and teaching-related information. The project

aims to give students and teachers the possibility to gain access to a digitalised

flow of information, formerly based on, for instance, blackboards, on which

homework and deadlines were announced, and pigeonholes. There are thus

several types of intranet functions and several types of activities, such as

conference activities. It should be mentioned that in several schools the intranet

serves as an electronic bulletin board and as a digitalised manifestation of

traditional channels of communication in the institution.

Categories for use in organising the courses

The research in the field supports these observations as concerns upper secon-

dary school contexts, and as emphasised above, the premises for maintaining

NAWCC are fundamentally different from f2f communication, which in

practice means that students and teachers largely prefer f2f communication
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rather than net-based communication (NAWCC), when dealing, for example,

with academic discussions.

In connection with f2f communication (teaching), it turns out that the

NAWCC, has not yet been developed as a vital and necessary communication

forum since the conditions of communication – according to studies as well as

concrete experiences in practice – have more difficult conditions for

maintaining themselves. This is the reason for “dead conferences” and

frustrated contributors to conferences, with the result that f2f communication

is often preferred.

Therefore, given the possibility for f2f communication, this form is chosen in

by far the most cases, and the reason for this is primarily time, which is viewed

as a scarce resource. Communicating in f2f contexts is faster compared to

having to formulate a written message, and false interpretations can be

corrected more quickly (Mathiasen, H. (ed.) vol. II, appendix 7). In addition, the

status of a written message is of a different nature, in that it can be reused and

reintroduced in new contexts, which may be desirable for the purpose of

learning. At the same time, this imposes demands upon the content seen in

relation to, for one thing, the possibility for reintroduction in the original context

or in new contexts. In other words, one does not write anything to anyone.

Categories for use, roles and functions

Linking the extent of the use of net-communication with specific roles and

functions the research shows that teaching –related administrative routines

were diligently used by the role of the “teacher” and the expected and matching

student role described, which may be regarded as indicating that the system

was attempting to reduce complexity. The use of NAWCC in the understanding,

teaching-related communication, e.g. academic discussions was limited, which

may be due to the above-mentioned factors such as the expenditure of time

and the more negative consequences of the possibilities for reintroduction and

Web-based memory. However, it might also be a mechanism internal to the

system, whereby the system seeks to reduce the complexity caused by the

demand for the actualisation of new roles and functions. In other words,

combinations of the plurality of possible roles, functions and communication

forums are an indication of a search for complexity that the system
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continuously attempts to reduce. The system actualises the horizon of

expectations and hence the system’s codes and programmes.

Communication forums, communication and learning
potentials

In the case of f2f communication the possibility exists of quickly correcting

misunderstandings and of interpreting something besides writing, such as

gesticulation, intonation and so forth, which makes this form of communication

effective from a temporal perspective, but not necessarily always from a learning

perspective.

From a learning perspective, writing offers the possibility to reflect on the

content of the message and on the form of the writing, to write without breaks,

to reflect on the finished message (should it even be sent?), to reintroduce

previous messages, and so on. From the perspective of learning theory, the

time for reflection is considered to have potential when dealing with, among

other things, the development of competencies in different genres of writing

as well as specific professional competencies.

With the actualisation of new communication forums and different ways of

organising lessons, the complexity of the system has increased. Hence, instead

of few and well-known roles, the system offers many roles that the participants

should be able to manage in themselves and in relation to functions and

contexts. 

On the one hand, the system attempts to increase its complexity by

increasing the number of roles and functions in order to be able to manage

demands from the surrounding world through participation in, for instance,

various combinations of Web-mediated and f2f-based communication forums

as well as various course structures. This is presumed by the political system,

among others, which emphasises the development of competencies such as

independence, self-discipline, responsibility, and the ability to cooperate.

(Mathiasen, H, (2002), p. 18 ff).

On the other hand, with the increase in the number of possible roles, the

system attempts to reduce complexity by indicating which demands and
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requirements are relevant in the specific context, which role expectations are

brought into play, and which functions are expected to be actualised in the

communication forum in question. The fact that these demands and

conditions are not necessarily actualised within the same horizon of

expectations or within a relevant time frame may be seen as expressing a

process of evolution – cp. our starting point in the relativity of systems.
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Digital Media, Place and
Space

Lone Audon

In the examination of an educational institution, one can productively look at

how culture is implemented as an imperative for learning. The concepts of

space/culture are introduced into the research project that forms the basis for

this article, because context has a vital influence on how digital media is used.

Culture is a system of relations in which the meaning of individual relationships

does not lie in the relationships themselves but in the context (Hastrup

1989:14). Therefore, cultural analysis tries to look at contexts and the complex

social community as a process of creation. “The social community is not a collection

of facts, but a particular understanding of how social life is constructed and

how particular relationships, individual actions and personal experience work

together” (Hastrup 2003:25).

Digital media are factors in a thorough-going change in social as well as

cultural contexts, just as they constitute a natural starting point in schools for

changes in schools. These changes take place as a consequence of the fact that

digital media, as an everyday tool, change school practice so extensively that a

number of processes for change involving the concrete physical framework are

inevitably set into motion.

When space is opened up, as in the context of the modern school, a new

form of complexity arises in the interplay of teachers and children with digital

media. The purpose of this article is to describe how digital media is integrated

into a school environment that has changed its structure architectonically and

pedagogically in favor of greater openness than is traditionally connected with

the school, as well as to illuminate how digital media is a dynamic factor in a

metabolic relationship between space and actors.



The general theoretical approach is based on the Japanese architect Kisho

Kurokawa’s metabolism theory of architecture,1 which begins by looking at

space as open and interactive with a possibility for flexibility and change, and

by viewing space as something that mediates what exists with what is new

(Kurokawa 1977; Sharp 2001; Kurokawa 2001). This approach is open to a

method that views metabolism as a concept that, from an architectural

perspective, contains cultural plurality, establishing a place to unite past,

present and future, while uniting various cultures and spaces (Kurokawa,

2001:7) – moreover, Kurokawa’s theoretical concept does not necessarily refer

to creativity as harmony and coexistence, but as an interactive relationship of

give-and-take (ibid. 8), which will be treated as an implicit fact in this article,

since school children widely use digital media. 

School Space and Digital Media 

As an alternative to the thinking that has characterized the school system for

decades, the Municipality of Gentofte, north of Copenhagen, has for a number

of years worked to develop a school that is based on contemporary society’s

principles of openness and cooperation in symbiosis with the formal

requirements placed on the nation’s schools. The empirical foundation for this

article comes from observations gathered at two schools in Gentofte

Municipality, focusing primarily on one. What first and foremost confronts one

in an encounter with the modern schoolroom is that the school has broken

with traditional principles of one class/one classroom and has introduced a

large open space associated with 3 different class levels. The project period

stretched over, respectively, one-year at an introductory phase and one-year at

an intermediate phase, which created the basis for analyzing the physical

space with the introduction of digital media as a tool in everyday school life

and as an independent goal for assignments and projects.
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1. Metabolism in its biological meaning is the chemical changes that take place in cells and
in organisms, combining simple substances into more complex ones and thereby releasing
energy.  Symbiosis in its pure biological meaning is the coexistence of different organisms
for the benefit of both. Kurokawa uses both concepts: metabolism is seen as general, while
symbiosis is a process that takes place within the system. “In other words, the metabolic
theory enables symbiosis with the environment and symbiosis with nature” (Sharp 2001:13).
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The school is divided into an introductory level (first to third grades), an

intermediate level (fourth to sixth grades), and a transitional level (seventh to

ninth grades). These levels are composed of home base areas, each consisting

of 3 consecutive class years. Thus, a home base area is a physically bounded

unified space in which each level’s 3 grades has its own room (designated as home

room), abutting a large open common room with few physical boundaries,

such as walls and doors. This physical space provides students the opportunity

of ‘mingling’ with each other across age lines and projects, so that information

circulates in a network between the three class levels. The open space between

the three classrooms constitutes an interactive learning space in which students

move about and in which they, individually or in groups, consult with teachers

on assignments and projects. This implies that learning centers arise situationally

in the open space. Thus, the space creates the opportunity for flexibility and

change, not necessarily as synthesis but as situation (Kurokawa 1977:10).

The physical connection and linking of the individual class to its home

room varies and is conditioned by the extent to which there is typical class

instruction; whereas, assignments and projects are usually done in the open

space of the home base area, which creates the opportunity for social contact

between children at three different age levels with different skills. The

fundamental idea behind this physical division of space in the home base area

is to constitute the framework around the total space. This structure has the

effect that, for the individual class, there is a spatial extension, “rather than

being the room of a body, it gives room for a body” (Casey 1998:94). 

The space helps build a bridge between the school’s duties as a place of

education and its goals of promoting the optimal development of the

individual pupil. This orientation, which moves in the direction of promoting

the potential of the individual student, often appears between teacher/student

in an exchange that only involves those directly implicated and which the

many informal ‘spaces’ inspire.

When the children work with their laptop computers or with digital cameras

in school, it occurs in a symbiosis between defined sections of the home base

area: classroom, quiet room and stationary computers, as well as ‘the in-between

space’ (Kurokawa 1977). Kurokawa works with the importance of ‘the in-between

space’ to express the fact that a great deal of human exchange takes place in

informal space. Translated into the open school, this must be understood in

such a way that the bounded classroom is no longer the only place around

which learning is organized.



In this way, space is made functional and flexible, providing momentary

breaks from traditional classroom teaching in a closed space. By taking space

into possession, a visibility is created between children and teachers assembled

in groups at tables, on sofas, on mattresses around the home base area.

With the introduction of fixed computer areas, there usually arises an

identifiable centre in each home base area; but along with an ever increasing

number of mobile digital media that can be taken along and used wherever

they are needed, small local assembly points arise as a spontaneously-created

situated place with its basis in some common interest in digital media and for

the project that can be carried out with the help of these media. As digital

media become an established part of the school’s everyday life, a transformation

of physical space occurs, since digital media can be moved around and made

objects for new social assembly points. Space thereby acquires a dynamic

character, as “a living organism undergoing a process of renewal and obsolescence,

experiencing cyclical transformations” (Kurokawa 1987:8). Particularly when

pupils are spread out in the open space with laptop computers and digital

cameras, the space becomes open and expansive without identifiable centers

but connected by network structures that are not uniform but take shape

according to circumstance (ibid.).

These unidentifiable centers that arise situationally around digital media

are also conditioned by the informal contact of teachers with children, when

they observe over the children’s shoulders at the computer, or when the

teachers themselves ‘link’ into the virtual world. Or when the inevitable occurs

and the technology causes trouble, so that teacher/student work towards a

common solution to the problem. This educational approach has the result that

learning often arises as a situation inspired by the place, which thereby

constitutes a context for learning. The home rooms (classes), as well as the

open spaces, are exploited unpredictably, particularly in connection with and

around digital media, which attract children not expressly working on an

assignment. These centers are what Kurokawa calls ‘time communities’

(1977:17) – in which individuals are not bound by tradition to particular places

and spots but to different activities that are carried out over time and may,

depending on the situation, include or exclude the surroundings (ibid.36). 

An important point in Kurokawa is that what exists need not stand in

opposition to what is new. Rather, it is through a symbiosis between what

exists and the new that the dynamic arises – hence, there is a cycle that

constitutes a whole in which change coexists with the preservation of original

56 Media and ICT
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structures (Kurokawa 1977:13). The modern school interweaves what has

traditionally characterized the school with tendencies that appear in the wake

of the use of digital media in particular. The traditional common morning

assembly is retained with morning songs and readings that create a basis for

common discussion for the entire group of 80 children, before the children

gather in their respective home rooms for relevant instruction/or lessons,

before the children move out of the class and into the surrounding space (home

base area). Here, they sit individually or in groups around computers, portable

as well as stationary; work with digital cameras and video cameras, side by

side, with students who, with sharpened pencils, are solving their math

problems or practicing their penmanship.

Children in the School’s Internal Space

The modern school is founded on a structure that is receptive and open to new

and different forms of thinking about a school, which in Kurokawa’s way of

thinking architecture is what is invigorating in every culture. This means, among

other things, that rigid structures are abolished, so that they can, in a certain

sense, be seen as anti structures (Turner 1987)2 that may be experienced, when

children make use of the digital media in the school’s inner and outer space as

a goal of and framework around assignments and projects. Through the linking

of inner and outer space, conditions are created for activities that have spatial

and social logic, which can be interpreted as “differences in the organization of

architectural and urban space relate to and influence social life” (Hillier & Hansson

2001:8).

Physical space influences the individual and social space to a large extent, so

that the physical space and the children’s sociality become conditioned by each

other. For Kurokawa, it is important that, through its spatiality, architecture

mirrors respect for individual and identity by creating frameworks in which it

is possible to connect the individual to other individuals with the help of,

among other things, in-between places of the space. With this view of space, we

2. In his book The Ritual Process, Victor Turner uses the concept of ‘communitas’ as the
relationship between concrete, historical, idiosyncratic individuals, developing their own
structures. (1987:131-132).
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can pin down how children in the modern school are coupled to physical space,

particularly through digital media.

Children’s first identification with school is the class home room, which is

the beginning student’s introductory frame of reference. But the physical de

facto limits by which the home room is bounded are abolished at the child’s

own tempo as, over time, the child becomes integrated into the home base area

with the two other class levels. 

To a certain extent, traditions and rituals form everyday life in the school –

also in this context in which the open school is embedded. In the home base area,

however, a large number of learning processes are ritualized in accordance

with new concepts, which appear as orientation points for children collectively

as well as individually. The morning assembly introduces the day as an important

ritual, since it underscores a community among the 80 students and affiliated

teachers that often possess the ability to capture a given situation about a current

topic, which is able to keep students engaged in a non repetitive learning

perspective, exemplifying how learning processes can be expanded to the large

space involving all the children.

That the school is based on spatial openness does not mean that there are no

repetitive practices structuring everyday life that are recognizable to children

and to which they can relate, since the reutilization of learning processes plays

an important role for the student’s security (Gebauer and Wulf 2001:133). That

there are recurring customs is seen in the adaptation children themselves

make in relation to a number of the day’s fixed program points – such as, for

example, the obligatory reading hour. Here, students typically choose particular

places in the home area as a repetitive practice in accordance with the individual’s

need for an atmosphere best to facilitate reading. The reading hour takes place

daily in a given space that suits the individual’s needs, which may be governed

by a need for peace and quiet or the desire to sit together with others who are

also reading. Likewise, written assignments are often done in a particular chosen

physical place – or some assignments may be done in a triangular trek between

the library, a good place to sit with a laptop computer in the home base area for

searching the Internet, and consultation with a teacher for clarification, before

making a presentation to the entire home area, captured on digital camera as

documentation in the individual student’s portfolio. In this and similar ways,

digital media become integrated in a number of more traditional work areas,

as the children themselves continually express new ideas on how, for example,

a camera can be used advantageously.
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Openness around the work on and presentation of a project for all children

makes the home base area emerge as a synthesis for learning in which the

production of knowledge has occurred in open and expansive space. Thus, all

knowledge production is relational (Baarts 2003:46).

Digital media as social media
It is well known that many children are attracted by computers as a tool –

especially for games, which goes hand in hand with the fact that a social space

arises around computers. “The media are means to social contact in the broadest

sense and, as such, they are at least as much social technologies as they are

information technologies” (Hjarvard 2003:22). Human beings are joined in

different forms of dependence on other human beings, which the German

philosopher and sociologist Norbert Elias describes as chains of

interdependencies, which becomes tighter and longer over time. Interdepen-

dencies are the link in what he also calls figuration (van Krieken, 2002:61),

which is to be understood as a structure that consists of human beings oriented

towards and dependent on each other. Take as a thesis that it is through the

children’s learned preconceptions in games and play in their free time that they

maintain social interdependencies around digital media in the far more rigid

assignments that the school demands. The computer is a social medium, which

has its source in the form of interaction that modern media create, making it a

means for having a good time together.

When digital media are introduced to the school regimen, there is a tendency

for linguistically adept and regular computer users to dominate the computers,

since linguistic abilities in combination with keyboard competency create

conditions to allow immediate work with language. These competencies are

realized in stories that tend toward the expansive, since the writing process is

relatively simple with opportunities for making revisions and additions. But it is

likewise a fact that the accessibility of computers in the open space creates a

springboard for linguistically weaker children to assimilate the computer as a

tool in a number of writing related projects. However, children who have

difficulty utilizing the keyboard to put words onto the screen practice by typing

words and sentences, so that the structure of the keyboard becomes decoded.

They find illustrations on the Net and scan them into short as well as long stories,

just as children’s own photo shoots are transferred to the computer and appear

as visual material in different texts. It is this diversity that creates the dynamic

in and around the media, because each child, so to speak, works from his or her
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own orientation, which then spreads out in a network that unites the children

through access to digital media.

It is also beyond any doubt that it is with the aim of taking part in a social

community that children become involved in technological opportunities. The

individual person is not a homo clausus – a small independent “world” that

exists independent of the larger world outside (Elias 1994:204). Instead of this

view of individuality and identity, Norbert Elias emphasized looking at people

as groups and networks, since individuals can only be understood as part of a

network of social relations.

The digital toy has become an emblem of modern society’s search for magic

and enchantment, claims Hjarvard (2003, 106). Put in a school context, there is

something to this claim, since the computer with Internet access and digital

cameras fascinate an increasingly large group of students, who ‘invent’ new

possibilities for application that emphasize a social energy with the accessible

software programs as the focal point. In all home base areas, a noticeable sharing

of knowledge takes place, based on the newest ‘find’ of simple illustrations

found in Word’s clipart program or the exchange of new homepages about the

Lord of the Rings, which is an expression of the transformation of ‘cultural capital’

into social capital (Bourdieu 1996). Those who initially do not want to sit at the

keyboard may refrain, because they are shy about their own abilities may

eventually become linked to the community through a process of becoming,

which most often results in a collective feeling of belonging (Hall 1991, 1996). 

This can also be concretized with Lave & Wenger’s concept of legitimate

peripheral participation (Lave & Wenger: 1991), in which peripheral children

who are behind the active children at computers constitute a part of the network.

However, one must not misjudge these children, whose attitude resembles

that of a ‘voyeur;’ the knowledge they snap up from the children sitting at the

computer may be funneled on to other children who have even less experience

than themselves. Through this sharing/diffusion of knowledge, a parallel

process of belonging takes place. According to Stuart Hall’s social constructivist

approach, the point of view is that identity is not something one is or something

one has but, by contrast, something one does. From being legitimate peripheral

participants, there is, after a time, a parallel shift in which the children gradually

move closer towards the computers. By belonging to the network around digital

cameras, one participates in a learning community that is primarily based on

sharing and disseminating knowledge.
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The many groupings around laptop computers and/or the digital cameras

are, thus, assembly points that have a completely different informal character

than is the case, when the whole class has a lesson in the school’s computer

room, where the work takes place within the same concept and/or topic. 

Digital media as challenge
Modern media are social and have their foundation in entertainment (Hjarvad

2003:22), which is a not unimportant argument for the fact that children in

general are attracted by what is offered around the computer. In a school context,

however, it is the range of the media’s possibilities that engages and fascinates.

It is in the combination of the easily accessed information on the Internet and

writing and the possibilities for combining writing visually and auditively that

the children’s engagement is to be found. On the visual plane, picture-based

media create legitimacy to ‘playing,’ because many video and picture-book

concepts are inspired by the games played by small children in, for example, Lego,

Barbie or Warhammer universes. And on the auditive plane, self-composed

music on the computer can be used to accompany the world of poetry in teaching

language, thus creating a deeper understanding of the text’s content: “When you

have to read a poem aloud, and you have made the music, you don’t forget

something like that!” told a girl in 6th grade. Making children’s potential visible

helps emphasize the space around the digital media, which thus becomes a

breeding ground for inspiration and new ideas.

Digital media help underscore the individual child’s potential. Some children

express themselves in writing or images, while others find an auditive form of

expression, which is made possible through the computer’s music programs.

This requires children to be treated differently in a number of contexts in order

to have equal opportunities for expression. In other words, in the openness

that is characteristic of the modern school, the child is considered as

significant; a child is not a random child, but emerges as separate from other

children. This also means that the individual child takes part in a cultural

collage (Geertz 2001:83) in which difference is a condition. 

In other words, with respect to digital media, the written form of expression

has acquired a genuine competitor in visual narrativity with respect to subject

matter and content. Digital video recordings are used to document or to stage.

Digital images become a potential mnemonic for the curriculum or aesthetic

pictorial illustrations for writing.  For that reason, as a result of the simple

transmission from camera to computer, the picture has become a vibrant co
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narrator in children’s written stories, but the picture has also been made into

an object for self-contained picture stories in which it alone is the narrator or

where it is combined with sound or only few written sentences.

Through network routes between ‘the in-between spaces’ where children

form new centers around laptop computers, children’s ideas are transformed

into the basis for new projects among other children, which provides access in

a new context to the community. It is in this diversity that a dynamic is created

in and around the media in a school culture, in which the teacher’s role is very

much in transition in and with the fact that the space can no longer be viewed3

from a particular point. Home base areas do not have a panoptical point from

which everything can be viewed,  which is manifested through the legitimacy

that surrounds the children’s various approaches to and use of digital media. 

Children in the School’s External Space

Children make use of the openness of the internal space and the mobility of

digital media, but the external space outside the school is also incorporated

through an objectification of the surroundings in, respectively, pictures and

video sequences. With the help of the camera lens, students’ physical radius of

movement is expanded, as the space outside is made a framework for a visual

narrative – a skating arena is not just a meeting-place for local young boys. With

a video camera, it becomes an object for reflection from an optically spatial

perspective for a group of students who, with the help of the video film,

demonstrate their feelings of solidarity, incorporating children, school, leisure

time and technology.

Edward Casey distinguishes between place and space: “the one a paradigm

of the finite, the other always tending to the infinite” (Casey 1998:94). With this

definition, place is understood as a room/spot (the internal school room), while

space has an infinite perspective (the external space outside the school). With

digital cameras, the school’s internal place is linked to the school’s external

space, so that the children are constantly expanding place into space.

With the expansion of place and space, however, the time perspective is

3. Michel Foucault uses the concept panopticon in connection with the panoptic prison in
which it is no longer the many who watch the few, but the few who watch the many. (Foucault
1975 (2002:9).
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also expanded, since temporal orientation tends to vanish, when children use

the digital media, “it cannot be said that our body is in space, nor that it is in time,”

claims Merleau-Ponty, who instead argues that the body inhabits space and

time, and that space and time are always surrounded by indefinite horizons

(Merleau-Ponty 2000:93). Digital media ‘push’ the boundaries of time and

space, as children go far in suspending time measured in terms of the school

timetable when they work with media. Just as space unfolds if digital cameras

and videos are used optimally, children take time out of action, because “you

completely forget to eat, you’re so fascinated by what you’re doing!” says a boy

from the 5th grade, who worked for many hours with an editing program in

connection with an animation film. 

Digital media and the understanding of external space
Many children’s games depend on a complex spatial understanding. An ordinary

game of hide and seek must contain a number of children, a physical base, various

routes, and a certain number of potential hiding places, if the game is to be

played (Hillier & Hansson 2001:37). “The abstract model of the game is actually

embodied in the physical circumstances” (ibid.38), but a precondition for playing

the game is that each participating child understands its spatial dimensions.

Similarly, we can claim that every recording on a digital or video camera can

only be carried out, if it is possible to find the external space for the recording

to have the necessary spatial dimension. The link between an assignment

mediated through pictures and the relevant context is created in a symbiosis

between school, child, media and external space. 

If a group of children go hunting for locations for their recordings, it takes

place in a symbiosis between the students and the surroundings they choose,

between the home base area and the school, and between project/assignment

and technology. The use of laptop computers and digital cameras in the school

eliminates the anchoring to fixed places and to the traditional classroom in

favor of a context-dependent and differentiated space. When students work on

making, for example, animation films, it does not necessarily take place in a

chair at a table but more likely, under the table or in the stairwell to achieve the

most beneficial lighting, whereby the media becomes determinative for the

spatial organization.

The right context, therefore, will often be away from the classroom and

away from the school, as two small boys in the 2nd grade discovered. They had

an eye for the home area’s stuffed fox, which they often looked at and talked
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about. They placed the fox on a table surrounded by blue chairs and looked at

it through the lens, zooming in and out on its glossy glass eye – but they did not

take any photographs, “because it’s not quite right! We just wanted to borrow the

new digital camera and take some pictures!” When the boys sat, talking privately

together and telling each other stories about the fox, they based their mutual

understanding on a verbalized context that conflicted with their concrete

surroundings, as they looked through the camera lens.

The boys took turns looking at the ‘animal’ through the lens; moving

around on the blue chairs, until one suggested taking the fox outside. With a

little persuasion, they were given permission to take the stuffed treasure outside

to find a suitable space in which to visualize their story. They placed the fox

between tall grass and the snow and got down on their knees to look through

the lens. “Oh, this is really good.” They moved the fox around, pushed it forward

until a sunbeam struck it. Found a new place with tall withered grass. “You

almost can’t see it, unless you know it’s there.” Cold and wet, the boys crawled

around with the camera in the fox’s natural surroundings, constantly remarking

to each other, “if you can’t see the wood base it’s standing on, you could think it

was real.”

The children’s use of digital cameras is often confronted with their silent

and tacit knowledge of how the medium of film is presented. In the grand

scheme of things, they know exactly how their proposed film is to take shape,

but when the actual footage reveals a mistake in the context, they have to

externalize the space in an intersection, replacing internal space with external.

Digital media involves the body
A recent English study done in 1996 shows how the purpose of the school, over

time, has been and continues to be to regulate how children’s bodies appear

and move in time/space tracks in school. “The main site of power used by staff

during the current study was that of attempting to control children’s bodies.

From the moment they entered the school, pupils were introduced to a strict

regime of constraint, which not only determined where and when they should

be throughout the day.” (Simpson, 2000:77). This is analogous to Gebauer and

Wulf, who argue that the body is constrained in every institution (Gebauer &

Wulf 2001:105). These points of view, however, may very well be a thing of the

past, partly with respect to the open school, partly with respect to a more

permanent use of digital media. With the introduction of computers and,

especially, visual media in the school, one can observe how the constrained
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body changes character and becomes a nexus for social relations, when

children sit at the computer screen, where physical proximity is a sign of soli-

darity. 

The body becomes, so to speak, part of the symbiosis of the space. Merleau-

Ponty puts it this way: “the experience of our own body teaches us to root

space in our character” (Merleau-Ponty 2000:104).4 The body is always present

in relation to something else, and recent anthropological research shows how

human beings actively inhabit their bodies. Through tactics that belong to

being, having and using one’s body, the body is in dialogue with the cultural and

socioeconomic requirements of the surroundings (Alzaga 2003:20, 67). When it

comes to give children the opportunity of using digital visual media in particular,

a symbiosis arises between the body and the contextualized space. According

to Merleau-Ponty, the involvement of “our own body” with the surroundings

takes place in an elaborate synthesis of perception, practical ability and action

(Merleau-Ponty 2000:104-111).

As a concept, Kurokawa’s metabolism also designates human vitality as an

active premise for development (Kurokawa 1977: 27). The conditions of physical

space, therefore, are an important precondition for the way in which vitality

can be manifested. When the two little boys in the 2nd grade conceptualize a

visual story with the fox at the centre and together move into the school’s

external periphery, and then take a frog’s-eye perspective to optimize the shot,

it may be viewed as a vital relationship. A situation that has the additional

dimension that intersubjectivity cannot be composed from clinical figurations,

but from bodies, which are necessary transitional links for social relations

(Olofssen 2002:411). 

The video camera helps externalize the school space; but, in order to develop a

visual aesthetic sense through a camera lens, one must understand the spatiality

of the picture. Through the camera’s utterly elementary zoom function, the picture

can be pulled close or pushed far away in a movement that places the photographer

in bodily/spatial contact with the object. A girl at the intermediate level was to

learn to use a video camera to understand the expression of moving pictures,

which was done by filming a ball in motion. If the ball is to be captured by the

lens, the body’s dynamic is precondition. She lies down on her stomach, holding

4. The Merleau-Ponty’s quotations are translated from the Danish edition of Phénoménologie
de la perception.



the camera so that it is supported on the asphalt, and by turns looks up from the

camera and through the lens. “You can see the ball come right towards you. So it

gets bigger and bigger that way.” She is lying stretched out on the asphalt of the

school courtyard, repeating the shot, as she concentrates on what she sees through

the lens. She is surprised at the speed of the ball and the contemporaneousness

between time and shot. It is a matter of co-ordinating the body’s movement

with the narrow cross section of the field of vision that the camera shows in

relation to the logic of gravity, which quickly makes a ball fall to earth.

Through this exercise, the girl becomes attentive to her own body as an

active and creative partner. The video recording of a ball in motion occurs as a

direct extension of the body. “I observe external objects with my body, I handle

them, inspect them, turn them over, but my body itself I do not observe,” says

Merleau-Ponty (2000:33). However, moving-picture-media change this, since the

performative body is also made an object of observation and self reflection

through the video productions the children make of each other. The camera lens,

thus, bears constant witness to perfection or lack of same.

In recent years, a growing theoretical interest has developed in childhood

and body, which has been particularly illuminated by sociology and the social

sciences. For example, the English researcher Allan Prout has focused on

childhood and body and discusses how the child is an active and creative

partner and how the body appears in many different roles: “In the construction

of social relations, meanings and experiences between children themselves

and with children and adults; as products of and resources for agency and

action (Prout 2000:11). It is important to be attentive to children’s bodies and

how they act, are experienced and constructed to understand children as social

actors (ibid:17).  

The digital camera can help put the body into play. In a contemporary

school context, the stylized annual school picture is far from the only documen-

tation of the fact that a child grows and develops. The frequent use of digital

pictures and film, recorded in everyday school activities, documents a living

culture that comes to constitute in the individual’s portfolio a layer of memory

in which the body is experienced and interpreted. The circuit that arises

between children and interactive media shows how, in a sensibly concrete

way, children interact with and through the media in internal as well as external

space. 

Sensibly concrete experiences are stimulated by the use of interactive and

digital media through common knowledge of a field of interest, conscious camera
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movement, and critical editing. Children act in front of the lens; they see

themselves and each other in a reflective light, since performance is an individual

activity that plays out in a space of time, characterized by its continuous present

(Goffman 1959:22).

Conclusion 

The focus of this article has been on illuminating the physical organization of

the modern school from Kisho Kurokawa’s architectural approach, which sees

space as open and expansive and in a symbiosis between what exists and the

new. Furthermore, it looks at how this organization supports the role of

technology in internal and external space. “It has become clear that a lack of

understanding of the precise nature of the relation between spatial

organization and social life is the obstacle to better design” (Hillier & Hanson

200, preface, x). This implies the necessity of understanding the school as a

dynamic space and respecting the importance of the in-between space, since

one risks dissolving the social networks that arise situationally in space, if one

is not attentive to what goes on there. The spatial logic promotes a social

organization, since space creates a special relationship between function and

social meaning; but the spatial logic is also an important imperative for how

digital media can be seen as catalysts in the internalization and

externalization of space.
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Weblogs as Forums for
Discussion 
– an Alternative to the Computer Conference as a
Standard in Online Learning?

Lars Birch Andreasen

On courses where students are given the chance to interact over the internet, the

computer conference has for many years been established as the standard for

asynchronous communication. Weblogs are a newer and alternative form of

communication over the internet, in which students can each have their own

space for their own comments as well as having interconnections and links to

those of others. Against the background of experiences gained from a Master’s

programme in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and Learning

and using a Bakhtinian perspective, the article discusses how weblogs can provide

the framework for heteroglossia and support a dialogical approach to communi-

cation, and whether weblogs can function as an alternative to the computer

conference in online courses.

When the internet is used in relation to learning and education, it is essential

to be able to involve students actively, and many courses aim to provide

opportunities for interaction by introducing internet-based discussions or

computer conferences, in which students can discuss, make written submissions

or ask questions. These forms of asynchronous, internet-mediated communi-

cation are commonly integrated in the e-learning systems1 used today.

The computer conference is, therefore, a widespread standard as a form of

communication and discussion in internet-based learning environments, but

even though the form is well established, its potential is not necessarily

1. Examples of these systems are Fronter, Sitescape, FirstClass, Blackboard, BSCW, Claroline or
Virtual-U.
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exploited or developed in practice. A description of the current, international

situation points out that until now, ICT at universities has had greatest impact

on administrative services and less on the pedagogical development of forms

of teaching (OECD 2005: 15)

Students and teachers alike often have difficulties in integrating the

opportunities for asynchronous communication of an internet-based course,

and it often proves difficult to establish a satisfactory level of activity in inter-

net-based discussions. The consequence in many instances is that the various

e-learning systems are used primarily for the storage of documents, i.e. to

present course descriptions, presentations, links, and so on.

There can therefore be said to be a need for a development and “upgrading” of

the use of computer conferences, but also a need to research possible alternatives

to the computer conference as a standard.

A relatively new form for communication, which can perhaps contribute to

the development of a more complex discussion environment and a different

kind of dialogical space than the computer conference has traditionally done,

is the weblog. Weblogs are personal, internet-based spaces, which individual

students can edit on their own. In this article I will discuss experiences with

weblogs as an alternative to the computer conference drawn from the course

“ICT, knowledge sharing and organisational learning”, which is part of the

Master’s degree programme in Information and Communication Technology

and Learning (MIL)2, where weblogs were used as the course’s communication

environment in the academic years 2002-3 and 2003-4.

What are weblogs?

An initial, off-the-cuff description of a weblog is a logbook placed on the internet.

The term “weblog” is put together from “web” and “log”, and is often reduced

to “blog”. Someone who writes a weblog is therefore called a “blogger”, and the

activity of writing a weblog is denoted using the new verb “to blog”.

Using a more detailed circumscription we can describe a weblog as a special

kind of homepage that is easy to publish and easy to update with new material

and comments. It is simple, because a weblog consists primarily of short texts

2. The MIL programme has been offered jointly by the universities of Aalborg, Roskilde and
Århus, the Copenhagen Business School, and the Danish University of Education since 2000. 
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and pictures, which are dated and put in chronological order, with the most

recent one shown first. All that we need to do to update our weblog is to write

a new text and send it in3. This ease of publication is one of the ways in which

a weblog differs from the traditional homepage, which is often relatively static

and is not regularly updated, and may be one of the reasons for the substantial

spread of weblogs.

The first programme to publish weblogs was developed in the 1990s, and

during a relatively short period from the end of the 1990s to just after the turn

of the century the number of weblogs grew from a few thousand to several

million. Today, weblogs are an integral part of what is encountered on the

World Wide Web. Weblogs are one of several examples of what is called ‘social

software’. Another example is wiki, i.e. homepages that are open for everyone

to edit, like the online encyclopedia Wikipedia.

A definition of the phenomenon of weblogs, made by Jill Walker of the

University of Bergen for “The Routledge Encyclopedia of Narrative Theory”,

begins as follows:

“A weblog, or blog, is a frequently updated website consisting of dated

entries arranged in reverse chronological order so the most recent post

appears first. Typically, weblogs are published by individuals and their

style is personal and informal.” (Walker 2003)

A weblog is thus built upon asynchronous publication, in which writers regularly

but in their own rhythm post those things that they wish to present. A weblog is

often the expression of one person’s voice, and the writing style of weblogs is

often an informal combination of the professional and the personal. Each weblog

focuses as a rule on a small number of chosen areas, which are not necessarily

coherent but which reflect the personal interests of the particular blogger4; the

combination of areas thus represents what is distinctive about a weblog.

3. Contributions can be written in a “traditional” way by logging on to an editing page and
updating from that, but it is also possible to send an email or text message, upon which the
weblog will be automatically updated.

4. This mixture of professional and personal areas is characteristic of, for example, the weblog
http://blog.glennf.com, which includes on the one hand notes and reflections about recent
technological developments and on the other photos and stories about the weblogger’s one-
year-old son.



A weblog is often characterised by the fact that it contains many links,

either to actual contributions on other weblogs that are commented on by the

blog owner, or as a list of links to other weblogs or internet sites that the owner

would recommend. By using segments of text and deliberations in their

comments – as well as through the selection of what is commented on –

weblog authors present themselves from their own independent angle.

Weblogs as communication

These commentaries and the associated links in a weblog do not stand alone.

Under each contribution to a weblog readers are often given the opportunity to

write their comments. This means that each individual contribution may be

accompanied by lengthy discussions between the weblog’s readers and its

owner, or between its readers. We can, therefore, regard the weblog from a

communicative viewpoint, as expressed in the following definition5:

“The weblog, or blog, is a webpage on which the author publishes pieces

with the intention to start conversation.” (Wijnia 2005)

Wijnia’s definition implies that the crucial difference between an “ordinary”

homepage and a weblog is the intention to introduce some form of conversation.

A number of technical preconditions follow from this communicative starting

point, which, according to Wijnia, must be fulfilled in a weblog.

In the first place it must be possible on the weblog itself to take part in a

dialogue with its texts by providing, for example, an opening under each entry

for comment.

Second, it must be possible to follow a discussion across a number of

different weblogs, by means of a so-called “trackback” function, for example,

whereby links are established from an entry, and “forwards” to other weblogs,

in which the entry is subsequently commented upon. By using the “trackback”

system we can follow the discussions that have developed from an entry, since

the original entry is constantly extended as it is written about in other places. 
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5. Wijnia’s definition originates from a paper presented at Blog Talks 2.0, a European conference
on weblogs.
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Third, the reader has to have the chance to get information regularly about

what is being written about in a weblog, through a so-called “newsfeed”, for

example, a function that sends titles of new entries to readers with a

“newsreader” (Wijnia 2005).6

These three technical facilities together form a framework for weblogs so

that they are able to function as communicative networking instruments, in

which we can find both the weblog owner’s individual voice and the interplay

with and between those reading the weblog.

Over and above the extensive spread of individual, private webloggers,

weblogs are also – thanks to their open form – used in many other very varied

contexts.

One of these is, for example, the use of weblogs in the development of inde-

pendent journalism and news distribution. During the Iraq war many weblogs

have been set up to report from Iraq without passing through the established

news media.

Another context in which weblogs have been employed is as a collection of

subject resources or as a knowledge bank, in which people build up collections

of articles and links to resources within a specialised area.7

In the established world of politics, weblogs have been used as an element

in political campaigns or as an expression of a politician’s personal views.

Many examples of this kind of weblog are, however, only set up for one-way

communication and do not provide the reader with the chance to contribute

with comments or debate. They do not, therefore, comply with the definition

of the weblog genre as defined by Wijnia.

Furthermore, weblogs are used by firms wishing to improve their contacts

and build up loyalty with their users or clients, by organisations as tools for

knowledge sharing among employees, and in educational courses, either by

using the weblog as the teacher’s news channel or by supplying each student

with a weblog as their own communication channel and special form of a virtual

discussion environment.

6. On many weblogs a little button can be found marked RSS or XML, through which one can
sign on to a newsfeed like this.

7. One example is Robin Good’s weblog on www.masternewmedia.org/sharewood_tidings.htm,
which gathers knowledge about internet communication. This is one of the blogs used as an
external source of news on the course discussed below.
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As a form of communication weblogs thus differ in a number of ways from

both computer conferences and ordinary homepages.

In comparison with computer conferences the difference lies in the fact that

in a weblog, contributors cannot write in a space that is common to all; instead,

each contributor acts as the editor of their own space. In this way a plurality of

independent, individual voices can arise. This also means that weblogs provide

a more open network structure than the often more hierarchical structure of

the computer conference.

Compared with the homepage there is the significant difference that two-way

communication is integrated into the weblog and that readers can leave their

mark on the weblog itself. In that way an interplay can be established between

the many participants in the communication, and weblogs can allow for several

voices to make themselves felt in the internet-mediated communication.

Weblogs as open networks

Weblogs are thus characterised by functioning through individual publication

and at the same time by being open frameworks for the creation of networks

between people interested in the same area, by means of their commentary to

each other, for example, or through links to each other’s weblogs. By being able to

follow the network of interaction, a perspective opens onto internet-mediated

communication that is dialogical and chaotic at one and the same time. As

Carsten Jessen points out, this chaotic element has at first glance more traits in

common with oral communication than it has with the well-ordered threads of

the computer conference’s written discussions (Jessen 2005: 6).

In this unpredictability, and in the unusual combination of characteristics

from oral and written areas, a larger number of voices can make themselves

heard on their own premises, implying a potential for weblogs as an alternative

to the computer conference.

Weblogs can thus function as frameworks for heteroglossia, to use an

expression taken from the Russian philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin, who

developed a dialogical perspective on communication. Heteroglossia in

Bakhtin’s thinking expresses the idea that there is not necessarily a single

centre for communication but many, and that each voice speaks from its own

independent position and with its own understanding (Bakhtin 1984: 6).
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Bakhtin understands the individual utterances in any instance of

communication as social phenomena, i.e. they cannot be understood by them-

selves alone but as expressed by a particular person in a particular context.

Each utterance is unique and an independent expression of the speaker’s own

voice but at the same time, it enters into a complex interplay with other

utterances both past and future in the communicative context. When we

express ourselves, every individual word we use is loaded with meanings from

earlier contexts in which it has been used, and we will therefore always draw

on earlier utterances, whether we do so explicitly or not, and consciously or

not. When we formulate our thoughts, we will always be influenced by our

expectations as to the way in which other communicators will respond or react

to our utterances (Birch Andreasen 2004: 66-71). In weblogs this dialogical

relation to both past and future contributions results partly in direct commen-

tary and linkage to the earlier contributions of others and partly in the ongoing

addition of trackback links from future contributions that make it clear that

every utterance is merely one link in an uncompleted dialogue.

In relation to educational programmes, J.A. Oravec from the University of

Wisconsin regards weblogs as a chance to strengthen the students’ individual

voices and to avoid the tendency towards copying and plagiarism. Since

weblogs are built up on personal commentary, in which contributors both link

and relate to what others write, the students get practice in being aware of

their own writings as independent reflections over rather than copies of the

contributions of others (Oravec 2003: 230).

Integrated use of computer conferences

The MIL programme is organised as so-called “blended learning”, in which

participants both assemble physically for three-day seminars four times a year

and work continuously using the internet on courses and project work

individually and in groups. The programme involves several different forms of

computer-mediated communication, but the computer conference in

particular is used for a number of purposes. Each of the programme’s modules

has one or more computer conferences attached to it for class discussions. Each

group of students has its own computer conference when they are working on

assignments or projects. Each module on the programme has a computer

conference as a general space for reflection (“meta-space”). Over and above
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this, computer conferences are used as a means of contact to the course

secretary, the student adviser and technical assistance. Finally, the computer

conference is used as a “café space” for everyone on the programme and for

every student year group.

Computer conferences thus serve a variety of purposes. In several of the

courses, computer conference activities are the central element, bringing the

students together to work on building up knowledge through internet-

mediated written discussions (as described in Sorensen 2000: 69-72, for

example). In this extensive use of computer conferences, emphasis is placed on

the learning potential represented by asynchronous, net-based communi-

cation. This could, for instance, be the increased opportunities for reflexivity in

communication (Sorensen 1997: 100), the use of the computer conference as a

tool in the construction of a knowledge bank or “common memory”, as well as

giving several types of students, including, for example, “quiet” students, the

chance to express themselves. With its integrated use of computer-mediated

communication as a means of support for student interaction and collaboration,

the programme is an example of the tradition of “computer supported

collaborative learning” (CSCL).

In recent years we have found that students on the MIL programme often use

internet-based facilities other than the programme’s computer conferences,

especially in activities or periods that require them to organise their work

themselves (Fibiger 2005: 10-11). They use, for example, other internet spaces

that they can access through their work, or they supplement the course’s

asynchronous computer conferences with synchronous communication

facilities, such as chat programs like Messenger or programs for internet

telephone communication like Skype.8 In their project work the students

combine these possibilities, for example, by holding meetings on a fixed

weekday using Messenger or Skype, and using a computer conference for more

ongoing discussions and exchange of information, while also having a shared

internet-based space as a common archive for presentations, texts, minutes

etc.

There is thus a continuous development of both internet-based tools and

the students’ use of them, and this was something that we wanted to use as a

8. In Skype, groups of up to five participants can speak together as they might in a free tele-
phone meeting, as long as each participant has a headset, i.e. headphone with microphone.
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starting point for developing the established use of computer conferences and

attempting to integrate other forms of communication that might be able to

open up new opportunities for the students’ communication and

collaboration. We found this particularly relevant on the MIL course in “ICT,

knowledge sharing and organisational learning”, since one of the aims of the

course is to reflect on the role of tools based on Information and Communication

Technology in relation to the development of knowledge sharing in

organisations. By involving these tools in the concrete context of the course,

the students would have the chance to both gain actual hands-on experience

and make a critical assessment of alternatives to the established standard use

of computer conferences and notice boards.

Weblogs in a learning environment

For this reason we opted to introduce weblogs for the students to use partly as

individual presentation tools and partly as a framework for internet-mediated

discussions on the course. The course was completed over two months, starting

with a seminar at which the class met physically. The following two months

over the internet were divided into a period with discussion of themes from

the course and its literature, and a period in which the students had to carry out

a study in groups. Weblogs were used in the first of these periods. In previous

years, the discussions in this period had taken place in a common computer

conference, where the students wrote contributions organised as threads in a

discussion. This period was now organised instead with the students having

control over their own weblog.9 All students were responsible for the content

of their own weblog and could, therefore, pursue subjects according to their

own choice as an extension of the themes of the course.

It was a conscious decision that the discussion milieu that was constructed

around weblogs should not be as well-ordered and structured as the milieu of

the computer conference, which the students were familiar with from the rest

of their programme. The point was to give the students experience in negotiating

9. Other forms of internet communication have also been used on the course. The Groove
program, for instance, (which permits discussion, chat, file sharing, the control of meetings
etc) has been used as support for collaboration in project groups, and work has been carried
out on facilities for the support of synchronous collaboration.
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the more chaotic and unpredictable space, in which it was to a greater extent

up to the students themselves to create cohesion between the individual

segments of communication.

One feature of the computer conference that can at times hold students

back from contributing is that it can feel as though it is difficult to have an

overview of what has already been written before writing a contribution oneself.

In the environment of the weblog this feature becomes almost a fundamental

condition, and it becomes necessary to accept that one cannot have a complete

overview of all the discussions on the numerous weblogs, but that one has to

find key points to provide bearings, to participate in selected discussions and to

proceed from there.

As a common portal to the students’ weblogs we established a course home-

page, which contained four stable elements. First and foremost, the page

contained a list of links to each of the students’ individual weblogs. Second,

there was a set of links intended for use in the editing of the weblogs, for

searching through contributions etc. Third, there were a number of selected

external links to articles about weblogs, outlines of weblogs on the internet

and newsfeeds from selected weblogs. Finally, there was a box with brief news

items from teachers.

The pages with weblogs were established as an area protected by passwords,

to which only the students and teachers on the course had access. Weblogs are

usually accessible to everyone on the internet, but in this case we chose to

password-protect the pages in order to obtain the same access features as the

remainder of the programme’s virtual learning environments.

The forty weblogs were set up using the weblog programme Movable Type,

which was installed on a server in the MediaInnovatorium at the Danish

University of Education. In this way, students could edit their weblogs directly

over the internet.

During the discussion period the differences between a single computer

conference and forty weblogs became clear. As editors of their own weblogs,

the students could not wait for others to initiate discussions before

contributing themselves, as they sometimes could in a computer conference.

In addition, the students discovered that it was often difficult for them to find

their way and navigate through the large number of entries in the numerous

weblogs.
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During the period of the course a search function was therefore set up,

operating from the portal page, along with an overview with titles of the most

recent contributions in each weblog. Furthermore, an introduction to the use of

a “newsreader” was also provided,10 which in one window could show a list of

weblogs, in a second window, the titles of entries in a selected blog, and in a third

window, the content of the entry chosen. The aim of this newsreader was to

facilitate the job of navigating between the various weblogs when the students

were trying to find their bearings in the development of the discussions.

One of the experiences that the students gained through using the weblogs

was that they felt they were given ways of writing and expressing themselves

that were different from those they were used to from their familiar computer

conference environments. Below, I will discuss these experiences in greater depth.

Altered writing style

In the unfamiliar frameworks of communication of the weblog environment

the students found that there was a tendency for them to develop their way of

writing in a way that altered the tone that they usually assumed in their

communication through the course’s computer conferences. They felt that they

often wrote in a different way in their weblogs. As one of the students expressed

it:

“Weblogs feel like a more private area than the combined group

conference.”

This student found that, because it felt more private, he wrote entries in his

weblog that he would not have written and presented for a computer conference.

Among these were entries in which he took his own experiences as a starting

point – a visit to the doctor, for example – to reflect on the themes of the course.

We can thus see the integration of the professional and the personal in his

writings. Another student wrote about his experience of reading the various

weblogs:

10. The program chosen was called FeedReader, which could, along with a set of instructions,
be downloaded from the portal page.
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“It is at the same time much harder and more time-consuming to

navigate and keep up-to-date here in the blog, (…) [but] I thoroughly

enjoy the pictures, quotes, cases and anecdotes from my fellow students.”

This student thereby stresses that what characterised many of the contributions

in the students’ weblogs was a more extensive use of pictures, quotations and

narratives. An example of this could be seen in the weblog of another student,

who was travelling in the north of Norway during one of the weeks in which

the discussion period took place. Since he had regular internet access along the

way, he decided to use his weblog to write daily travel descriptions of his trip.

These travel descriptions included, for example, an interview with an inhabitant

of a small island community, who had been given the chance to establish contact

with a college of further education and acquire qualifications over the internet,

but they also contained photos of the views, of angling catches etc. The student

who made the travelogue explained how he had been sceptical about using

blogs at the start of the course:

“When they were introduced to us, my first impression of blogs was not

very positive. I saw in front of me a personal diary page, which could be

of no educational use. However, as I have tried to use blogs with things

relating to my personal life and to my studies, a more subtle picture has

emerged. (…) To be able to use personal experiences in the same context

as educational proficiency is in my eyes a strength.”

This mixture of the personal and the educational was seen as something positive.

“And anyway why don’t we write entries in VU11 in the same way as we do

here?” wrote another student during the first days of communication on

weblogs, and several students made it clear that they would try to take this

writing style with them in their future internet communications even after the

course, whether they did so in weblogs or in the course’s conference system.

The fact that all students were responsible for their own weblogs thus

seemed to encourage a different mixture of private information, personal

commentary and academic discussion. It was certainly possible using the

11. VU (Virtual-U) is the computer conference system which was used at the time on the MIL
programme.
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existing conference system to use pictures, quotes and narratives, but never-

theless there were several students who felt a more pressing need to present

this type of contribution on their weblogs. 

Even though it felt more private, the “public domain” was the same whether

it was in the course’s computer conferences or in the weblog environment. The

sense of a weblog as “a more private area” than the computer conference does

not, therefore, seem to derive directly from a concern about who has access to

read one’s entry in the weblog or computer conference – i.e. what public they

are open to – since this is the same in both cases, namely the participants on

the course.

Even though everyone has the same access, however, to read entries in both

the common computer conference and in the forty weblogs, there can still be a

difference in who actually does so. Whereas the computer conference is a

communal space, in which everyone in the class reads what is written and sees

any new entry that arrives, there is not the same guarantee that every student

will notice every single one of the forty weblogs. Students can, therefore,

assume to a greater extent that those who read their weblog of their own

volition have clicked on precisely that weblog, either because the titles looked

interesting or because that particular weblog is one of their favourite bearings,

which they look at regularly. Weblog writers can therefore have the impression

that their readers are more interested in what they are writing about than the

average person, and this can give rise to a greater degree of trust, given the

feeling that the weblog is “a more private area”.

In a Bakhtinian perspective the weblog can be said to support the construction

of knowledge of one’s readers and thereby also the construction of expectations

about how other participants will respond to one’s utterances. Weblogs can thus

be experienced as a more private space.

This sense of privacy is in all likelihood further strengthened by the fact

that in the weblog it is the individual student who has access to writing, editing

and setting their mark on their own weblog among the other forty, while in the

computer conference all students together write the content of a common

conference. What comes into play here, then, is the new role as editor of one’s

own space – the fact that students decide over their own space and can use it

according to their own ideas and preferences. In this way weblogs can provide

greater opportunities for each individual student’s voice to find fuller expression.
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Difficult to find your way

Alongside their experience of having altered their writing style, the students

also encountered a series of problems in working with their weblogs. Some of

these problems were of a technical nature, such as the fact that the search

function that had been installed was very slow. Other problems concerned

understanding the weblog tool itself – how to create links or trackbacks when

writing an entry, for example.12

One of the larger and recurrent problems for the students revolved around the

basic features upon which the weblog environment was constructed: the fact

that they had to find their way in so many different weblogs in order to follow

the discussions. In comparison to the methods that the students had become

familiar with after years of using computer conferencing, the challenges of

finding their way around often obstructed the positive benefit of the discussions.

One student, for example, wrote the following commentary to an entry:

“Yes, and so there was yet another entry in a blog that I hadn’t noticed!

It is so much just the luck of the draw what catches your attention. (…)

And the awful thing is that I probably don’t even get round to

reading/seeing whether you reply… or if so, then I certainly have to

remember to take a look.”

The student finds that it is difficult to pursue continuous communication. The

comment describes how what catches the reader’s eyes feels fortuitous, and

this leads to uncertainty as to what he/she may have missed. The weblog

environment did not, then, have the same recognisable structure for the

students as a computer conference milieu, and it demanded another way of

navigating on the internet when they had to find their way through the

development in discussions.

“If I don’t write down straight away who has written something

interesting, then I face something like a search for a needle in a haystack when

I have to find it again,” wrote another student. The student thus felt the need

12. In the newer version of the programme this creation of links takes place more
automatically.
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for better means of finding particular entries again, i.e. for good search

facilities, and moreover, found it impractical to have to switch between weblogs

when he/she was reading.

Weblogs as a shortcoming, an imitation or a renewal

There is a general tendency for new technological opportunities to be encoun-

tered from three different perspectives.

From one perspective, people fasten onto certain features they lack in relation

to what they know. In computer-mediated communication it is, for example,

the lifted eyebrow, the tone of voice, body language or other signals, which are

picked up over and above the uttered word. The absence of these features is

seen as a shortcoming.

From another perspective, people fasten onto the fact that technology in

some areas can compensate for or imitate what they know. In other words,

they use the new technology to do what they could do before. We can say that

new media are used on the premises of the old media.

From the third perspective, people fasten onto the ways in which technology

contributes to renewing our way of communicating. Here, the particular

features of the media are perhaps even used to develop new genres. One example

of this kind of renewal can be seen in the language and ways of spelling that

have developed through chat and text messaging. They may have started as

compensating mechanisms to allow people to write briefly and quickly but

have turned into a genre of their own that has an influence on language

elsewhere.

The written discussions organised in threads that characterise the computer

conference can also been seen as a ‘renewing’ genre peculiar to the computer

media. What constitutes this renewal is, for example, the facts that in oral

communication we cannot normally participate whenever and wherever we

like, and that it is difficult to conduct orally as many discussions at once as we

can with the aid of the computer conference.

In the use of blogs on the course it is evident that students often referred to

the known possibilities of the computer conference when they came to assess

their options in the environment of weblogs. This is an example of the way in

which the computer conference has become a standard to which people relate.

The immediate reactions of the students often focussed on what the weblogs
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lacked, or how good/bad they were at compensating for these shortcomings,

but discussions also sprang up along the way about what elements of renewal

weblogs might contribute.

Weblogs as a multi-directional form of communication can, for example, be

seen as a more complex form of linking and interconnecting between communi-

cation channels than what we know from computer conferencing.

Communicating with each other via approximately 40 different blogs was

a completely different experience for the students than running a discussion at

one computer conference. A computer conference is a space which is edited

together, where discussions can unfold in a more or less well-ordered fashion

in threads. The large number of blogs in the MIL module, by contrast, consisted

of 40 different rooms, in which everyone was editor of their own blog and

could in principle mix academic and personal reflections, travel descriptions,

texts and pictures etc. at will.

The learning potential that can be said to exist in the use of weblogs in relation

to a course conducted over the internet relates partly to the increase in the

students’ opportunities for making their own voice heard, and partly to the

active exchange with and reflection on other students’ weblogs.

Responsibility as an editor of one’s own space on the internet gives the

students a chance to make their mark on the content of the communication to

a greater extent than they allow themselves to do in a combined group

computer conference. The students can, therefore, become more involved in

creating cohesion between subject content and personal relevance and can in

that way develop their own distinctive voice in the communication as a whole.

This individual work of creating their own voice in their own space does

not, however, stand in isolation, for each weblog simultaneously has an active

relation to other weblogs. It is thus necessary for students to find their bearings

in relation to the weblogs of other students, to find connections and to reflect

on the entries of others. The benefit from the point of view of learning lies,

therefore, both in the development of individual voices in the course’s weblogs

and in the development of relations between these different voices.

The learning potential is not created by the technical facility of the weblog

per se, but instead by the ways students make use of their weblogs, and by the

way weblogs are integrated in a course. The weblogs in the MIL programme

were directed at creating a discussion environment where students could

reflect on the course topics as well as on each other’s reflections. The students
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used their weblogs to participate in course discussions, but also as a new way

of presenting themselves and as a space for personal reflections. They wrote

the weblogs as a sort of ongoing monologue developed in an open network in

interaction with other students and their weblogs.

While the students had problems finding their way through the many

weblogs, they actively formed their way of writing weblogs by combining

personal reflections with those that related to their studies, thereby

developing their own voices and creating a new approach to their communi-

cation compared with discussions in a computer conference environment.

Weblogs have the potential to become a promising alternative to computer

conferences for reflections, presentations and discussions during a course. A

continuing development of the use of weblogs in education may support

students in developing their own voices and establishing complex discussion

environments.
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Computer-based Literacy
– Stenography, Typography, Choreography and
Scenography

Herdis Toft

Literacy – situated reading & writing

The socio-constructivist view on literacy as a social form of practice has become

consolidated. As the theory of situated literacy thus takes into account differences

in values, attitudes, feelings and social relations connected with the activities

of reading and writing, analytical sensitivity is demanded in our research of the

existing forms.

The questions that arise are: what do people actually do by means of literacy,

and what does literacy do to people? Such fundamental questions must be

asked by anybody working with communication and learning, since literacy

today is a central cultural technique. (Barton, Hamilton & Ivaniã 2000). In order

to answer them a conceptual framework for especially computer-based literacy

is presented, after which tools for the analysis of interaction processes using this

culture technique are developed. I introduce four analytical concepts: stenography,

typography, choreography and scenography, which I find can together be useful

for the researcher both during fieldwork and in the subsequent work with the

empirical material. In a long-term perspective an optic is thus created also on

pedagogical and didactic thinking about texts, although this is not developed

further in this article.

Literacy is connected with many different areas of life, which is why it in

practice is marked by social institutions and power relations. Certain types of

literacy are, however, more visible and influential than other. For example,

school-related practice is often regarded as prototypical, even normative, but all

forms of practice must be seen as equally functional and historically situated.



Moreover, since literacy practices vary over time the need for development of

new forms of practice in both formal and informal contexts constantly arises.

The socio-constructivist framework of understanding implies that literacy

is a cultural technique that is realised as a resource in social groups and commu-

nities, rather that an individually based skill. 

The framework of understanding is connected with the theory of situated

learning in communities of practice (Lave & Wenger 1991) and at the same

time it takes point of departure in phenomenological thinking. As literacy is

connected with different areas of life, different frames (schemata and scripts)

arise for how actors can and should act in them. New forms of practice create

over time new frames and these converge with the previously established

ones, both within the actors themselves and in their partners and adversaries.

As the use of screen texts has gradually been integrated in the physical

learning space and everyday practice of educational institutions, it has been

seen how the school’s conventional and the pupils’ new schemata and scripts

for communication and learning have challenged each other. Different groups

in the class’s physical learning space do not do the same things by means of

literacy – and literacy therefore does not do the same things to them. In the

following I will describe the reasons for this and the consequences of it, as they

may be found in and outside of the school’s traditional sphere of influence. 

The aim of this article is thus to establish a coherent framework of under-

standing for the analysis of literacy. It is my assertion that such a framework

of understanding is necessary to enable the analysis of literacy as a resource in

social communities rather than in individuals. Furthermore, it is necessary for

breaking through the narrow approach that the Danish Ministry of Education

for one takes point of departure in when it sets ‘clear goals’, ‘partial goals’ and

‘end goals’ for the teaching of text production in the Folkeskole (the Danish

municipal primary and lower secondary school). We cannot work cogently in

terms of text pedagogy unless we take into consideration the everyday

conditions children and youths are subject to both within and outside the

school’s sphere of influences.

Lifestyle, aesthetification and negotiation of significance

(Post)modern identity formation takes place as a choice of lifestyle. Individuals

represent themselves by reflecting themselves on the masses, and the concept

90 Media and ICT
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of lifestyle is therefore connected to the tension between the individual and

the social (Maffesoli 1986; see also Odde Sørensen 1992). Media intervention

has brought about an increasing aesthetification of identity formation, and

self-representation has become a key concept. Modern people are characterised

by an embedded distance to themselves, to others, and to cultural artefacts.

Self-representation is transmitted, for example, when older children and

youth’s representation of themselves is imitated by younger children. This

transmission mechanism is in itself an anthropological constant, but it is

strengthened and emphasised by the modern media culture.

The transmission mechanism can be conceptually linked to sociologist

Michel Maffesoli’s concept of ‘neo-tribalism’, i.e. fluid and transitory forms of

community, such as are found in the urban and mass culture living space

(Odde Sørensen 1992: 22). Maffesoli uses the tribe or the clan as metaphors for

the de-individualisation that takes place in these micro groups. Through

temporary membership in a tribe or a clan an individual can succeed in breaking

away from the anonymous masses. However, in a tribe or a clan one is not an

individual with an identity that is entirely one’s own. Instead, one is part of a

(post)modern collective subject: a persona playing a role (Maffesoli 1991: 55).

The nomadic tribes make up a network of networks, and the multiform mass

thereby acquires a polycentric structure where exchanges and influences can

flow freely. 

The time spent together in the tribe leave aesthetic traces in the form of

both linguistic and material signs and symbols. Individuals thus create their

own identity by choosing to recognize themselves in certain external signs and

symbols. This capacity for stylisation can be related to the cultural sociologist

Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of cultural capital: stylisation functions as social

differentiation and as a marker of distinction with regard to status etc. The

common customs that are established in the tribe or clan become part of the

individual’s habitus. 

When individuals make use of the external signs and symbols they find in,

among other places, the media culture, these signs and symbols begin to

encompass something else and more than what their producer had antici-

pated. Through social currents the significance of media cultural signs and

symbols are shifted because they are exposed to negotiations on significance and

are constantly included in new forms of value creation. 
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Individuals thus create identity through the choice of lifestyle; they become

personae who play roles, and an increasing aesthetification in the form of self-

representation is thereby transmitted from younger to older tribe members as

the tribe’s signs and symbols function through negotiation of significance as

markers of a temporary social and cultural membership in a social network of

networks. 

Literacy must be seen as integrated in the human identity formation

process. Literacy is related to lifestyle and is therefore subject to aesthetification.

Literacy becomes part of our cultural capital and habitus. What people do by

means of literacy they do in order to demonstrate social and (media)cultural

membership. The value of the cultural techniques is open to negotiation and

resale through exchange and influence from one tribe to another. Norms are

created, broken, mixed and revised, resulting in the fact that we do not have just

one but many schools’ various forms of school-based writing at the same time.

Schemata and scripts for interaction 

Consensus has gradually been reached within socio-constructivist learning

theory on this type of perspective on identity formation in reflexive modernity.

Consensus has similarly been reached with respect to the overall understanding

of how the processes that actually take place if the educational project is to

succeed can be explained cognitively and phenomenologically. For example, the

existence of cognitive schemata and scripts explains how cultural knowledge

is organised and how this knowledge can be expressed in everyday language

and an everyday understanding of the world.

We all possess a tacit, conditioned knowledge, a prior understanding of the

world that creates a certain type of horizon of expectation in us. We need a

framework in order to be able to act in a cultural context. Only in this way can we

discriminate between oblivion and remembrance, as the social systems theorist

Niklas Luhmann formulates it (Luhmann 2002). However, the cognitive

schemata are also continuously negotiated in the practice or tribal communities

in which we participate.

From the first day at school – even long before – the setting of frameworks

takes over as a routinised practice that defines our way of thinking, talking and

acting in the classroom. We construct schemata for prototypes, which we use

to categorise the multifarious artefacts that enter into routinised courses of
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events, as, for example, the prototypes ‘book’ and ‘computer’ do. When the

computer screen shows symbols and icons related to the desktop, to the archive

with folders (file system) and to the wastepaper basket (delete function), this is

done in order to link the schemata for the computer as a space together with

an already known and conventional cultural schemata, namely, that of the

office space. We signal that the computer is a virtual workplace based on

classification, structure and functionality. This ‘we’ does not comprise all users,

and certainly not children and youths. On the contrary, the computer as a cultural

artefact is often ascribed entirely different meanings in the different tribes.

Cultural knowledge is organised in narrative chains of prototypical events that

take place in simplified worlds. We construct cognitive chains or networks

based on experiences in everyday life. We thus share our suppositions with

others who have the same background of experience seen from a historical and

cultural perspective. The schemata tell us what we must know and be capable

of to function in a given culture. This means that the individual member of the

culture has models of speech: ‘I know that…’ and models of action: ‘I know

how…’. However, the schemata are often contradictory or incoherent since we

build them up throughout our lives, as we shift between spheres of influence

and tribes. The more tribes or micro groups we have to keep informed about

through the media, among other things, the more our understanding of these

groups will be dependent on these types of cognitive chains.

Rather than speaking of coherence as we do for scientific models, we can

speak of coexistence, since the schemata may be composed of contradictory

fragments. When a Danish teacher, for example, demands that pupils write a

draft by hand before typing it ‘on’ the computer, this can be perceived as an

expression of how historical-cultural fragments of experience-based wisdom

about writing live in the present in this teacher’s cognitive ‘school’ schemata.

As an extension of Luhmann, a distinction can be made between schemata

and scripts in the following way:

• Schemata are related to things and their functional significance or to people

and the rank relationship between them, e.g. the computer and the teacher-

pupil relationship.

• Scripts refer to stereotypical events and to the ways in which a temporal

sequencing of them is made, e.g. to writing on a computer and saving a

document for future revisions. Scripts are related to causal conditions.
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• The linkage of schemata related to things or people to scripts leads to mutual

dependence between them, e.g. the connection between the computer and

literacy (Luhmann 2002: 138)1.

Scripts, which arise from everyday routines, thus comprise standardised

sequences of events or stereotypes of actors’ actions. They can, for example,

indicate how the actor ‘teacher’ acts in relation to the actor ‘pupil’ in the

classroom. The more actors that act in accordance with these scripts in a given

situation, the greater and stronger the action and interpretation community

that they build up together will be. They create, so to speak, a scriptural

network2.

Schemata must thus be completed and filled out. They demand a practice

that converts rules to actions. Schemata set limits on flexibility, thereby making

it easier to act quickly and effectively. But schemata also make flexibility

possible, since each of us converts rules differently in our practice. We must

improvise. It thus becomes easier to notice deviations when the schemata are

known. An interaction analysis of actors in action with the speech affiliated

with this action can show how development processes take place in cultural

contexts where participants are already familiar with and experienced in the

everyday routines.

In a day nursery I observed, for example, how two two-year-old girls acted

differently with a wooden telephone. One of the girls dialled a number and stood

still while she babbled. The other girl also dialled a number, but immediately

put the wooden telephone under her arm and began to move quickly back and

forth, babbling all the while, while she simultaneously ‘supervised’ the room

1. See further (Luhmann 2002: 144: Without the creation of schemata there would be no
memory. No information, no deviations, no freedom (…) In the era of the mass media this
is hardly conceivable without the participation of the media. Just as the theatre does, the
mass media put the individual on stage without direction. This framework of understanding
does not, however, take into account self-representation and the above-mentioned
negotiation of additional meaning that the actors or tribe members practice. Here one
must turn instead to, among others, Erwing Goffman, Joshua Meyrowitz, Mikhail Bakhtin
and Brenda Laurel, who also form the basis of my description in the following.

2. (Eco 2000: 183) describes the creation of schemata in this way: We recognise individuals
because we assign them to a type, but we are capable of formulating types because we
have experience with individuals. 
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and the other children’s games. The two girls probably shared a common schema

and script for the telephone, but their realisation of it was conditioned by diffe-

rences in their experience of practice. 

Mirror, mirror on the wall – who am I, and who are you?

As mentioned above, Pierre Bourdieu uses the concept of habitus in reference

to analogous transferring of schemata. Habitus means character or kind in Latin,

and the concept encompasses both our external characteristics, tastes and

lifestyles and our inner perception and means of evaluation. Habitus is a speech

and action matrix that generates what he calls regulated improvisations such

as those the two girls at the day nursery carried out. We have, for example, a

familial habitus, a school-based habitus, and a cultural industrial habitus, and

all are chronologically organised in our systematic biography, so that we can

experience continuity and self-identity in a lifelong perspective. Pierre Bourdieu

cites the sociologist Émile Durkheim for the following statement:

Within each one of us, in varying proportions, exists a part of yesterday’s

person; it is yesterday’s person that inevitably predominates in us because

the present means so little in comparison with the long past in which we

were formed and from which we follow. However, we do not perceive this

person from the past, because it is so much a part of us; it is the

subconscious part of ourselves. Therefore we do not count on it any more

than we count on its legitimate demands. On the contrary, we are very

aware of the most current demands of civilisation because they, in as

much as they are current, have not yet become imprinted on our

subconscience (Durkheim 1938: 16, here cited from Bourdieu 1994: 91-

92)

Durkheim’s accentuation of the fact that each of us focuses on what is not yet

ingrained in our habitus must be related to our age and experiential background.

Children and youths are born and placed in established micro groups but are

highly preoccupied with finding out how they can achieve membership in

tribes or clans that from their perspective encompass the present and the

immediate future. They practice as personae the roles each of them will play

and increasingly reject the predominant expectation that they will subjugate
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themselves as the heirs of previous generations. Soon the two girls in the day

nursery will leave the wooden telephone and instead practice mobile phone

behaviour, which their parents and teachers do not master. This behaviour

demands an integration of telephone speech, use of images, and literacy in

order for the girls to participate in the nomadic tribes’ communicative

network. 

The man of letters Klaus P. Mortensen has described education as humans’

self-reflecting way of dealing with themselves as educated (Mortensen 1998).

(Post)modern humans are individuals who observe themselves observing

themselves. They thus engage in constitutional self-duplication. In a socio-

constructivist perspective, this mirror reflection metaphor must reflect as well

the fact that humans observe themselves in light of how others regard them –

and at the same time regard others in light of how they supposedly regard

them. There are thus several actors acting in the mirror. 

Fictive as well as other aesthetic signs- and symbol-based texts reflect and

enable such a processual development and adaptation of identity, precisely

because the significance of a text is always open to negotiation. The reading of

others’ and writing of one’s own texts must be regarded as tools for

constitutional self-duplication. The distanced and aestheticised view of literacy

activities and their value in relation to the area of life and tribal membership

determine what significance they are attributed. In SMS language a tihi can

refer to precisely the opposite tribal relationship of the alternative: hehe.

Teachers can ascribe an emancipatory meaning to school-based writing

because the mastery of it in their reflection gives access to education and

communication across all groups. Certain groups of students can on the contrary

choose to use an alternative written language in order to emancipate them-

selves from what they perceive as the subjugating nature of normative school-

based writing, as, for example, American high school student Neesha does in

the juvenile book The Brimstone Journals (Koertge 2002, see also Toft 2003).

Physical and virtual learning spaces

In physical as well as virtual learning spaces the mutual interaction between

actors, activities and frames can be observed. The cooperation can be seen in four

dimensions (Dillenbourg 1999), namely, in relation to situations, interactions,

processes and results. Furthermore, the cooperation can take the form of concep-
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tual cooperation on the development of ideas, themes, metaphors or analogies

aimed at gaining an overall understanding of the goal of the joint work, or more

technically oriented cooperation on the concrete, physical solution to a problem

revealed by the conceptual cooperation (Schrage 1995). 

When the learning space is both physical and virtual (Birch Andreasen

2003) as was, for example, the case in the many state-funded ITMF projects,

computer-mediated forms of organisation and communication are used. This

takes place through oral and written net-based communication based also on

images and sounds, which assume both asynchronous and synchronous forms.

In this way a dialogic space is created. The concept of dialogue covers,

according to the literary and linguistic theoretician Mikhail M. Bakhtin

(Bakhtin, 1987) both outer and inner language and both oral and written

communication. The communication process takes place in the ‘shared third

space’ between the communicators, and the meaning of what is sent depends

on how it is received: it depends on negotiation and cooperation.

Bakhtin (Bakhtin, 2000) speaks of polyphony in order to emphasise that there

is mutual interaction between many concurrently existing voices. A special

form of polyphony is heteroglossia, which results from the differences between

various social languages. In every classroom heteroglossia will affect both the

conceptual and the technical cooperation, and given the fact that the goal is to

reach consensus through setting general frameworks and establishing an

interpretative community, a number of the actors will experience that their

voices (their tribes’ voices) are suppressed.

Communication is always directed both backwards and forwards, since

every statement and every answer is directed at one and the same time

towards what has been stated previously and what may be stated in the future.

Bakhtin’s understanding of dialogue can be compared to Pierre Bourdieu’s (and

Émile Durkheim’s) understanding of habitus, as is described above. Through

language and through statements, polyphony – or heteroglossia – is expressed.

The choice of the written language norm simply accentuates this polyphony

even more. When young computer players consciously write Me want

to…instead of I want to…on the screen they are signalling on the one hand a

rebellion against the school-based linguistic norm and on the other hand,

membership in a globally situated tribe with this use of Me as the norm.

However, there will also be differences in the language that is dialogically

used in the physical learning space and the language that is used in the virtual

learning space. The same speaker may very well express herself to some people
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in the physical room in one way, while she expresses herself in an entirely

different way to others in the virtual learning space, for example through

character chatting or the production of dialogue lines in a comic strip made

using PowerPoint. The same persona may very well play the role as a well-

adjusted language user within one tribe in the physical learning space and

within another tribe in the virtual learning space. For example, as a well-

adjusted student in a Danish class by using a chat and SMS inspired norm for

screen writing that signals opposition to the norm for school-based writing.

In some cases such linguistic differences are consciously produced, whereas

in other cases, they are not. The actors may have an understanding of them-

selves as one and the same both ‘in front of’ and ‘on’ the computer screen, but the

actor can also work on his ‘face’ and thus play with his possibility to act front

stage and back stage respectively. Actors can, in other words, be in different

areas of life and tribes simultaneously. They can act as both Me and as I. 

Face, front stage and back stage as metaphors for social
interaction

I have taken the concepts of face, front stage and back stage from sociologist

and ethnomethodologist3 Erwing Goffman, who has developed three

metaphors for framing social interaction: drama, ritual and play. He regards

the self as a multiple, fragmented self that can function both as actor and

director in the creation of its ‘face’4. The self can thus observe itself while it

‘directs itself’ and ‘plays itself’ respectively, cf. the description of distancing,

aesthetification and constitutional self-duplication above.

The self’s work with its (outward) face is attributed a positive social value,

since the cultural community is based on rituals or traffic rules. Since people

3. Ethnomethodology is the study of social commerce, and the central object of study is
people’s methodological everyday life, i.e. the set of methods participants use actively to
coordinate their actions and make themselves intelligible to one another.

4. Compare as well Goffman’s concepts with the concepts of interface, which describes
the interface on a computer screen with application, the functionality behind it. In a
metaphoric sense, interface is the same as the computer’s front stage and application is
the same as the computer’s back stage.
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must be able to meet, they must obey certain rules of conversation and rules

for filling roles. If they do so, it becomes easier to go to a restaurant or to go to

school, because the roles (guest/waiter, student/teacher) and their interaction

take place in relation to shared inner schemata and scripts, as described above.

Front stage (the outer representation on the stage) people play their

rehearsed roles and show their face and in return, expect others to do the same.

Back stage (the inner representation behind scenes, in the private sphere), people

are someone else, and do not necessary reveal themselves in the public sphere.

A self can have many faces and can appear in different roles on different

stages. In the case of work with a computer, where the computer is a virtual

front stage, the classroom as a public space can be situated in such a way that

several actors cooperate in their back stage in order to present one joint face

front stage. This demands both negotiation and the experience of belonging to

a common tribe (Toft 2004). 

The communication researcher Joshua Meyrowitz has worked on relativising

Goffman’s set of concepts, so that it also can capture the network of role playing

that is enabled by the electronic media (Meyrowitz 1986). He sees front

stage/back stage as a pair of concepts that are linked to the relationship

between the public and the private. Such a pair of concepts can neither ideally

nor in reality be understood as a binary contradictory pair. Changes take place

constantly, not least because the electronic media mix together previous private

and public situations, and he therefore introduces the possibility of overlap in

a so-called middle region. Where the printed media, such as the book, are

primarily used to communicate content, the electronic media, such as the

computer, are used to communicate an expression and human relations. The

middle region can metaphorically be regarded as a side stage, in that the

audience takes up a position from which they can gain insight into what the

role players are doing both ‘on stage’ and ‘behind the scenes’. A side stage

position is taken by, for example, someone following a chatter’s simultaneous

behaviour in the physical and the virtual space respectively, or someone

observing students while they work on completing a screen product, as I have

done in ITMF Project 464.

When the merging of the front stage and back stage in the middle region

spreads in a cultural sense, a need arises to be able to keep the two clearly

apart. Efforts are made towards creating two entirely separate regions, each

with its own behavioural pattern: a forefront region and a deep back region.

These efforts characterise, for example, royalty, members of a government or
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others, who by virtue of formalized and ritual roles are in the media spotlight,

but they are not restricted to these people only. Everyone in a culture may in

different situations strive to maintain or destroy regions.

The discussion of to what extent a ‘real self’ even exists lies beyond the

pedagogic-anthropological framework of understanding, since the field being

investigated is often fixed as an institutional, semi-public space with forma-

lized roles. Here, one meets actors by virtue of their roles, and they play these

roles even if they are, for example, interviewed behind closed doors. It is

precisely actors in roles that are of interest here; actors who exhibit tribal or

middle region behaviour. It is thus not only the one who is observing and

interviewing, but just as much the actors themselves, who place themselves in

a side stage position, or mime one when they play their roles. Actors practice

all the time. And as Meyrowitz emphasises, the aspects of ‘practice’ that also

become visible for the audience must be integrated in the presentation itself.

When the border between the front stage and the back stage is moved, the

drama changes character. If the back stage loses ground, the drama ends up

looking like an improvisation. If the back stage gains ground, the drama

becomes even more formalized. When teachers and other adults today

complain about that children and young people’s language in SMS’s and in

chat rooms, in classrooms or in the written assignments connected with them

is becoming trivialized and vulgarized, this is an example of how some of the

‘school recess’ back stage language and tribal behaviour has moved onto the

stage.

Conversation as an unlimited framework for
communicative action

Goffman develops the conversation analytic side of ethnomethodology in that

he finds rules for opening, maintaining and closing conversations. He includes

the non-verbal characteristics of conversation (field of vision, gesticulation,

posture etc.) and paraverbal characteristics (pronunciation, accent, prosody,

pausing etc.) as well as the structural signals, for example, but, okay, that indicate

something about the way in which the participants are conversing, and the

hints that function as contacts between sign and meaning, for example,

interjections like well and um, and prop words like right and of course.
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At the same time he lays the basis for an understanding of the dialogic

character of conversation since this can be analysed in paired sequences following

specific turn-taking rules. This is all governed by the situational and cultural

context in which the conversation takes place and to which reference is made

through indexicality, i.e. expressions that play on familiarity, such as the, of

course and other deictic expressions5.

Goffman has had a great influence on our understanding of the function of

conversation in maintaining cultural communities. For example, the study of chat

has been based on his conceptual apparatus. The ITMF project I have followed

included, for example, computer-based communication in the form of a role

chat using characters, which thus can be grasped and analyzed. His approach

is also an important contribution to the analysis and interpretation of obser-

vations and interviews.

However, it is especially in the understanding of the relation between the

physical and the virtual learning spaces that Goffman has great significance,

not least because oral conversation and the production and use of images join

here in a symbiosis with literacy. The relation between these can, as

mentioned, also be seen from a dialogic perspective. The learning that takes

place through work with, for example, producing one’s own story on the net, is

a form of learning that must precisely be understood in relation to the complex

interplay between ‘in front of’ the screen and ‘on’ the screen. In other words, it

becomes very difficult to determine where, when and how individual activities,

for example, the writing of a text, enter into communication. It is my assertion

that the dialogically structured conversation becomes a boundless framework

for every communicative action, also when it appears to be pure literacy. 

Overlap between experiences and digital mediation

The study of literacy thus presupposes an understanding of how individuals in

practice manage to create a life style, how they represent themselves, and how

they negotiate meaning with themselves and each other. Furthermore, how

they become tribe members, and what forms of aesthetification they choose.

5. Indexicality can, however, also be used as a metaphor for the many other expressions
and gestures that play on familiarity, for example, with the tribe’s use of Me.
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In order to be able to answer these types of questions, an optic is needed that

enables the study of forms of practice in children and youth’s everyday lives.

One of the media children and youths use actively as a tool for the creation of

lifestyle is the computer. They use the computer in both their institutional

lives and in their leisure time, and it is a medium that they can use both for

reflection and in the creation of new sets of values. Literacy can thereby be

assigned values other than those intended by the producers of the computer

programs being used and by the school.

Having followed children and youths over the past year in day nurseries

and day-care centres as well as in grades 5-6 in the municipal primary school,

paying special attention to the use of spoken and written language, I put forward

in the following a set of concepts for cultural analysis focusing on literacy. I

hope that it will be possible to use the set of concepts in situations where children

and youths act both with and without computers or other media. This is due to

the fact that I support my arguments with reference to the cyber sociological

framework of understanding, within which the virtual learning space is not a

parallel dimension of but intertwined with the everyday and physical learning

space of reality. Overlaps between concrete experiences and digital mediation

take place constantly in this sort of infrastructural network, and these overlaps

can therefore also be observed when the computer is not in use (Godtved 2000).

Stenography, typography, choreography and scenography

Stenography, typography, choreography and scenography are four concepts that

can be used in understanding and analysing primarily the interactive exchange

that takes place during work in front of and on a computer screen. I have, as

mentioned, drawn inspiration from Goffman’s three metaphors for the

framework of social interaction: drama, ritual and playing and his perception of

the self as multiple, which allows the individual to function as both actor and

director in the creation of her ‘face’ and her front stage and back stage. I have

nuanced and relativised Goffman’s framework of understanding with Meyrowitz’s

middle region and side stage perspective. I drew further inspiration from the

software design theoretician Brenda Laurel’s Computers as Theatre (Laurel 1993),

since I wanted to investigate how fruitful it would be to regard physical and

virtual learning spaces and the interaction connected with them as compa-

rable with the theatre’s rooms and forms of interaction.
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The word graphia is Greek and means notation, description. Every field

analysis and therefore also every conversation and interaction analysis must

take place precisely on the basis of notations and descriptions, since the field as

such only exists by virtue of these. I therefore find that the concepts developed

for such analyses can profitably signal the ‘graphic’ formative descriptive

process that has preceded them. The field research must organise and stylise

the aesthetic traces to make them accessible for analysis.

I thus establish the following four concepts for the analysis of situated lite-

racy:

1. Stenography: description of the condensed writing down of speech

Who says what, and how is it said?

• in front of the computer screen?

• on the computer screen?

2. Typography: description of types of writing

Who writes what, and how is it written?

• by hand?

• on the computer screen?

3. Choreography: description of body movements

What do which bodies do, and how do they do it?

• in front of the computer screen?

• on the computer screen?

4. Scenography: description of designed stage pictures, including costumes and

set pieces

Which actors and which actions are chosen, and how does the director

direct them? 

What set pieces are chosen, and how does the director direct them?

• direction as a process in front of the computer screen?

• direction as a result on the computer screen?

Re 1 and 2)

Literary researcher and linguist Roland Barthes points out that since Plato,

writing has reflectively been connected with memory:

Writing was supposed to be a sort of mnemonic tool, an artificial substitute

for the brain, which thanks to it was relieved of all tasks involving storing

(Barthes 2003: 52)
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Stenography is a mnemonic tool for conversation analysis. The word speech

must therefore be understood everywhere as stenographic speech, which is

written down and condensed. Only in this form is it possible for the analyst to

make a detailed analysis of transitory speech.

Moreover, written text understood as screen text is in a school context often

the result of a dictated and stenographic speech6. And as teachers know, many

students prefer to produce fictitious epic texts with so great a preponderance

of speech that the text becomes dramatic.

The typographic work and the stenographic work intermingle in computer-

mediated chatting, where people speak with their fingers and listen with their

eyes. However, it is worth noting that the chat is not nearly as different from

students’ usual writing practice in the Folkeskole as has previously been

assumed (by the school).

Like Mikhail Bakhtin I therefore see both outer and inner language and both

oral and written communication in an integrational and dialogic perspective.

Re 3 and 4)

Body and sports theoretician Thomas Moser of the Vestfold University College

in Tønsberg, Norway, has worked with the significance of the body in a

learning perspective. He defines the concept of bodily movement as follows:

The concept of movement is used here to define bodily phenomena that

have to do with:

• movement of the whole or parts of the body in space and the manipulation

of objects or environments (constructive-instrumental function).

• active exploration of objects and environments (sensory-perceptive

function)

• the individual expression of psychological and physical conditions (ex-

pressive function, for example, body language).

6. (Laurel 1993: 214) declares about speech: Speech without prosody is simply words. Even
though the students I have observed use prosody in the planning of, for example,
dialogue lines in screen text, this prosody disappears during the dictation process.
Speech is then transformed into ‘simply words’. If the students turn on the synthetic
reading voice, the prosody is also lost. But when the students themselves read what has
been written on the screen, they carry the memory of the prosody and can reproduce it
as if they read the text aloud. The prosody has coloured their notion of the content to
such an extent that they pretend that they have indicated, for example, the voice’s
musical accents with pauses, rhythm, sound and pitch.
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• In those cases, where only posture is expressed, that is, that the body in a

physical sense is still, this is also understood as an expression of movement,

sense and understanding of different aspects of one’s own person (reflective

function, for example, self-experience, the experience of mastery, social ex-

perience) (Moser, Wenger, Jacobsen & Söderberg 1999: 18-27; my translation)

Moser regards movement from three perspectives (Moser 1999): a physical

perspective, a motoric perspective, and a psychosocial perspective. Taking a

physical and motoric perspective alone on children’s bodily movements while

they work in a computer room would thus be too narrow. It must be supple-

mented with the psychosocial perspective. As I see it, this type of perspective

involves taking into account the cultural framework of bodily movements.

Actors’ bodies move in front of the computer, and at the same time, characters’

bodies, for example, move on the computer screen in accordance with cultural

schemata and scripts or the desire to break away from these.

It would perhaps be easiest to observe and understand these movements if

we see them in relation to dramaturgical patterns of movements. However, this

means that we have to take into account the interplay of bodily movements in

front of and on the computer.

This type of interplay also includes the relation between the hand’s movement

of the mouse and the movement of the cursor or arrow as well as, for example,

the figures, on the screen. Even though the movements in front of the computer

are physical, while the movements on the computer screen are virtual, the latter

are also perceived as physical, so that the two types of movement are experienced

as simultaneous and coherent.

As I observed two girls working at producing a joint screen-based written

text (Toft 2004) it became clear to me that the girls took turns playing three

roles: the roles of the composer, the conductor and the practising musician7.

While one girl worked as a composer to transform the spoken word into written

symbols that could be dictated or mimed the gestures of a composer by using

both her fingers and the mouse as a conductor’s baton, the other girl worked as

7. The concepts have been inspired by Roland Barthes: ”To compose is, or at least has a
tendency to be, to give something to do, not to give something to hear, but to give
something to write.” (Barthes 2004, the essay Musica practica p. 223). Barthes also
speaks elsewhere of the text as “something along the lines of a score” of the post-serial
type, that “incites the reader to join in practical cooperation” (Barthes 2004, the essay
Fra værk til tekst p. 268). My translation.



the practising musician, the virtuoso, who transformed the instructions into a

product: a screen text. By virtue of the fact that they were in the ‘practice

room’, they could change and trade roles depending on what was most

appropriate. The musicality that is immediately connected with both the

keyboard and the spoken language is expressed through body movements and

facial expressions – and the self-representation was connected with great

energy and dramatic expression.

Laurel, who has worked with computer game design, among other things, presents

in the book Computers as Theatre what she describes as a poetics for human-

computer activity. She thereby shifts the focus from the computer medium’s

technology-machine characteristics to its poetic-aesthetic characteristics. She

builds up a poetics for interactive form.

Laurel uses the adjective virtual in reference to artefacts and phenomena that

look or feel as if they are physically real, but which do not have any traditional

physical substance. A virtual object does not have any equivalent in the real

physical reality, but its representation is so convincing that we react and interact

with it, as if it were physically real (Laurel 1993: 8).

The common view up until now of a computer’s functionality as what the

computer has the capacity to do must be replaced by the view: what can people

do with the program? A computer program can be likened to a theatrical script,

including its comments on what should be happening both on stage and

behind the scene. The program code is the equivalent of the words of the script,

including the stage directions. The functionality thus corresponds to the script

regarded as actions8.

Precisely because we regard virtual representations as if they were

physically real, we will be able to use drama as a framework of understanding

for the interplay between people and computers, especially when dealing

directly with the task of creating narrative sequences in time and space, as is

often the case in teaching.9
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8. (Laurel 1993: 45): Functionality consists of the actions that are performed by people and
computers working in concert and programs are the means for creating the potential for
those actions.

9. Laurel (1999) claims that girls miss having plots and characters who act in complex
narrative sequences in computer games. Girls miss having the opportunity for empathy
that the drama opens up for.



Below I have placed the four concepts in a model of conversation and

interaction analysis of computer-mediated text production:

The aim of this article was first to establish a coherent framework of under-

standing for the analysis of literacy. It was my assertion that this was necessary

before proceeding to analyse the concrete situations of which literacy is a part.

The aim of establishing the concepts of stenography, typography, choreography

and scenography has moreover been to create analytic sensitivity towards the

learning potential of computer-mediated literacy, in that it is based just as much

on aesthetic form as on academic content. When children and youths act with

literacy in a school cultural space, they transform it to a play cultural aesthetic

space with the rules that apply to such a space.

The fact that literacy is a cultural technique that is realised as a resource in

social groups and communities rather than an individually based skill makes

clear the learning potential of the computer for children and youths. The

computer is first and foremost a toy for them that they use in their play culture

(Toft: 2005). The conceptual framework of understanding and the analytical

approach I have outlined derive therefore in more than one sense from the theory

and perspective of play culture: children like to learn something they can use

to play well with someone. If literacy can contribute to this they are prepared

to go to any lengths to acquire this cultural technique. For without literacy it is

not yet possible to use the computer as either an advanced toy or an advanced

learning tool.
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Stenography

Typography

Choreography

Scenography

What is said?

What is
written?

What does the
body do?

Which actors,
actions and set
pieces are
chosen?

How is it said?

How is it
written?

How does the
body do it?

How are the
actors, actions
and set pieces
directed?

In front of the
computer?

By hand?

In front of the
computer?

Process in
front of the
computer?

On the
computer?

On the
computer?

On the
computer?

Result on the
computer?
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Local Pictures 
– Global Groundings
Ingelise Flensborg

This article focuses on the pictures in the learning platform Learning Materials

Network, which is a network aimed at giving teachers the opportunity to use

pictures without worrying about copyright problems and at giving the

participating learning environments the opportunity to learn from each other

through didactically structured projects. From my position as an art teacher and

a researcher in visual culture I have chosen to focus on the pictorial material,

although I am of course well aware of the fact that it is always influenced by

other forms of texts. The pictorial material in Learning Materials Network consists

of a great deal of pictures from the local environments surrounding the involved

schools and I will discuss the learning potentials of some of these pictures, here

called local pictures, either because they relate to the local environment or to

bodily, direct experiences or because they have connotations for the user. 

Visual culture

In a visual culture like ours it has become important to be able to relate to the

pictures we meet in a conscious way. Two kinds of access to the visual are at

stake when meaning is constructed and established: cognitive and cultural.

Visual literacy implies questions of perception and cognition and involves

cultural relations. We have a general cognitive ability to understand what we

see. In principle everybody, including non-experienced viewers are in most

cases able to make out what a picture is about. Pictures are seen rather than

read (Christensen, 2003).
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Understanding the denotative level (the visual syntax) does not require special

visual abilities learned from the visual media, but can be achieved simply by

being used to seeing and recognising people, objects etc. from one’s daily

interaction with reality. The visual subject matter at the connotative level is

another matter. It consists of differences which originate in culturally specific

competences. 

The local pictures in a virtually distributed intranet media have a kind of

‘inside’ cultural advantage, because they can be related to the reality that

surrounds the viewers in a certain country and a certain place of looking, in

this case, the school. They represent the culture that people are a part of, the

whole way of life as it is unfolded in the culture (Fjord Jensen, 1999). They are

seen in this context.

An important aspect of visual culture is its effect on identity, in terms of

both making and viewing pictures. Individuals pick up characteristics of visual

representations and adopt these representations as descriptions of themselves

(Freedman 2004).

This is an educational issue with both cognitive and cultural dimensions

that can be focused on through the use and discussion of local pictures.

Learning material in network

In the project Learning Materials in Network the author has created a frame-

work for circulating materials consisting of texts, videos and photos through

five categories to help the teachers and pupils to create their own projects.

Several subjects are presented on this intranet: biology, art, science, geography,

philosophy and history. It is one of the aims of the intranet to enable teachers

to help each other without having to confront the Internet’s demands of

copyright. Another aim is to create a clear didactic space, where categories can

help the teacher in the planning of projects and the pupils in exchanging

information and knowledge. 
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The five categories of the platform are experience, knowledge, methods, forms

of expression, and assignments (see illustration above).

The categories were often mixed in the project but here I will try to concentrate

on the first two categories. I will focus on the visual part of the material,

although I am of course well aware that the visual is always connected with

other modes of information that influence how we look at things.

There are several categories of pictorial forms in photos, drawings, sketches,

video clips, films, and games. Different genres are represented in the material,

for instance, fiction, fairy tales, and fact sheets, according to the nature and

development of the theme.

I analysed some of the themes to investigate the learning potentials in pictures

by identifying the symbolic or connotative layers they contain, as well as their

possible relations to the user. In the process I realised that certain dimensions

in the use of the pictures were important for the involvement of the pupils and

I have tried to describe them. 
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Pictures exist with possible meanings, which means that the pictorial

meaning is created in the meeting between the picture and the observer. The

producer of the picture sees a certain segment of reality from a certain position

and the observer puts in meanings that spring from her experiences and interests.

Content analysis 

I did a content analysis of the pictures in the project. 

Content analysis refers here to a research method used to understand the

symbolic qualities in a picture – the ways in which elements always refer to

the broader cultural context to which they belong (Krippendorf 1980). 

Content analysis can include qualitative interpretations. It is based on

counting the frequency of certain visual elements in a clearly defined collection

of pictures and subsequently analysing these frequencies. At first I began with the

images themselves, then I looked at the places where the pictures were produced

through interviews with teachers, and finally I concentrated on the possible

learning potentials that the pictures might contain. This work was conducted

via group interviews and observation of the pupils. The content analysis was

expanded by using other research methods to access the way meaning is made

in sites of production and audiencing. 

The pictures were categorised to define some collective or key themes. Then

they were related to two kinds of learning categories: imitative learning and

operative learning.

The key themes were found in the two categories of experience and knowledge: 

• Travelling (about a region in Denmark, Bornholm, about Danish as a

second language, about transportation). 

• Phenomena (dreams, landscapes, sculptural figurations). 

• Objects (about houses, churches and schools), and 

• Animals (elephants, birds, insects, cats and cows). 

I am not going to analyse and criticise the basic idea of the project here, but use

some of the visual parts of the material to look at a certain kind of picture that

was very common in the project, namely, the teachers’ own photographs (and

texts) that were circulated during the programme. Those pictures are here called

local pictures. The concept local shall be further analysed and the potentials
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and limitations of the local picture shall be examined through a visual

discourse methodology.

I am presupposing these five points:

1. Independence: Imagery has its own ‘rules’. Visual modes of conveying

meaning are not the same as written modes.

2. Sociality: A picture is not just an illustration. It is the site for the construction

and depiction of social difference (Fyfe and Law, 88). Social categories are

constructed and these constructions can take visual forms.

3. Visuality: There are different ways of seeing. Individual spectators look in

individual ways (Berger and Luckmann, 72)

4. Context: Visual images are embedded in a wider culture (Mitzhoff, 99). Parti-

cular historically specific visualities can be seen in relation to a particular

visual regime. A visual culture can exclude some and include others.

5. Position: The position of the audience will bring their visualities to their

viewing. Not all audiences will be able or willing to respond to the way of

seeing invited by particular image and its display (Rose, 2001). The places

where the pictures from Learning Materials Network are seen are mostly the

schools. The environment implies a certain way of looking (‘the school way

of looking’), which can be rather limited insofar as the motivation for looking

is outside the pupils’ emotions.

Fly, bird, fly – an example of an unfolding project

In relation to one of the projects I conducted a classroom observation for several

days. I interviewed the pupils and joined them in the outdoor activities as well.

I interviewed the teacher about the categories in the materials in the network,

in order to get to know her understanding of the categories. 

I will use this project as an exemplary example, and as the focal point of my

discussion. In this connection I shall try to show that the pedagogical practice

conducted in relation to a platform like this must be based on an awareness of

the dangers of dissociation and disengagement that a platform like this might

cause, but also the possibilities it might contain for the sharing of knowledge

between teachers in familiar categories. 
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In one of my observations of the didactic theme Fly, bird, fly the position of the

pupils was not to show any willingness to concentrate on the pictures placed

in the network by the teacher. 

The teacher has placed stuffed birds in

the experience room.

They show a modest interest.

The teacher had made an experience room. An arrangement of pictures

running down the screens was meant to be part of this room. The computer

screens were all switched on. The categories from the overall project were

briefly presented to acquaint the pupils with the project design and the teacher

had also brought some birds from the school collection of stuffed animals to

grab the pupils’ attention and create interest for the project.

The pictures represented parts of birds and categories of wings, heads, and

claws.

There were videos of birds flying in large formations called ‘Black Sun’. It

was the intention of the teacher to make the pupils interested in the

construction of the wings, the suitability of the beaks for defending and eating

and many others issues. After two hours, only three pupils had gone through

the first two categories, and the rest had just looked sporadically at the screens

with very little concentration and a great deal of impatience. 

The teacher now addressed the pupils, asking them what they needed to

know more about. They were told to write down their interests for further

examination of the material. They were also asked to indicate what they

thought they could not get from this material.

The pupils lost interest in this after 20 minutes. They had very few questions

because they could not relate to the subject. The teacher told them where they
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could find new information about birds. She asked them about the birds that

live in the area, but they did not find it interesting. Then she switched to

aeroplanes and flying. How have humans attempted to construct wings?

Nothing seemed to interest the pupils, but when she asked them if they had

birds themselves the conversation got going. Some pupils told her about the

storks that had been in the area for a couple of days and some told her about

their own birds. The stories turned personal and there was a lot of concentration

among the pupils. The teacher showed a film about bird feeding that attracted

a great deal of attention. They talked about bird catching and hunting. The

pupils told her about their own experiences with hunting. One boy told her

about seagulls and toads that he had seen in the field. It was not until this

moment that his interest was caught. 

The children were then asked to find a bird that they had not seen before

among the group of stuffed birds and they were asked to cut out pictures of

birds from magazines and newspapers for the rest of the lesson.

The teacher considered new possibilities: perhaps it is better to start with

direct experiences and to let them draw birds and tell their own bird stories?

The next lessons were dynamic. The pupils had cut out pictures, they told

the class about birds they had seen since the day before and one boy had

searched for birds on the Internet. 14 of the 21 pupils were now also interested

in going to the web to find out more about birds. They all drew the bird they

had chosen from the collection and they talked about the construction of the

wings and compared the different birds. The learning process had finally

started.

Embodied relations

It seems as if the deconstructive strategies used in the bird presentation and in

the analyses were rejected by the pupils. Not until embodied relationships

with the subject were made possible did the pupils become interested.

When we think that we know the world because we are connected to it

rather than separated from it, we have a much greater possibility of arousing

the pupils’ interest. After making room for the pupils’ own experiences and

allowing them to develop new points of view the teacher could follow up by

making them conscious of the visual experience of seeing. Showing the ways

in which the chosen viewpoint affects the seeing could do this. They might
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bring different technologies into the project, they might be placed in different

situations of observation and they might collect different objects connected

with the common subject.

The different means and modes of observation could be the point of departure

for a discussion of the different perceptions and conceptions. Abstract concepts

are largely metaphorical (Lakoff and Johnson, 99) and the metaphors exemplify

the embodied nature of experience.

This is related to strategies of visual culture education that I will address in

the following.

Two girls have found a PowerPoint

presentation that they are very

interested in. They are looking,

laughing, commenting, shaking their

heads pointing etc.

(Same Group)
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This photo shows some of the boys,

who stopped moving around during

the experience

It is impossible to tell whether they

have found something to work with.

Their body language does not indicate

any interest, even if so-called flow

experiences are not always connected

to the body.

Cultural competences through visual culture

Competence is the potential that consists of knowledge, understanding, skills

and usability/practical knowledge. The potential springs from subject qualifi-

cations and is expressed in the interaction with a social context (Kompetence-

landskabet, 2003).

Visual cultural competences are influenced by the visual regime that is present

in a specific period of time. A visual regime is defined through the ways we look

at the world and through the representations of the world that are connected

with a regime. The ancient visual regime of Cartesian perspectivism (Jay, 1993)

considered the eye as an unfeeling machine, a viewing apparatus like the camera

obscura. In ancient and medieval writing vision was considered to be more

active, as seeing was doing. It was connective and embodied (Aristotle was

interested in the eye as a living being and as an integral part of the body and

soul). There are many visual regimes in late modernism but the most

dominating regime is that of computer technology: the multimedia regime.

This regime involves thinking about synaesthetic processes. Computer based

multimedia have the capacity to translate between modes of sensory

perception as we do in daily life, but we need to explore the possibilities in

future research.

The most important aspect of this essay is to stress the ways that pictures are

made local; in other words, how they are localised in the sense of our becoming

connected with the representations through our feelings. 
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We can distinguish a natural visual mode from a social one. The former is

called vision, the latter visuality. The two categories are useful as they signal a

difference within the visual – a difference, or many differences between how

we see, how we are able to, allowed to or made to see, and how we view this

seeing. Vision is primarily the domain of science, whereas visuality belongs to

the humanities or social sciences because its effects, contexts, values and

intentions are socially constructed (Nelson, 2000).

When we talk about visual competences today it is clear that we cannot

separate vision from other senses. On closer examination, the so-called visual

media turn out to involve other senses like touch and hearing, or they are

combined with music, speech and subtitles. 

Visual competence must be discussed in relation to experience and under-

standing. The understanding of pictures depends on the relevance pictures have

for different people (and young people may have another kind of sensibility)

and visual competence is about the use of knowledge and practical skills in

different contexts. Both the seer and the seen motivate seeing, and at times

seeing is directed by needs that the subject is not aware of. We all belong to a

society and to different degrees subscribe to the bodily conventions and

practices of that society (Nelson, 2000, p. 8) Visuality is learned, socially controlled

and organised and therefore domesticated. This domestication will be addressed

in the following in connection with the concept of localisation.

To use local pictures, that is, pictures with some sort of local relations like place,

local animals or local symbols, as many of the teachers in the project Learning

Materials Network do, requires a mutual or common knowledge among the

observers. It must be possible to locate local pictures. You can connect them to

a certain place where you can go and look for yourself or they can be located in

known subject matter so that the pupils are able to connect them to former

knowledge.

Local pictures are pictures in a local context, which can be recognised in

relation to the position of the observer. Local pictures give the observer the possi-

bility of going from the representation to the context, where it is similar or

related. Information in local pictures can be directly experienced. In relation to

this aspect, greater emphasis is put on the sensuous experiences of the pupils.

As localised pictures are connected to the senses and to movement, we are also
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emotionally connected with them, and they are perhaps also capable of moving

us. Local pictures contain elements of embodiment.

The pictures from the teacher in ‘Fly, bird, fly’, were taken from different

dictionaries. These non-local representations made the pupils dissociate from

them. They represented the school system and the scholastic world. Not until

the pupils’ own narratives were unfolded and they had established their own

field of competences and used metaphors that exemplified embodied

experiences did they became ‘local heroes’ and could relate to the other

representations. They then began searching for pictures on the web that could,

for instance, give them information about the birds they were familiar with as

well as the birds they did not know about. 

The next step in a visual cultural educational framework must be to identify

the different ways that birds are presented. Were they downloaded from a

homepage of ornithologists, biologists at the university, the hunting society or

amateurs? What kinds of looking-cultures were present?

From the different positions in relation to birds the pictures will tell different

stories. The hunting society discourse tells about trophies, the amateurs’

discourse about caring for birds and the academic area shows scientific facts

etc. To make the pupils aware of these different discourses requires an analysis

of:

• The place where the pictures are produced (the producers and the technology)

• The place where the pictures are shown (the formal strategies of the picture)

• The place (social context) where the pictures are seen.

The third step is to make the pupils realise how much the domestication of

their own visual culture affects the way they look at things. Visuality is a

‘cultural system’ and thus can be used in local analysis, but it is crucial in a

reflective strategy (Buhl, 2004) to learn to identify your own position and

perhaps to be able to see how others see you. This fourth step is difficult for this

age (13 -14 years): “To look through each others’ eyes for an instant” (Thoreau,

93). Changing one’s own perspective to gain at least partial knowledge of the

perceptions of others and perhaps see how we look in the eyes of others is a

difficult task.
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In relation to a globalised culture that is mixed with the local culture we

must analyse the many visual repertoires we are exposed to to find out which

ones can challenge and supplement our local understanding and values in

order to promote cultural diversity and openness towards ‘the other’.

Globalisation includes social and cultural practices and processes as well as

economic. The visual cultures of the others are met on the Internet. The

visuality of the others has already become a part of our own visualities. In

many ways this defines how we see ourselves. 

How are our visual repertoires created in the encounter with other repertoires

from all over the world? How local are the local pictures and how are they

challenged and changed by the global culture?

To analyse the diversities of visual information and to create their own

stories will be a central visual competence for the pupils to develop.

In the following section I shall turn to the question of how the creations of

the personal and local visual stories are grounded.

The embodied pictures

Put briefly, learning involves the students or learners moving into a subject or

into a community where the subject is unfolded and practised, or it involves

the student constructing his/her own knowledge and practice. Some of this

learning is obtained through the body and the senses. This is often referred to

as tacit knowledge.

What kind of tacit knowledge do we use to identifying the pictures that we

meet in the virtual network? 

Here I will focus on ways in which our bodily and kinaesthetic experiences

can qualify the awareness of looking at pictures.

We have various strategies for picking up information, some of which have

become outdated, but which can be activated again and differentiated

between. The various strategies exist as human perceptual strategies yet few

of them are utilised by adults. We just look at things and know what they are,

we think. 

How do we get to these forgotten strategies and this tacit knowledge, in which

sensory-motoric operations and space perception experiences as well as emotions

play an important role in cognition?
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Cognitive psychology has been the most important influence on our under-

standing of the process and significance of human-computer-interaction (HCI).

But modern cognitive psychology has until recently been diverted from a core

aspect of its historical concerns: the nature of human experience. The term

‘cognition’ has come to mean only the storage and processing of symbolic

information. “Because of this and because of the relatively large number of

cognitive psychologists who have influenced its development, HCI is widely

construed as the art and science of designing systems that directly support

rational problem-solving activities in the minds of their users” (Waterworth,

97).

A vital aspect of interacting with computer systems is consistently overlooked:

the importance of computer systems as perceptual rather than conceptual

tools. Insofar as people interact with them, computer systems function primarily

as sensual translators. Computer based multimedia should perhaps be

considered as ’synaesthetic media’ due to their capacity to translate between

modes of sensory perception (Waterford, 97) 

Computer tools do enhance perceptual experiential abilities directly. We cannot

help people to think well, but we can allow them to experience more. Human

computer interaction (HCI) design is mostly a matter of sensual ergonomics (se

also Flensborg, I in Illeris 2002). Sensuality is related to perceptions arising

from the rich stimulation of the sensory systems. A recent relevant example of

a philosophical approach to cognition in the sensionalist tradition is the work

of Mark Johnson: The body in the Mind 1987. Among the earliest philosophers

on this subject were Protagoras and Aristoteles: “Nothing is in the consciousness

that was not first in the senses.” 

My own research on how spatial orientations affect visual representation

showed that the way children’s drawings are constructed according to space is

directly connected to the spatial frames of references they have established

through movement and experience in the environment and through sensual

interaction with the environment (Flensborg, 94). 

According to the relations to HCI it is obvious that we also react to the spatial

layout on the screen on the basis of our established frames of references

constructed through our own movements in the environment.
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The girls are taking notes and are

pointing and looking around. They

find different kinds of birds like doves,

seagulls and crows. Why are they

living here?

In my research I used James J. Gibson’s theory: The ecological approach to visual

perception (1986). In his theory the movement involved in perception is central.

We must perceive to move, but we must also move to perceive. Gibson distin-

guishes between the artificial perspective, also called the visual field view, and

the natural perspective, also called the visual world. The visual field is a part of

the environment seen from a point of observation- a frozen static perspective

that we know from our culture as the field that is represented by a linear

perspective –a set of rules on how to depict from one point of observation.

The natural perspective is the perspective that surrounds us – the visual world

– which can be observed from a given point in which we move our head and our

eyes, or from a path of observation that we move through. Here we experience

different fields that overlap. The light is changing, something is approaching,

something or someone is moving away. The space/the environment is changing

all the time, but we apprehend it or perceive it as connected. We apprehend

and form entities on behalf of this movement 

Most of the information we get about the localisation and character of

different objects comes from the continuous changes caused by our body

movement.  

Gibson’s theory shows how we by moving extract invariant features in the

environment from their basic properties like size, form, change pattern and

spatial orientation. He makes an assumption about the invariants that underlie

the change. There are four kinds:
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• Those that underlie change of illumination, 

• Those that underlie change of the point of observation, 

• Those that underlie overlapping samples, and those that underlie a local

disturbance of structure

The concept of visual operative thinking describes the way we deal with these

changes and how we are able to pick up information during movement (both

our own and others’) because we pick up the invariants of what is changing

(e.g. the changing figure). 

We get information from spatial structures, from the changing light, from

the flowing points of observation and so on. We also react to these phenomena

with our feelings and pick up information through these feelings. 

Feelings represent both our emotions and our senso-motoric knowledge of the

world. The organism feels the world in its interaction with it. The senso-

motoric activity in movement forms the basic psychological structures and

feeling; in other words, feeling the world here means the same thing as

experiencing the world in a sensual, sensational way. This feeling is not just

rational, but also relational. The senso-motoric tacit knowledge represents an

activity – a subject (individual) – in-the-world relation, and therefore a subject

in the world knowledge (Hohr, 92).

There are a lot of questions that need to be asked before we can capture the

importance of spatial and temporal compositions and structures for the

human computer interface. In science fiction we see the Star Trek crew react to

abstract figures and in the real world we see the reactions of our children to

fast moving figures in computer games. We must admit that there are

competences being evolved at this very moment that we cannot yet describe

fully, but it seems that a kind of synaestesia involving a multimodal combination

of all senses is at work. Young people are very good at these operations. They

show competences evolved through a much faster interaction of the senses

than we are used to. They also possess the ability to place themselves in different

positions and to be aware of these positions. 

As visual culture is the visual construction of the social and not just the social

construction of the visual (Mitchell 2002) questions of identity also become

relevant. Visual culture, images and objects are continuously seen and inter-
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preted. Visual culture negotiates social relationships between makers and

viewers. The activity of looking says something about the lookers. To be aware

of the ways in which we are looking it is important to focus the pupils’

attention to the relations between their own interests and the pictures they

choose for further investigation and information. Their own movements in the

environment play an important role in this intake of information. The

relations that they are competent in must be the point of departure for the

creation of new relations.

In the environment, bird watching provides information about the kinds of

birds living in the area and about particular places where they live, but the

environment is also a place for play and for imagination and for the children to

create their own relations.

The design of projects must be focused on the collaboration between the

pupils and the teacher. It is important to leave room for the process of discovery

but the role of the teacher must encompass being responsible for establishing

a conceptual framework and for providing opportunities for experiential learning.

In this respect the teacher must address aspects that are not directly visible.

She can arrange a walk in nature to find out which birds are living in the area

and tell the children about the birds that are gone. She can frame ecosystemic

concepts in a way that includes human beings in the ‘natural’ environment.

The pupils can examine the reasons for the disappearance of the birds by

searching for subjects like changing weather, pollution or changes in the use of

the area. By doing so, they address a theme of global interest and enter into a

cross-curricular process. The web is of great use in such a project. Finding out

where to look is also the teacher’s responsibility.

Young people can be involved in the conception as well as the execution of

the work by placing their own stories and pictures in the network, but the

initial information and conceptual framework that the teacher brings to the

project must inform the final product.

The sharing of knowledge that is one of the goals of the Learning Materials in

Network project is very dependent on known categories. Through their education

and their subject the teachers know certain categories, but the analysis of the

birds was not interesting until the subjective and collective stories about the

known birds were told. The local dimensions of pictures and stories allow a

connection with the shared experiences. 
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Through the connections that can be established through the use of local

pictures the pupils are allowed to bring their own experiences into the subject

and from this firm ground they can begin to explore the teacher’s categorisations

as well as the internet. The learning potentials of this network depend on the

pedagogical practice used in relation to it and it is crucial that teachers are

willing to leave the computers when they are not relevant. 
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Languages with ICTs 
– ICTs with Languages
Bente Meyer

Information and communication technologies are often conceptualised as

technologies that challenge and transform traditional ways of learning, teaching

and interacting. As these technologies are relatively new in schools and as they

often support new ways of organising learning, designing learning spaces and

interacting in teacher-pupil constellations they are generally perceived as

innovative. Technologies thus initiate “a break with traditional ways of thinking”

(Andresen & Knoop 2003) and this break, it is implied, generates new possi-

bilities for challenging the teaching practices that have been naturalised by

industrial societies.

However, technologies do not in themselves contain the possibilities for the

revision of traditional practices, but are rather generally defined by the

conceptions and practical uses defined by groups and individuals who are

based in social, cultural and institutional contexts. This entails that ICTs must

be understood as integrated in meanings that are negotiated among users. As

suggested by the Norwegian researchers Anne-Jorunn Berg and Merete Lie,

“The study of technical artifacts is important because, as social constructs,

artifacts are reservoirs of information on socio-cultural patterns but also on

possibilities for change within these patterns” (Berg and Lie 1995).

As a consequence, technologies should not be understood as abstract

phenomena, but rather be seen in context with those conventions and

practices that define learning. School learning is among other things based on

subjects and curricula and these subjects and curricula generally determine

how instruction is conceptualised. In this connection school subjects should be
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understood as “independent and culture-producing factors” (Fibæk Laursen

1999, 33), i.e. as practices that are determined by collective experiences, and are

continuously developed and improved as a result of, for instance, didactive

reflection. In addition to this, school subjects must be understood as fields of

practice that generally contain and refer to their own history, and thus

potentially enact a struggle between new and conventional discourses on

teaching and learning (Bourdieu 1997).

This article takes its starting point in arguments for a language didactive

perspective that integrates information and communication technologies. The

focus of the article is the intersections between foreign language education and

information and communication technologies, i.e. the way that teaching and

learning a foreign language can be challenged and transformed by digital

environments. In connection with this focus the article will give examples of

how teachers and pupils who work with ICTs in the language classroom talk

about school subjects, technologies and learning. Which learning potentials

and possibilities of change are initiated by the interaction between language

pedagogy and ICTs and how can these possibilities develop within school-

based learning contexts? 

The article takes its empirical examples from a research project carried out

by researchers at the Danish University of Education for the Danish Ministry of

Education project ICT, media and the Danish Folkeskole (ITMF)1. 

Language learning – an ICT educational perspective

Since the 90s foreign language education has been increasingly affected by the

educational potential that is offered by information and communication

technologies. This is generally due to the fact that the culture of the internet

and other ICT-based phenomena is strongly influenced by English speaking

lingua franca cultures, which will affect the ways in which the exchange of

information and communication can take place. As Heidi Shetzer and Mark

Warschauer pointed out already half a decade ago, it is evident that “[w]ith an

1. In 2001 a sum of 45 million Euros was granted by the Danish Parliament to support and
research the educational use of ICT and media in the Danish Folkeskole. 
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estimated 85% of the electronically stored information in the world in the

English language… the overlap between English language learning and the

development of electronic literacy is especially pronounced” (Shetzer and

Warschauer 2000, 171). Thus languages, and English in particular, are

constantly present in the communication and information cultures with

which they overlap and interact. 

For schools the globalization of children’s activities on, for instance, the internet

in their spare time entails that language learning is involved in continuous

processes of transformation that teachers will have to relate to. In the guidelines

for English for the Danish Folkeskole2 the off-school language learning activities

of children are described as follows,

“The new information technologies have…brought English into the daily

lives of Danish children. They know that languages have a function…

Previously, it has been the aim of schools to give children “a small daily

dose” of the foreign language. Now, the role of the school has been taken

over by the media” (Fælles Mål (Common Goals) 2004, 34, my translation)

The off-school activities of children in digital environments have thus challenged

the role of the school as the privileged scene of learning and knowledge

production. In addition to this the activities of children in technological

environments can potentially affect the way in which language instruction is

conceptualised, as languages are no longer primarily taught in simulated and

curriculum defined learning environments, but are increasingly learned in

authentic interactions that involve technologies and media. This raises the

question of how children’s off-school practices in digital environments can be

integrated into formal learning activities in schools, and in continuation of

this, how children’s off-school activities can be integrated into language

education. Language education is thus one of the instructional practices that is

greatly affected by those processes of change that are intimately connected

with ICTs, and foreign language education – in particular the teaching and

learning of English – can therefore exemplify the kind of problems generated

by the transition from an educational system that is based on an industrial

2. i.e. basic education, ages 6 to 15.
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paradigm to one that moves toward a knowledge paradigm (Lemke 1998,

Trilling & Hood 2001). These processes involve how traditional curriculum-based

approaches can be conceptualised in schools as well as how teachers and learners

can act in the new learning environments. As suggested by for instance Carla

Meskill and Krassmira Ranglova, the transformations initiated in the field of

language instruction by the introduction of ICTs in the classroom generate not

only new possibilities for language instruction, but contribute to the trans-

formation of language instruction itself,

”To a great extent, the technologies utilized played a key role in bringing

about new ways of using and thinking about language…Through …

technologies-based activities involving both independent and

collaborative work, students came to model back to their teachers what

knowing a language means and some powerful ways to gain that

knowledge” (Meskill & Ranglova 2000, 35). 

The presence of ICTs in the language classroom thus points to the fact that the

forms of practice students associate with ICTs can potentially reinvent school-

based language instruction, that is, if teachers are prepared to allow for new

ways of conceptualising language learning and for including student-centred

approaches. This implies that conventional ways of teaching languages cannot

be directly transferred to the new technologies “in the hope that everything

will be better” (Heilesen 2001,79). On the contrary, “the result of these

efforts…must be assessed according to the target group of the teaching as well

as the professional aim and pedagogical tradition” (ibid., my translation).

Rather than transferring traditional practices to new technologies it can be

claimed that ICT-based instruction can recontextualise the practice of teaching

and learning a language. This recontextualisation is, for instance, initiated

through the forms of practice used by children and youngsters in off-school

settings and involves teaching practices that include the experiences acquired

by users of the new technologies.

As a school subject foreign language education in Denmark (i.e. English,

German, French) is based on the understanding of languages and language

instruction found in ministerial orders and guidelines (Fælles Mål (Common

Goals) 2004). These understandings are in turn historically affected by consensus-

based views on language pedagogy. The following pages will briefly introduce
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these views in order to exemplify how accepted views on language instruction

can be challenged and transformed by the presence of technologies in the

language classroom, and how these challenges and transformations are

reflected in the ways that users speak about the potential and limitations of

new technologies.

Language instruction – an historical perspective

Since the 60s theoretical and practical approaches to language teaching have

gone through a number of changes that are affected by and based on different

perspectives on learning in general and language learning in particular. These

changes have been constituted by developments within the field of foreign

language education, and are determined by paradigmatic shifts in concepts of

learning and language learning. These shifts involve for instance

behaviouristic, cognitive and communicative approaches to language

instruction. Thus, Mark Warschauer and Richard Kern (2000) argue that in the

past 40 years language instruction has generally existed in a field of

continuous change where “the focus of instruction has broadened from the

teaching of discrete grammatical structures to the fostering of communicative

ability” (Warschauer & Kern 2000, 1). The consequences of these instructional

shifts are among other things that recent trends in language education

generally prioritise communication and negotiation of meaning over

structural language drills. In continuation of this, Kern and Warschauer term

the shifts in approaches to language instruction structural, cognitive and

sociocognitive (Warschauer og Kern 2000, 3). The implications of these shifts

are among other things that language education is historically based in

linguistic conceptions of language and that these conceptions of language

have been challenged – specifically in the 80s – by cognitive and sociocognitive

perspectives on learning.

In Denmark the communicative (i.e. sociocognitive) approach has been

particularly dominant in language education since the 1970s as alternating

curricula have focused on foreign languages as means for dialogue and

interaction in authentic communicative contexts (Lotzfeldt 2003, Meyer 2004,

Færch og Haastrup 1984). The communicative approach was among others

introduced by Dell Hymes in the early 70s as he suggested that language use
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was rooted in social meanings and contexts: “There are rules of use without

which the rules of grammar would be useless” (Hymes 1971, 10. Quoted in

Kern and Warschauer 2000, 5). A communicative use of language thus relates

to these “rules of use”, i.e. to language as a contextualised practice, not as an

abstract and decontextualised abstraction. On this issue Danish professor of

second language learning Karen Lund remarks that the argument for teaching

languages from a communicative approach is that 

”what motivates the acquisition of the new language is the fact that

pupils look for the ways of expressing themselves in language that most

easily enables them to decode and decipher communication…to deal

with language communicatively is the means whereby pupils most easily

learn the language” (Lund 1996, 6, my translation)

Language learning is thus very much dependent on the perspectives and practices

of learners and on the creation of spaces for the individual to use the foreign

language, preferably in interaction with other learners and/or language speakers.

On the subject of net-based language learning Richard Kern and Mark

Warschauer argue that the individual phases in the history of language education

correspond to periods of technological innovation that support and enhance

different ways of learning a language. The structural approach thus roughly

corresponds to the invention and use of the mainframe computer, the cognitive

approach to that of the PC, and the sociocognitive and communicative

approaches to multimedia and the internet. Similarly, Warschauer and Kern

observe a general paradigm shift from an understanding of the computer as a

metaphor for a traditional teacher figure (computer-as-tutor) to the computer

as a metaphor for the learner (computer-as-pupil) and finally, the computer as

a tool in social and interpersonal systems of interaction (computer-as-tool). The

relationships between these phases necessarily overlap as, for instance, drills

with grammatical content and tutor-based instruction are still used in initial

language education.

Warschauer and Kern’s description of the field of language instruction raises

the question of the way in which schools conceptualise language education as

a practice that is influenced by cognitive and sociocognitive approaches. Does

foreign language learning and teaching in Danish classrooms reflect these
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approaches and how is language education generally understood in the

ministerial orders for primary and lower secondary education?

In response to these questions teacher trainer Birgit Lotzfeldt remarks that

“Pattern practice and drills have never had any significant role to play in Danish

schools” and that “language teaching has only to a limited extent been affected

by linguistic approaches” (Lotzfeldt 2003, 66). In spite of this, she continues, we

are in need of classroom research that will illustrate “to which extent the theories

of communicative competence and the guidelines for a communicative

approach are reflected in the practice of foreign language education in the

folkeskole “ (Lotzfeldt 2003, 75). Thus, the practice of schools might not after all

reflect the intentions of the ministerial orders, and, as a consequence, language

education is committed to a communicative view of language learning but does

not necessarily implement it.

”If we compare the curriculum for English from some 40 years ago with

current teaching practice there is an impression that a lot of what goes

on in English teaching is still modelled on the 1960 curriculum (called

The Blue Recommendation). Faced with this impression one might

rejoice at the fact that the curriculum committee was so forward-looking,

or wonder at the apparently tardy progress for real communicative

teaching – but this is of course a matter of temperament” (Lotzfeldt 2003,

72, my translation)

The internal conceptual struggle within the school subject of English is thus

apparently a struggle that involves a structural, linguistically inspired view of

language as well as a communicative/sociocognitive approach to language and

language teaching that generally prioritises “real communicative teaching”.

The latter view of language is often the one that is most closely associated with

the way children use new technologies, as technologies are generally used by

children for communicating with other children and young people globally.

What this means is that children will usually “look for the ways of expressing

themselves in language that most easily enable them to decode and decipher

communication” (op.cit.). 

In the following pages, examples will be given of how different approaches to

foreign language teaching and learning are expressed by teachers and pupils
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who use new technologies in school-based language instruction. The question

is how the theoretical perspectives on language learning described above

reflect the experiences acquired by users, and in turn, how users talk about

these experiences when technologies are introduced into language classrooms.

The virtual language laboratory

In connection with the Ministry of Education project ICT, Media and theDanish

Folkeskole (ITMF), researchers at the Danish University of Education carried out

a research project on Foreign Language Education in Digital Environments

(Meyer 2004, Holm Sørensen 2004). The project focused on how the integration

of children’s digital practices in formal education might contain a potential for

the teaching of English, French and German in the Danish folkeskole. The main

aim of the project was to look at how net-based language learning supports the

aims and competences that are required in basic education and in continuation

of this, how the practices of learning associated with the internet might develop

and challenge the practice of formal foreign language education. The basis of this

project was a research project carried out from 1997 to 2002 entitled Children’s

upbringing with interactive media – in an educational perspective3. The results

of this project suggested that in their use of new technologies in off-school

settings children are autonomous, problem-oriented, self-reflecting, creative,

and that they collaborate and share knowledge locally as well as globally

(Holm Sørensen 2001). In addition to this the project revealed that children use

and acquire a number of foreign language skills in their spare time that are

sought after by schools, among them communicative and intercultural

competences.

The research project Foreign language education in digital environments was

based on anthropological methods, mainly interviews with and observations

of pupils and teachers in ICT-based learning environments. The research was

3. The research project was a project under the Danish Research Council for the Humanities
programme The conditions and Welfare of Children. The aim of the project was to study how
children between the ages of 7 and 15 use media in their daily lives – in their homes, in after
school centres and in schools in order to find out what the significance is of these media in the
upbringing, socialisation and culture of these children.
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done in relation to an open platform, www.lab.emu.dk (Language Across

Borders, LAB) that used the languages German, French and English. The plat-

form was intended as a learning environment that contained activities like

games and chat, activities that are usually associated with entertainment and off-

school activities. In addition to this the platform encouraged children to

produce tasks that were to be solved by other children locally or globally.

Problem solving and autonomy in language production are significant activities

in the off-school life of children. Moreover, schools generally require that

children are not passive recipients of knowledge, but actively produce

knowledge (Fælles Mål, Common Goals 2004). Technologies encourage these

forms of practice and support ways of organising learning that focus on partici-

pation rather than transmission. This means that technologies are associated

with an understanding of learning that

“rejects the idea of knowledge as “transferable”, i.e. that the teacher can

transfer knowledge to the learner. Instead, learning is understood as a

social process of constructing and negotiating knowledge, a process that

is mediated by artefacts between people” (Dirckinck-Holmfeld 2001, 54,

my translation).

In line with earlier surveys in the Nordic countries (SAFT 2003) the research

project indicated that digital media are a constant part of children’s everyday

lives, when they are playing games, as well as when they are communicating

and doing their homework. Technologies and media are constantly present in

children’s lives, giving them experience with and drawing their attention to

foreign languages – English in particular – a focus that involves general

reflections on learning as well as reflections on learning a foreign language.

These reflections are found, for instance, in our interviews with children, who

generally thematised differences between conceptions of languages and language

learning in classrooms and online. For a number of children the interaction

with LAB thus provoked a significant criticism of classroom-based language

pedagogy and learning materials. This criticism involved structural perspectives

on language and text-based learning material.
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Children’s perspectives on language and language
learning

The research project Foreign language learning in digital environments sought

to qualify the assumption that schools, and language education in particular,

can profit from the hidden resources found in children’s digital practices in off-

school environments. Thus, the interviews made with children indicate that

when technologies are implicated in language instruction children’s off-school

experiences with language learning will be foregrounded. In the interviews

children generally refer to the setting for language teaching and learning and

thereby underline the fact that the educational conventions of foreign language

education in schools are put under pressure when off-school practices are

confronted with the language education that schools offer. A boy in the ninth

form expresses this point as follows, “you learn more by speaking with other

people…I think it helps to learn a language if you are sort of in that

environment” – this statement suggests that functional and communicative

language uses are significant in children’s activities and that language

learning is often associated with the off-school settings of on-line gaming and

exchange as well as, for instance, travelling. 

When children communicate, play games and look for information on the

internet they generally encounter foreign languages as living languages that

will give them access to virtual worlds in which they wish to interact (Meyer

2001, 2003). In schools, however, they often encounter varieties of text-based

instruction that are not always in touch with those cultures of communication

and interaction that exist outside schools.  Whereas it is true that language

instruction generally integrates media and (to a lesser degree) ICTs with the

intention of connecting classroom instruction to everyday language use, the

use of these tools is often confined by the conceptions of media and ICTs

associated with the artefacts themselves, i.e.

”most of the media that were co-opted to support language skills had

been invented for entirely different, far less cognitive purposes – such as

recording or relaying authentic information and entertainment in a linear,

uninterrupted, untruncated stream” (Liddell & Garrett 2004, 29). 
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The existing conceptions of technologies and media might thus be affected by

linear and receptive approaches that do not necessarily agree with the cognitive

and sociocognitive approaches appropriated by contemporary language

instruction. Therefore, clashes between pupils’ approaches to language learning

and the methodologies of schools should not only be understood in terms of

off- and in-school cultures, but should also involve the interpretation and use

of these tools, i.e. the context for media and technology use implemented by

schools. This context may to some extent be affected by mechanistic approaches

to technologies that are opposed to, for instance, the sociocognitive inter-

pretations of language learning that are dominant in the Danish ministerial

orders. It is in this sense possible to imagine an approach to technology in

schools that is generally based on cognitive and sociocognitive understandings

and that might affect how learning with technologies is practiced.

In the LAB project the children generally referred to the possibility that the use

of technology, understood as artefacts that were associated with their own

interaction with various websites, games and programmes, could challenge

the routines and naturalised practices of classroom language instruction. The

text-based instructional routines of language education were thus a central

issue in pupils’ statements as they generally associated text- and notebook

instruction with structural approaches to languages that link language education

with grammar, drills and recitation. As one pupil expressed it, “it is boring to

have to learn all that grammar and just sit with your head in a book for around

an hour and a half every day”. Another pupil argued that 

“I think it is too monotonous the way we always have to open a book

and then for instance read aloud and after that we have to go through

the vocabulary”

A third person similarly pointed out that working with the LAB platform is 

”Much more fun than just reading aloud from a book and translating

and reading aloud and translating”

Finally, one pupil mentioned that the book medium itself seems outmoded as

teaching material as – it is suggested – it has become possible to learn through
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ICTs. Thus, technology enhanced instruction is generally described by pupils as

‘more fun’ and ‘more exciting’ than text-based instruction, 

”It can be boring to just sit with an old brown book, you know, a bit

dry…this [LAB] is a bit more exciting. You lose interest in learning stuff if

you are stuck with these beat-up old books”

Thus, the text is – according to the pupils – a medium for language education

that primarily maintains drill and practice defined approaches, approaches

that for a number of pupils seem monotonous and barely relevant compared to

the options inherent in ICTs. The potential associated with the technology has

therefore permitted these children to challenge and extend the definitions of

language instruction. 

The statements made by pupils thus display and problematise discrepancies in

conceptions of language and language learning that they meet in schools and

other forums, for instance digital forums. If, however, these criticisms reflect

changes in the way languages are learned and understood, the criticism of text

pedagogy in particular also points to more general changes in learning and

cognition initiated by new technologies. These changes relate to the issue of

literacy, i.e. the ability of individuals to decode and interpret meanings in

globalised and digitalised cultures. On the issue of literacy and literacy pedagogy

the New London Group has claimed that

”Literacy pedagogy has traditionally meant teaching and learning to

read and write in page-bound, official, standard forms of the national

language…we attempt to broaden this understanding of literacy and

literacy teaching and learning to include negotiating a multiplicity of

discourses…we argue that literacy pedagogy now must account for the

burgeoning variety of text forms associated with information and

multimedia technologies. This includes understanding and competent

control of representational forms that are becoming increasingly signi-

ficant in the overall communications environment, such as visual

images and their relationship to the written word – for instance, visual

design in desktop publishing or the interface of visual and linguistic

meaning in multimedia” (New London Group 1996, 60).
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Following this argument, there seems to be a need for a reform of text

pedagogy, in the sense that text-based instruction should be put into

perspective by a variety of approaches to reading, decoding and the production

of meaning. These new literacies – called multiliteracies – are actualised by, for

instance, ICTs. For language instruction this means that “page-bound, official,

standard forms of the national language” must continually be transformed by

other ways of using and understanding language, ways that are in particular

thematised by children through their off-school experiences with media and

technology. The alternatives to language instruction found in schools are

therefore for many pupils practices where languages are freed from text and

paper material and to a much greater extent open up to social processes of

interaction that prioritise communication with other children in physical or

virtual spaces. As one girl expresses it, 

”It is a good idea to exchange with other people…We wrote [e-mails] to

some children who had only had German for one year, and they may

have learned something that we have not learned yet, and maybe then

they will be able to teach us that way. It´s also quite exciting to think

about how they are in a whole different part of the world, you know, it´s

very exciting to write to people who are not even from Denmark”

The awareness of the communicative potential of language and the role of

communicative ‘others’ in language production thus actualises the cultural

dimension of language as a direct consequence of ICT-based practices. 

Teachers’ perspectives on language and language learning 

As shown by the pupils’ statements above, conceptions of language and language

instruction are to a large extent negotiated in the context and presence of

technology. Whereas these negotiations and criticisms of language instruction

generally implicate pupils and their approach to language learning, they also

implicate teachers who are often forced to argue for values and approaches to

language instruction when they are working with technologies. For teachers

the on-going articulation of values and methodologies in language instruction

generated by the LAB project has been challenging and has at times interfered

with their role as teachers.
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For the teachers in the project it has been characteristic that the general issues

and methodologies of language instruction have been articulated and

understood from ‘the inside’ (Hetmar 2004) i.e. from the perspective of the

school subjects English, German, and French. This perspective should be

compared to that of the pupils who in their criticism of formal school practices

are to a much greater extent defined by ‘outside’ views of language and

language learning. These understandings are chiefly motivated by children’s

need to play games, communicate and interact in media- and technology-based

environments. For teachers in particular the discrepancies in perspectives on

language often result in an intensified awareness of the organisational context

for learning that ICT-based processes are a part of. This context involves

themselves as teachers, it involves parents, and it involves the culture of

learning that schools and school subjects practice, including teacher-pupil

relationships. On this issue one project teacher states that,

“I think that you come to question yourself somehow, in the sense that

you observe that the children are working on something, but at the same

time you observe yourself, which for me involves beginning to think

differently in terms of instruction, as I am suddenly trying to use

something that is more involving than what I usually do. This is a more

creative way of thinking, and perhaps it can be used in other subjects.

Not that I haven’t used ICTs before and haven’t done a lot of things with

the children earlier, but I do think that this creates a new way of

thinking for me, not just as a role, but also as a teacher somehow. It

forces you to step back for a while and observe what happens. Well, this

and that happens, and how can I use this in my teaching in one way or

another? So I do feel that I have improved as a teacher”

The implementation of ICT-based instruction in language teaching here both

actualises reflections on the subject involved (i.e. French) and on “other subjects”

that may potentially benefit from the approaches generated by ICT-based

learning. This actualisation of new pedagogical potential among other things

involves a perspective on the school subject “from the outside”, i.e. an assessment

of instructional practice based on how pupils work with languages through

ICTs (“you observe that the children are working…”). This assessment affects

the role of the teacher, in this case in the direction of new ways of thinking that

are more “involving” and “creative”. Thus, the role of the teacher is affected by
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shifts in teacher-learner roles generated by the presence of technologies. In this

connection it becomes crucial how teachers choose to respond to these new

contexts. On this issue Mark Warschauer has for instance pointed out,

following an American survey of children’s use of computers in school (Sandholtz,

Ringstaff and Dwyer 1997) 

”that once students got used to working with computers, they began to

challenge traditional assumptions about classroom organization.

Teachers who were able to adjust by devoting more power and control

to students achieved excellent results. Teachers who had difficulty

abandoning traditional teacher-centered methods got frustrated and

engendered resistance from their students” (Warschauer 1999, 164). 

The consequences of this claim is that teachers who are involved in ICT-based

instruction should probably to a much greater extent than other teachers be

prepared to meet the challenges to their teacher roles and professional views

generated by the presence of technology in schools. For some teachers the

encounter with children’s practices with ICTs and the less restricted ways of

working around the computers initiates a problematization and challenge to

their professional identity and role in language teaching. These are roles and

identities that teachers generally identify with and that constitute a

framework for their daily practice as teachers. Thus a project teacher says

about a colleague’s experiences with LAB that 

”I have both introduced it [LAB] to a colleague, and observed how for her

it was practically a transgressive experience that her children

participated in this sort of thing. I have also been the one who taught the

class…then I experienced that she had to challenge some boundaries for

instance with respect to correctness, whether the word had been spelled

correctly, but also in the sense that there were some pupils at the other

end of the room, and that she was not always aware of what the pupils

were doing….She later did something where I was quite amazed at the

fact that she dared to let go the way she did in a project…You know when

you do not have ultimate control then you dare do more in other

situations”
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The transgression of traditional approaches is here accentuated as doubly

grounded in on the one hand, the authority and control traditionally

associated with the teacher’s role and on the other hand, the focus on linguistic

accuracy inherent in language instruction (i.e. “whether the word is spelled

correctly”). This means that the decentralisation of the pupils’ work in ICT-

based language learning establishes dislocations in the teacher-pupil

relationship and in the practice of language instruction as a whole. Generally,

this affects teachers by generating anxiety and loss of confidence. The

displacements in teacher-pupil relationships thus come about through shifts

in the understanding of computers which are no longer generally understood

as technologies that can fill out the role of the teacher (computer-as-tutor), but

are rather seen as technologies that reflect pupil-centered approaches to

language education (computer-as-pupil). In these senses the instructional

practices of foreign language teaching are affected by the conceptions of

technology and language that different perspectives on ICT-based learning can

generate. As a consequence of this, ICTs are conceptualised both as  technologies

that can reform language education and as technologies that are understood as

obstacles to the instructional practice inherent in teacher centred instruction.

The fact that the role of the teacher is significant for understanding what

schools are supposed to deliver is also reflected in some parents’ attitudes,

described as follows by a teacher,

“Well, we do sense in the attitudes of our pupils that this [LAB] is not the

proper way to learn a language, or so their parents think, you know,

learning a language is about reading and translating, aren’t we

supposed to translate, shouldn’t we be doing some assignments, when

are we going to be graded, is it true that this doesn’t happen till the 8th

form etc. And therefore they can’t see how this connects with playing

Lab’ardy and Hangman and writing chain stories [in LAB], you know,

that’s just to fill out time, but it’s not really instruction, it’s not really

learning a language somehow”

Learning a language is thus – as emphasised similarly by the interviews made

with children – generally associated with “reading and translating” and

“translating …doing…assignments”. This approach seems to be strongly

integrated in the notion of how schools should define and practice language

instruction.
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The examples given above accentuate the problem of what it means to

learn a foreign language and how learning a language is affected by the

presence of media and technologies in different learning environments.

However, in contrast to the anxieties often expressed by teachers and parents

in connection with the use of technologies in the language classroom,

observations of pupils’ work with LAB generally show that children do practice

autonomy in working with the language on-line, and that they are generally

highly concentrated on language production in their work. In addition to this

children show a high degree of language awareness in their work, when they

work on questions for quizzes, chain stories and other tasks. This awareness is

exhibited in their written work related to the tasks provided by the LAB

platform, as well as in the oral exchanges in the interactive space created

between pupils when they use each other to clarify and qualify language

production. A project teacher describes this interactive space as follows,

”It is interesting, I think…there’s a lot of talk, both at the computers, but

there’s also a lot of talk across the entire room. As you know we have

both the library to work in and a room next to the library. There is a lot

of talk when you enter, you can hear that they are talking about all these

words and the words are going everywhere – both English, German and

French words, you know. And I think this is really nice. There is a nice

kind of, what shall I call it, busy noise”

The “busy noise” is here representative of the amount of language produced

and of the practices created by pupils in an ICT-based language learning environ-

ment. The busy noise simultaneously points to a break with text pedagogy as

the text is spontaneously negotiated and recited in interactive processes. Thus

the logic of participation and interaction initiated by the presence of the

computers enhances varieties of communicative language use. The language

use described by this teacher is in this sense an example of how “pupils look for

the ways of expressing themselves in language that most easily enables them

to decode and decipher communication” (op.cit)
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Conclusion

This article has thematised the processes of change and development that are

initiated when school subjects and cultures of learning are exposed to ICT-

based learning environments. In this connection foreign language teaching

and learning has been represented as an illustrative example of the way in

which approaches to learning and instruction are challenged and transformed

by the presence of technologies that are otherwise closely associated with

children’s off-school activities. Languages, and foreign languages in particular,

are in this sense strongly involved in the globalisation and digitalisation processes

that influence children’s cultures and youth cultures, and which therefore affect

schools when ICTs are brought into the classrooms and become a pedagogical

factor in instruction. For schools, the presence of ICTs in classroom instruction

means that the forms of practice used by children are drawn into language

pedagogy where they enter into a dialogue with (as well as clash with)

conventional and consensus-based ways of teaching and learning a language.

These dialogues (and clashes) initiate questions of what a language is and how

it is learned, questions that are formulated and negotiated by the involved

teachers and learners in the presence of technology. In this connection schools

generally – according to the children interviewed – support text-based language

instruction where drills and recitation dominate and free conversation and

interaction are subordinate. These tendencies are to some extent opposed to

the intentions stated in the Danish ministerial orders, which generally

accentuate that foreign language education should stress communicative and

interactive approaches. For teachers, ICTs are associated with pupil-centred

approaches to language learning that on the one hand develop language

instruction and create new possibilities and on the other hand, marginalize

and challenge the pedagogical and professional role of the teacher. ICTs thus

give rise to transgressions that create both enthusiasm and anxiety. 

A theme in pupils’ as well as teachers’ statements on language learning in an

ICT-based learning environment is the question of linguistic awareness, which in

the negotiation of the identity of foreign language education is brought out as the

core of the curriculum and thus the central object of learning. This core competence

is presented differently by pupils, parents and teachers, who respectively define

linguistic awareness through sociocognitive and structural approaches. Whereas

some (specifically teachers and parents) seem to root linguistic competence in the
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ability to write, read and translate languages with a focus on correctness, a

number of pupils practice a linguistic awareness that to a much greater extent

is displayed in exchange and interaction with others and in a search for ways

of expressing themselves in language that most easily enables them to decode

and decipher communication. ICTs and their uses create new spaces for these

approaches to language as well as for a criticism of more traditional, text-based

language instruction, a criticism that roots itself in new ways of reading,

decoding and producing meaning. These new approaches involve language

education in those forms of practice that are associated with technologies.
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Media Pedagogy, the
Learning School and Situated
Learning Processes
Carsten Jessen

Due to the speed of technological development it is increasingly difficult for

secondary schools to match society at large in the area of media and ICT, and

schools have, therefore, problems in ensuring that their students are equipped

with up-to-date skills. This creates the need for new models of in-service training

that can cope with the growing demand for some form of ongoing skills

development for teachers. Against the framework of a media pedagogical

development project, this article outlines a teaching and learning environment

in which workplace learning is integrated with daily pedagogical practice

through the use of practice learning and forms of situated learning.

The development of new skills and qualifications in teachers is an increasingly

difficult problem for secondary schools, which as institutions have to live up to

their role as a forum for training and education for coming generations in a

society that is in constant flux. In the area of the media and ICT this problem is

particularly noticeable due to the rapid development that the various

technologies and their applications are going through. Extensive training

initiatives in ICT in recent years have aimed at altering the situation, but much

points to the difficulties in so doing using current models of in-service training.

The problem is simply that neither technological nor social development will

take time off to allow all teachers to acquire a basic understanding of ICT and

the media.

The problem is stressed by the current development in electronic media, i.e. TV,

video and radio. In contrast to ICT these media are only integrated in secondary

school teaching to a minimal extent. This is in itself thought-provoking given
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that TV in particular has been an extremely significant medium for information

and entertainment for more than half a century, and the explosive development

in image communication we are seeing at the moment as a result of new and

inexpensive technology for digital production and distribution only serves to

throw this into relief. We are drowning in a countless multitude of images via

TV channels and the internet, but this development has until now primarily

given rise to concern about how children and young people are to navigate and

discriminate between the welter of information and entertainment on offer

here. Of course, there are good reasons for continuing down that road, but as

sound and image communication play an increasing role in all information

and presentation, children and young people do not need simply to be able to

analyse and assess media products. The ability to express oneself in sound and

image has to be regarded as a central democratic competence that bears

comparison with the significance of the ability to express oneself in writing.

Electronic media were in the past mass media but are today also micromedia,

which in principle make it just as easy and practicable for citizens to express

themselves in sound and image as in writing. Since the internet

simultaneously provides an immediately accessible global public, we can

begin to see the contours of a new democratic media landscape.1 Media skills,

and in particular the ability to create understandable and appealing messages

in sound and image, are in this perspective a natural part of a relevant

upbringing for participation in democracy – side by side with skills in expressing

oneself in writing, of course. It must, therefore, be one of the tasks of the

secondary school to provide its students with the necessary qualifications and

the necessary media education.

This is, however, easier said than done, for the great majority of secondary

school teachers today lack the prerequisites for providing their pupils with an

active media language and for raising them to become participants in the

modern media society. A tiny minority of teachers have experience in teaching

the production of electronic media, be it the purely technical or the aesthetic

aspects. While media analysis and criticism for many secondary teachers

1. This landscape is no longer a matter of futuristic imaginings but is in the full process of
development, most visibly at the moment in the so-called “weblogs”, “audioblogs” and
“vidblogs” as simple means of delivering text, images and sound via the internet.
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forms part of the basic ballast of their teacher training, this is not to the same

degree the case with media production. As a result it is far from sufficient to

provide teachers with the technical basis for the use of a video camera, digital

editing or internet distribution, and from the point of view of in-service

training the media area is a different and more demanding challenge than in-

service training in ICT. In-service training in ICT today involves, for example,

word processing, spreadsheets and information searches, all of which are

related to subject areas like writing, mathematics and the quest for infor-

mation, where teachers already possess considerable knowledge that they can

build on and transform. This is true only for very few when the subject is the

production of sound and live images.

Against this background the development of a media pedagogy that lays weight

on the production aspect might appear to be an insurmountable task for the

state school, not least if it has to be accomplished simultaneously with a large

number of other resource-hungry initiatives. The media area is at the same

time only one of several examples of new areas whose presence is making

itself felt. The state school teacher must – just like almost any other

professional group – constantly acquire new skills and new knowledge, even in

areas that are not a part of their original professional competence. If this is to

be achievable, the current strategy for in-service training is, as mentioned

above, unsustainable both from the point of view of resources and

professionally. Like other institutions and enterprises in society, schools must

to a much greater extent than at present become learning organisations: “the

learning school”, in which teachers are in an ongoing process of training. A

natural proposal is workplace training understood as skills development

integrated into daily work, which as far as the school is concerned means that

teachers purposefully develop new knowledge and new skills while per-

forming their job in daily pedagogical practice. To some extent this is already

happening, for example through knowledge-sharing in teacher teams. This

article describes and puts into perspective a development project in which the

teachers’ skills development is closely linked with both pedagogical

development and actual teaching in media production. What we have here is

on the one hand, a development project with a suggestion for a model for in-

service training as workplace training and on the other hand, an example of

the way in which such a model requires a change in pedagogical and didactical

practice. In the following a short description of the project is presented, after
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which focus will be placed on particular characteristics of the learning environ-

ment. It must be said that these descriptions are based on interviews and

observations carried out under a research project in conjunction with the

development project.

Network creation

The project, entitled “Media plan for ICT, TV and the Net”, was completed under

the Ministry of Education’s development programme “ICT, Media and the

Danish Folkeskole” (ITMF). The aim of the project was to teach both the  teachers

and its pupils to produce and distribute TV via the internet, and the project

originated in a collaboration between the education authority in Spøttrup

Municipality and a professional TV production set-up, the TV station

“TV/MIDT-VEST”, which is a local Danish TV station.2 The development project

made up one of a number of phases in the municipality’s larger plan, which

aims at having the electronic media broadly integrated in teaching at all the

municipality’s schools with the intention of providing students with the

chance to use the media actively as a means of expression and communication.

In order to reach this goal it is necessary for a large number of teachers to

improve their skills, and Spøttrup Municipality has chosen to rely on a mixture

of courses, network creation and paired coaching.

As mentioned above, the municipality’s plan has a number of phases. The first

phase, which was carried out prior to the development project “Media plan for

ICT, TV and the Net”, was an in-service training course in media production

that a small number of the municipality’s teachers took with a professional TV

producer, TV/MIDT-VEST (see www.zoomtv.dk). The course instructors were

professional journalists, and the teaching was to a large extent closely

connected with the professional TV set-up at the TV station. The course was

arranged with an eye to allowing the participants to gain as much as possible

2. There are only a few examples from the development project in what follows, which is a
heavily abbreviated version of a research report (Jessen 2004). Stress has been laid on putting
the project into perspective. Readers interested in the actual experiences provided by the
project are referred to www.medieplan.dk, where it is possible, for example, to see media and
teaching plans along with the students’ media productions.
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from the professional producers’ knowledge and abilities, while at the same

time developing their own media pedagogical practice. The teaching was

based primarily on practical exercises, in which participants created their own

media productions with the help of the TV producers. Also built into the course

concept was the idea that teachers should plan and carry out a teaching

sequence with their students at the school, so that a direct link could be made

between the content of the course, the development of their own skills and

qualifications, and pedagogical practice.

The second phase of the plan – which made up the development project

described here under “ICT, Media and the Danish Folkeskole” (ITMF) – consisted

of the involvement of a larger number of teachers and the creation of a

network linking experienced and inexperienced teachers. One of the central

ideas was that those teachers who had taken part in the plan’s first phase took

on the task of functioning as tutors for colleagues just starting their in-service

training in media production. This was effectuated, for example, by having the

experienced teachers either participate in the instruction or act as consultants

(coaches) for the beginners. In this second phase, the beginners also met the

professional TV producers in a series of joint workshops on media production.

Situated learning environments and “apprenticeship”

The thinking behind the plan is thus that knowledge and skills should spread

like ripples in the water from the professional media producer to the individual

teacher in the schools. The tutor set-up is constructed in such a way that it

carries with it the creation of teams and networks in which the experienced

teacher functions as an expert in relation to less experienced colleagues when

the teaching of students is to be planned and carried out. Teachers who needed

to acquire new skills in media production and media pedagogy had ongoing

access to new knowledge and the support of colleagues at their own school. For

the teachers involved this was most noticeable in the technical area, where

they are dealing with concrete and precise knowledge, which is easy to

describe, as opposed to those aspects dealing with form and aesthetics, for

instance. In the latter areas knowledge distribution and the exchange of

experience was, however, just as effective, only in a more implicit form.
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The awareness that help from a colleague was close at hand gave beginners in

particular a sense of greater security in relation to teaching. Experience

indicates that what constitutes a significant barrier for the teacher’s use of the

media and ICT are technical problems or the fear that such problems will arise

while the teaching is under way. In interviews, therefore, participants in the

project stressed this easy access to help from colleagues as a significant factor

for the success of their media teaching. One of the teachers related the

following:

All the time that I had lessons I knew that P (the tutor teacher) was in the

classroom next door and was available if anything should happen – and

things do go wrong all the time with all that technology and computers

[…] In fact, I dared to do a bit more, dared to try more when there were

problems. I haven’t been so frightened to let the students try to solve the

problems themselves. A lot of them can manage that, but when they

begin to mess [with the technology] I have always stopped them before

for fear that it would break down completely. I take it all much more

calmly now […], and there actually aren’t that many problems.

Something similar applies with respect to colleagues’ support and ideas for

teaching, both in planning and in the teaching situation itself. One teacher

mentions, therefore, that he has learned much from teaching side by side with

a colleague:

In reality I have got an awful lot out of simply taking part and being

together with my colleague in class. He is really good at the technical

side. I have often tiptoed over and looked over his shoulder just like the

students, when he explains something or helps them […]. You learn

something that way about technical things, and you also get ideas about

how you can explain things [to the students].

The same teacher explains how he has also learnt something from observing

the students, especially when they work on editing their recordings on compu-

ters, an activity that takes place in the classroom, where many students are

together, as opposed to in the recordings, which take place in groups scattered

across a number of places at or near the school:
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The students often do something that I haven’t seen or tried or thought

about doing. It isn’t that rare for me to learn something new about the

programs. […] It also happens sometimes that a group of students have

discovered something fun or exciting, which the rest of us then get up to

watch. And then, of course, you ask how they have done it. […] If you

think about it afterwards, we have all learned something from each

other by watching, listening and asking – both the students and me as

the teacher. It has probably been rather different than lessons usually

are.

A learning environment such as that described in the above quotation, where

in principle everyone exchanges knowledge and learns from each other, was

relatively typical in the development project, in which teaching was based on

the students’ independent work.3 The primary weight of the teaching fell on

the students’ practical attempts at production, and learning typically took

place through hands-on practice. The courses taught were as a rule structured

around short, intensive introductions from the teachers as a lead-in to the

students’ own experiments with different parts of the process of media

production, such as storyboard, video recording and editing. For example, in

one actual teaching session the students were given a half-hour introduction

to digital video editing, which they were to use for the first time, during which

they received instruction in technical aspects – such as how computers and

cameras should be linked, how the recordings should be transferred from the

camera to the computer’s hard disk, and how the editing program functioned

– as well as an introduction to clipping and montage techniques. The latter

were presented by the teacher primarily by using her own video production as

teaching material and by referring to her own experiences and mistakes. The

students were, therefore, given examples of the entire working process

involved in video editing, from raw film to the finished product, and they also

gained insight into the teacher’s considerations and choices in her role as a

video producer, for whom both the aesthetic and communicative aspects

played a role.

3. I could add that the learning environment here is reminiscent of those informal learning
environments created by children and young people around digital media such as computer
games and the internet. See Jessen 2000, 2001a, 2001b and Sørensen 2002.
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Teaching in video editing was one of several examples of the ways in which

the teachers in the development project used real teaching situations based on

experience, incorporating examples from the learning process that they

themselves had recently been through in the project’s courses and workshops.

In their teaching of students it was perfectly normal for teachers to use clips

and examples from their own media productions – both successes and failures

– just as they relatively often spoke about their own experiences. The teaching

consisted, therefore, not only of rational descriptions of processes and

concepts, but also of stories with a narrative element.

The learning environment that arose from this teaching practice is reminiscent

in a number of ways of the descriptions of situated learning environments that

can be found in Lave and Wenger’s well-known book (2003/1991) about

situated learning. They describe, for instance, how apprentices begin their

learning process in a subject by acquiring an overview of the totality of the

production process and only later learn the individual subsidiary processes.

According to Lave and Wenger it is highly significant that beginners thus do

not merely acquire a purely technical understanding of the context and the

logical procession of production processes, but even more importantly, the

beginnings of an understanding of the meaning and aims of the work. The

beginner can in this way gain access to what can be termed a “community of

interpretation”, which does not only provide an answer to what the work

processes consist of but also to why the work is planned and carried out in

precisely the manner selected and not in some other way.4 In the development

project, for example, it was clear that the close connection to the local TV

station, whose prime function was to provide information of a journalistic

nature to the local community, meant that many of the teachers’ choices in

their own media productions were influenced by a professional journalistic

thought process, where the demand for brief and precise communication

mingles with aesthetic criteria. Another parallel example was highlighted by

4. The concept OF “community of interpretation” has not been taken from Lave and Wenger
but from phenomenological theory. It is, for example, a prominent concept in literary and
reception theory (e.g. Wolfgang Iser), where it describes the pre-understanding that derives
from social and cultural origins that is part of any interpretation. The community of
interpretation is, in brief, an instance that creates meaning. In Lave and Wenger (2003) and
Wenger (1998) this is an implicit part of the community of practice in the form of common
values, assumptions and criteria for establishing values.
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the employees from TV/MIDT-VEST who took part in the project. Their

experience is that the teachers – both in the development project and on other

courses they had held – often have highly critical attitudes towards journalistic

genres at the start of the course, and that this always leads to discussions about

concepts such as criteria of newsworthiness and media manipulation. In such

discussions between teachers and professional journalists, meaning, values

and criteria related to both communication and aesthetic choice are brought

into play. There are good grounds for remaining with these aspects of the

development project’s learning environment that relate to experience and

practice in the following, because the priorities determining the chosen form of

in-service training do not depend on resources alone, and because teaching

based on practical hands-on learning contains advantages compared with

other forms of teaching, especially in relation to new subject areas.

Explicit and implicit knowledge

In a community of interpretation there exists a set of values and criteria for

judgement etc, which are often tacit, but which are nevertheless decisive for

the individual’s understanding of meaning, and thereby also for the success of

the learning processes in the subject area in question. In the development

project presented here we can, for example, scarcely underestimate the

significance of the fact that students get a first-hand impression of the criteria

for assessment of a good video production, which the teachers both implicitly

and explicitly present by using their own productions. At the same time, the

students also receive through the teachers’ narratives about their own

experiences a first-hand impression about how people in practice reflect on the

difficulties to be overcome and on the choices that have to be taken when

something is to be produced. In that context both the open discussion about,

for example, criteria governing newsworthiness and the many more informal

chats about their productions that the teachers have had with the TV station

employees while they took part in courses and workshops have been

significant for the teachers’ own teaching.

A portion of the knowledge that teachers have acquired by means of their

association with professional journalists is implicit in nature, because it is

connected with actions in practice and can only seldom, if ever, be made explicit
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or be learned independently from the practical performance. This is what

Donald A. Schön calls “knowledge-in-action” and defines as follows:

When we are dealing with spontaneous, intuitive performance of

various daily actions, we seem to be knowledgeable in a particular way.

It is often the case that we cannot explain what it is we know. When we

have to try to describe it, we come unstuck […]. Our knowledge lies as a

rule built into our patterns of action and in our sense of the material we

are dealing with. It seems to be correct to say that our knowledge lies in

our actions. (Schön 2001:51)

What Schön is pointing out here is that a great deal of our knowledge is

implicit, so that we can only make use of it when, so to speak, we have the

things in our hands. This is “tacit knowledge”, a concept stemming from

Polanyi (1964/1983), who is also the originator of the often quoted phrase “we

know more than we can say” (Polanyi 1983). This is a noticeable characteristic

of creative production, which always involves judgement, selection and

omission that are not governed by chance but that nevertheless rarely allow

for rational explanations. According to Schön and Polanyi it is true for all

knowledge and for every work process that there are always greater or lesser

elements of knowledge and ability for which we cannot offer immediate

explanation and of which we are not unreflectively conscious.5

Another central point for Schön is that “knowledge-in-action” is dynamic and

reflexive. The issue here is knowledge that is used in concrete situations that

never completely resemble each other and therefore require constant

alteration and adaptation, including the development of new hypotheses, or

what Schön calls “theories-in-practice”. The processes behind these are called

“reflection-in-action” by Schön. These forms of reflection, which are an

5. A central point in Polanyi (1983) is that “tacit knowledge” is not just knowledge that we
have yet to make explicit. In brief, it is his claim that there exists a form of knowledge that
cannot be made explicit. Polanyi’s concepts have considerable significance for both Lave and
Wenger’s theories about situated learning and for Schön’s theories.
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essential part of tacit knowledge, are an integral part of any form of knowledge

and ability in any field.6

As tacit, implicit processes “knowledge-in-action” and “reflection-in-action”

can for good reason only be acquired through participation in a social practice

in which the subject area and expertise in that area are brought into play, i.e.

through situated learning. This is an aspect of crucial pedagogical significance,

not least with respect to giving teachers skills in teaching in an area in which

they have no experience. In such cases teaching may end up being based solely

on what can be conceptualised and presented explicitly, but what is implicit is

marginalised, because this form of knowledge is either not present or is not

conscious. This is self-evidently a major pitfall when the subject area or the

topic is new to teachers, while the risk is clearly lower in relation to a subject

with long and established traditions.

Situated learning processes in the school

If concrete work processes and reflections in connection with media

production are examples of areas in which no explicit recipes are at hand but

where producers make use of their experience and ability, which to a large

extent derive from “knowledge-in-action”, then this is no less the case for

values, assessment criteria and aesthetic choices. Learning in relation to this

type of knowledge is, therefore, dependent upon a space for action in which

the learner can be in direct contact with the experienced practitioner in a

practice in which “knowledge-in-action” and “reflection-in-action” are in

operation. This is unavoidably the case with learning of practice in an authentic

production environment, where the learning takes place in a situated form, for

example, under a master, but in secondary schools, this form of learning is

6. The concepts ”theory-in-practice”, ”reflection-in-action” and ”knowledge-in-action” can,
like “tacit knowledge”, appear to be contradictory combinations of words. Schön finds it
difficult to find better expressions, because these are phenomena that have previously been
described in pedagogical contexts as simply “practical knowledge”, for example, without any
more subtle distinctions. Schön’s attempts to conceptualise these fields are more complex
than can be described here, given the limitations of space. See Schön 2001:51-68for a more in-
depth presentation of the theory.
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more difficult to deal with. Generally speaking, from the viewpoint of the

theories of situated learning, it is difficult to imagine schools (of whatever

kind) forming the framework for situated learning processes. Situated learning

is generally placed in opposition to the form of teaching that we are

traditionally familiar with at schools and in classrooms where “scholastic

learning” (Nielsen & Kvale) dominates. Scholastic learning as a pedagogical

form is “based on statements that knowledge can be de-contextualised” (Lave

and Wenger 2003:40); therefore, such teaching is as a rule abstract in nature

and lacks context in the environment in which what is learned is intended to

be used. Schools are by definition isolated and separated from authentic produc-

tion practice, and a school constitutes its own practice, a particular practice with

its own communities of interpretation, where weight is laid on certain types of

knowledge, skills and behaviour.

In principle, the theory of situated learning entails sharp critique of scholastic

learning, or at least of the dominant position occupied by such learning in

schools today. Such critique can lead to an unfruitful discussion of the pros and

cons of any form of teaching that takes place in separation from the practice for

which what is being learnt is to be used. There is no intention here of pursuing

such a discussion but instead simply of pointing to the fact that certain central

aspects of reality can only be learnt through social practice. It is, however, not

necessarily the case that schools cannot provide frameworks for learning

processes that resemble to a greater or lesser extent situated learning. As can

be seen from the above, this is precisely what is being attempted in Spøttrup

Municipality, partly through their close collaboration with a professional

production environment and partly through the establishment of networks

among the school’s teachers. The network does not, of course, manage it all by

itself, for a form of social practice needs to be established around the media

production in which the subject is practised, so that learning processes that to

a greater or lesser extent constitute situated learning can take place. This is not

without problems, but media production is a particular area that provides good

opportunities in this respect.

One of the decisive differences between a situated learning environment and

a traditional learning environment is a didactic one. In contrast to what

represents the reality and the ideal for traditional teaching, what is learnt in a

situated learning environment cannot be clearly or satisfactorily described, nor
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can a theoretical explanation for the way such learning processes take place be

provided. This does not mean, however, that it cannot be proved that learning

is taking place. What matters is to be aware of the fact that the learning

environment functions as a framework for a social practice in which tacit

knowledge and implicit learning processes can take place. Seely-Brown and

Duguid have given a very short but fairly accurate description of the essential

elements in such learning environments:

It is a fundamental challenge for design – for both the school and the work-

place – to redesign the learning environment so that newcomers can legiti-

mately and peripherally participate in authentic social practice in rich and

productive ways to, in short, make it possible for learners to “steal” the

knowledge they need. (Seely-Brown and Duguid 1996)

In other words, it is a question of creating environments in which it is permis-

sible to listen in on, imitate and copy others, and, moreover, where “stealing”

from others is seen as valuable. This is an extension of Lave and Wenger, who

speak about legitimisation as a central aspect of learning through participation

in communities of practice (Lave and Wenger 2003:78). By using the concept of

“legitimate peripheral participation” they attempt to capture the fact that

beginners are given a specific position as well as particular ways to enter into

communities of practice. From this position they can acquire an overview of,

for example, work processes, rules of co-existence, language and the nature of

communication and can find their own pathway to learning.

Demands on learning environments

Learning processes in situated learning environments cannot be precisely

defined but can only be described by means of a number of central characte-

ristic features, which have to be in place before learning can happen. What

follows is a condensed attempt to list the central characteristics:

It is obviously central that present in the environment there must be know-

ledge, both explicit knowledge but also just as importantly the implicit, tacit

form of knowledge that is bound up in the know-how of the working processes.

Since the latter only exists by virtue of the fact that it is used, in the situated
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learning environment there must be a number of participants who can practise

the subject. There must be people in the environment who master the subject,

but according to Lave and Wenger it is characteristic for effective situated

learning environments that there is access to learning resources at different

levels, for which reason there should alongside the “masters” be “apprentices”

and “learners” at various stages. 

Communities of practice as communities of learning require participants who

are at different levels. Only in that way is it possible for the necessary role

models and teaching and learning resources to be on hand to ensure effective

learning paths for beginners, who from their peripheral position can observe

and “steal” what they need. If this is to lead to learning, there must be space for

reflection in the form of reflection-in-action, which consists, for example, in

imitation, in a constant comparison of the beginner’s results with others’, and

in repetition. A space for reflection of this kind, which is often a space for the

creation of tacit knowledge, provides the opportunity for ongoing feedback on

the basis of which learners can “calibrate” their knowledge and ability.7 Such a

process is often individual, but it can, of course, only take place in a social

context, where there is something to compare with, and it requires time and at

the same time confidence in the learner’s ability to learn from experience. A

pedagogical-didactic practice which promotes such learning processes is

dependent partly on the teacher’s professional insight to ensure that attention

is paid to what it is the learner is rehearsing, and partly on the particular

pedagogical expertise possessed by good trainers, which consists in knowing

when the student needs a shove and when it is better to refrain. Above all, the

teacher has to understand firstly, that the student learns through practice and

secondly, though no less importantly, that it is by no means always possible to

see in advance what it is that the learner is in the process of picking up.8

7. The term “calibration” is taken from Bateson, who uses it in a description of learning
through exercise and experience in which the process of repetition, correction, adaptation
and refinement forms the basis for the attainment of ability and expertise (a good description
can be found in Gleerup 2001).

8. The best examples of this are the learning processes contained in children’s games. See
Jessen 1986 for examples.
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In a community of practice in which there is a difference between the

participants’ knowledge and ability, each individual will alternate between

passing on learning to others and receiving learning from others. To give and to

receive constitute an aspect of community that the theories about situated

learning do not usually deal with, but which has significance for all human

relations and ought not to be overlooked in relation to learning. It is rarely a

matter of a simple balance, but rather of a complex human interplay around

friendships, status and norms (cf. the complex anthropological theories

concerning gift-giving (Mauss 1990)). This is, just like learning, an integral part

of any culture, which can be difficult to alter if it is inappropriate. In practice it

is possible to work at developing a spirit of community in which the exchange

of knowledge has high priority. Teachers can, for example, lead the way and set

a good example by not simply passing on knowledge but also noticing and

acknowledging the receipt of new knowledge from students, or in some

circumstances perhaps even by insisting on an “exchange principle”, demanding

knowledge for knowledge. There are as a rule plentiful opportunities for this in

relation to media production and ICT, where it is often the students who know

something different or know more than their teachers.

Learning networks in relation to practice come into being over time and

demand continuity. Short-lived projects are not suitable as a framework. On

the one hand, a relatively long period of time is needed if a practice is to be

established with participants on a variety of professional levels of develop-

ment (in many subject areas, the process from beginner to expert extends over

several years). On the other hand, time is required if participants are to be able

to develop their own local forms of knowledge exchange and cooperation,

including working out their mutual status in relation to a subject area, so that

they know whom it is worth observing or asking for advice. As a matter of fact,

children develop this type of knowledge at a very early stage in areas that have

significance for their everyday lives, and this can be observed as early as the

pre-school years in relation to their play (Jessen 2000).

Informal learning networks

Even in school knowledge and ability circulate in the students’ informal learning

networks, for example around areas that have significance for their lives at
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play and leisure. This takes place in their classes but also to a great extent

across divisions of age and class, but it is very rare for this to play a role in

teaching, possibly apart from short periods of project work. An essential

characteristic of informal learning networks is that they often function across

divisions of time and space. Knowledge and ability are imported from many

sources, and a formal division between work and leisure, or teachers and

students, or for that matter, between colleagues, and family and friends is not

necessarily established.

In the development project with Spøttrup Municipality one example was the

experience of media and use of the media that the students brought with them

from their leisure time. If we consider the students’ productions in the media

project, which are, as noted, available on www.medieplan.dk, we might at first

be surprised that they have apparently acquired a comprehensive register of

media skills and abilities through the project. Many of the students display a

relatively advanced knowledge of the use of media language, which is seen, for

example, in the way they use humour and irony, which work extremely

successfully on the screen. It is not only the purely technical skills – the ability

to clip and crop pictures – that find expression in these students, but also their

skills in transmitting a story to the viewers, maybe better expressed as their

skills in establishing an interplay with viewers in their productions. It would

be a misunderstanding to believe that these are skills that they have acquired

through the teaching alone. The students draw heavily on the media skills that

they bring with them from their consumption of the media in their leisure

time. This is, then, a example of the way in which the development project has

activated passive media skills in these students. This was one of the

noteworthy results that there is good reason to stress, because it is an example

of the significance of the project’s close contact with a professional milieu, in

which current media codes and language are in daily use. This created a

productive framework around the students’ activation of passive media skills.

The large number of media experiences which school pupils have today are,

however, not without problems for the practice of media pedagogy, for the

students will almost always measure their own media productions up against

the aesthetic and technical level that they encounter every day in the media, at

least when they are over a certain age. The majority of students also have

experience in recording videos from home, which is why the fascination of

living pictures, which the schools’ media production was able to get mileage
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out of for years, is no longer a motivating factor. Media production has,

therefore, to be as professional as possible, using professional equipment,

techniques and aesthetic criteria rather than special pedagogically adapted

programmes. In other words, authentic cultural techniques are a significant

factor, and – by extension – the opportunity for the productions to be

incorporated in a process in which they are presented as being for use and not

as having been created simply and solely in the interests of the learning

process. When dealing with media productions it is, of course, best for them to

be shown on a TV channel, as has been the case with the development project,

but many intermediate forms can be imagined through the use of the internet

as a distribution channel.

Conclusion

It is a well-known fact that much of what is done in development projects is

subsequently difficult to continue to practise in everyday life. In the project

described here, the close contact with professional TV producers has played a

decisive role, and there is, of course, no guarantee that it would be possible to

maintain a learning environment with such a good portion of situated

learning, if this contact were broken off. It would be ideal, and perhaps

necessary, to maintain an ongoing dialogue between the school’s teachers and

the TV producers. This would also ensure that the teachers continued to be

challenged and to remain up-to-date in the area. At the same time, the school

will have to develop an active internal continuous production environment,

which can include both teachers and pupils, for it is hard to imagine a situated

learning environment without differences in expertise and the differences in

roles that they bring with them, such as “master”, “apprentice” “beginner”; in

other words, roles that only develop through extended practice.

There are several ways in which we can imagine this happening. The most

natural would simultaneously solve a problem that has not been mentioned

above. There were, of course, differences between the students both as regards

their abilities and their motivation for media production. While the majority of

pupils functioned well under the project’s method of working, there were, not

surprisingly, some for whom the method posed difficulties. Some students had

difficulty coping with the complicated production process, others lacked the
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necessary discipline, while yet others lacked the necessary subject knowledge

or creative ideas. It would seem to be an obvious move and moreover in line

with a situated learning method, to allow these pupils to benefit from working

together with others who had mastered media production. This could be other

pupils, but in many cases it might be more natural for pupils with difficulties

to work with teachers, possibly as regular assistants, as happens in authentic

situated learning environments. It is extremely rare for things like this to

happen in secondary schools, where there is a fear of letting pupils be part of

the teachers’ own projects, even though this is one of the most widespread

forms of learning outside teaching institutions. In concrete terms this could

take the form of some teachers making productions for their own sake, for

example, teaching materials and pupil information, possibly in collaboration

with local media companies.

The establishment of this type of production and learning environment only

make sense, of course, if the aim of the teaching is to provide the students with

access to learning resources and learning networks with a view to them

acquiring technical skills in media production. This article has made the case

for the relevance of this aim as regards the subject of media production. The

development project in Spøttrup shows the potential that could exist in a media

pedagogical practice and is at the same time a possible model for workplace

learning in dialogue with professional milieus in society at large, which would

be adaptable to other subject areas. This demands a change in pedagogical and

didactic method that in the current climate of educational politics may seem

almost utopian. As I have argued above, however, it is hard to see another

negotiable route for schools to take, if they are to live up to the demand that

they should provide coming generations with skills and qualifications suitable

to the needs of the times.
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What is This Thing Called
Reflection? 
How We Think and What We Think About 
– A Generic Framework

Pernille Rattleff

Introduction

In everyday language1 there seems to be an increasing tendency to use the

term reflection rather than the term thinking. Once it seemed sufficient to

merely think about a matter, but nowadays everyone needs to reflect upon

matters, and even the most mundane issues now call for reflection.

Furthermore, the same tendency can be observed in the scientific field and the

term reflection seems to have gained a firm footing in the literature on

learning theory and the relationship between learning and the use of ICT in

educational settings. But whereas a more or less random substitution of these

terms might be acceptable in everyday language, the scientific literature

should provide clear definitions and make consistent use of these terms, which

is also a precondition for carrying out empirical research. However, this is not

the case, as noted by Kember et al. (1999, p. 22): ”What is perhaps surprising, in

spite of the cult status of reflection and the volumes written about it, is that the

concept is ill defined. Formal definitions are hard to find […].”

Thus, learning theory seems to lack an answer to the basic question of what

this thing called reflection might be. If it is possible to argue that thinking and

reflection are distinct processes; what we need to establish is how reflection

might differ from thinking.

1. Everyday language refers to observations among my colleagues, family, personal friends,
and my students at the Danish University of Education.
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In order to answer the first question – of what this thing called reflection

might be – some empirical examples of the everyday use of the terms thinking

and reflection as well as an outline of how different learning theoreticians

define the term reflection and distinguish it from thinking are presented. In

order to answer the second question – of how reflection might be distinguished

from thinking – the article discusses how reflection can be understood and

consistently defined. In conclusion, an alternative generic framework for under-

standing and defining different kinds of thinking is presented and discussed.

First, however, examples of literature dealing with the many believed

principal advantages of the use of information and communication technology

(ICT) in educational settings with respect to students’ reflection and learning

are briefly outlined below.

The perceived principal advantages of the use of ICT in
educational settings

The ability to design courses and teach online is – by some authors – believed

to be a major advantage: “There is no subject matter that cannot benefit from

being taught partially or wholly online.” (Harasim et al., 1995, p. 59)

In a broader sense, the reason why ICT is believed to have a number of

principal advantages over traditional face-to-face education and is often related

to lifelong learning is the ‘C’ in ICT – that is, the communicative aspect of the

technology (Dirckinck-Holmfeld, 2001, p. 12). Thus, the belief is expressed in

the literature that communication mediated by the Internet offers new

educational design opportunities, for example, through the non-linear

organisation of communication via a web site: “By virtue of its enabling rapid,

nonlinear access to multiple forms of information, hypermedia technology is

considered a major advance in the development of educational tools to

enhance learning.” (Dillon & Gabbard, 1998, p. 322)

Especially computer-mediated communication (CMC) is believed to be an

advantage in relation to educational design:

There is little doubt that Internet-based computer-mediated commu-

nication (CMC) technologies are shaping the future of higher education.

Communication technologies that are free from time/place constrains
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and support many-to-many communication […] provide new options on

how education can be designed and delivered to students […] whole new

educational environments can be developed on-line […]. (Brandon &

Hollingshead, 1999, p. 109)

CMC is a joint label for communication via web sites, e-mails and chats, often

with particular emphasis on the use of the so-called computer conferences (CC).

CC are based on e-mail-technology, but additionally, CC allow communication

to take place in threads organised and stored on a host-computer in order to

enable and support group discussions and many-to-many communication

(Kaye, 1989, p. 4).

Especially, the asynchronous nature of the CC communication is believed to

enhance the reflection of the students: “The asynchronicity of online

interactions allows participant time to reflect on a topic before commenting or

carrying out online tasks.” (Harasim et al., 1995, p. 27)

The starting point (e.g., Cameron et al., 1999; Wilson & Whitelock, 1998) is

the assumption that the nature of the CC communication – that is stored,

written, and asynchronous communication – more or less automatically leads

to enhanced reflection and thereby enhances the students’ learning.

When it comes to empirical research on the relationship between the use of

ICT and students’ reflection, the results are, however, neither many, nor clear.

In sum, the literature is rich on visions and beliefs about how the use of ICT

– here primarily illustrated by the use of CMC via CC – is assumed to enhance

the students’ reflection and learning. The results of empirical research into the

assumed relationship between the use of ICT and students’ reflection are,

however, not clear. The present author is assuming that this – at least in part –

can be attributed to the unclear definition of the concept of reflection in the

literature. For this reason, the use of the term reflection is outlined in the

following sections: first, in everyday language, and second, in the literature on

general theories of learning.

The use of the term reflection

Everyday use
In this section, examples of the everyday use of the terms thinking and reflection

are presented. The question is whether the term reflection seems to be
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synonymous with thinking in everyday use or whether it seems to be reserved

for distinct thinking processes.

I once told a postgraduate student of mine that it might be preferable to use

the term ‘student’ in his master’s thesis instead of the term ‘learner’, and the

student replied: “I’ll reflect upon that.” What is the difference, one might ask,

between reflecting upon the substitution of these two terms as opposed to

merely thinking about or considering the proposed substitution? If we try to

establish a distinction between thinking and reflection, what does it mean,

then, to reflect? To think harder? Deeper? Longer?

When researching2 the everyday use of the term reflection, students

generally use the term reflection more or less synonymously with thinking in

the sense that they are not able to specify the difference between the two. They

all argue that there is in fact a difference between thinking and reflection.

However, when asked to elaborate on this difference, they have to give up.

Both thinking and reflection are use to describe focused or directed mental,

cognitive activities, but reflection seems rather more sophisticated and

specifically related to learning, as shown in the quotations below.

“To reflect is to consider whether an action was adequate or if one could

have done better by acting differently. To reflect is to weigh up the evidence.

Thinking need not involve considerations of ‘on the one and on the other

hand’. Thinking might be a spontaneous activity, whereas reflection is not

spontaneous. Reflection primarily has to do with considering and evaluating

actions of the past.”

“Reflection is a (more) active process than thinking. Reflection has to do

with one’s own experiences. The distinction between thinking and reflection

can be determined when looking at the outcome of the process. Thinking can

merely lead to assimilation, only reflection can lead to accommodation … but,

then again, perhaps not.” It should be noticed that it is, of course problematic

to define the process of reflection (as opposite to the process of thinking) by the

outcome of the process – as opposite to the nature of the process.

These examples indicate that informants believe there is a difference between

thinking and reflection. However, a precise distinction between thinking and

2. The following quotations are from a pilot study (Rattleff, 2005a) of a research project
(”Fokus på FOKUS”) aimed at examining the relationship between students’ use of ICT and
learning in the workplace. The students in the pilot study are employed in the Danish
financial sector.
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reflection remains elusive. The informants have a hunch that thinking and

reflection are two different things and they seem to believe that they are using

the terms to describe different mental, cognitive activities. However, they

consistently fail to satisfactorily account for this difference. 

Could it be, then, that one tends to substitute the term thinking with the

term reflection in everyday use, because it sounds more rigorous – like one is

really trying when one engages in reflection – and learning – instead of just

thinking more or less spontaneously and in a somewhat unfocused manner?

To sum up, it seems that, in everyday use, thinking and reflection are in fact

viewed as two different mental, cognitive activities relating to somewhat

different processes. Reflection is viewed as related to and important for

learning. However, it seems that the distinction between thinking and

reflection is based on a hunch rather than a conceptual separation. The infor-

mants have a hunch that we are dealing with two different concepts, but they

are hard put to account for this difference.

Scientific Literature

Works of reference
The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current English (The Concise Oxford Dictionary

of Current English, 1982, p. 871) defines reflection thus: “reflection or being

reflected […]; reflected light, heat, colour, or image. […] reconsideration (on

reflection, I doubt whether I was right). […] idea arising in the mind, mental or

verbal.”

In The National Danish Encyclopaedia (Den Store Danske Encyklopædi, 2000,

p. 55, my translation) reflection is defined as “[…] throwing back of waves (e.g.

light, sound, water) […] or particles from an obstacle” or “consideration […]”.

A Danish Dictionary of Philosophy (Politikens filosofi leksikon, 2001, p. 363,

my translation) offers the following definition: “’The thought bending back

upon itself’ like a beam of light thrown back (reflected) by […] e.g. a mirror.”

Furthermore, it states that, “in everyday use the term reflection has a broad and

somewhat imprecise meaning and is near-synonymous with ‘thorough

consideration with regard to prior opinion on the matter’.”

In general, the above definitions of reflection underline the primary

meaning of the term as something (light, particles, heat, etc.) that is being

thrown back – reflected – by something else, most commonly a mirror.
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Furthermore, they seem to agree that reflection also denotes some kind of

conscious mental activity, an activity that might be termed consideration. It is

noteworthy that the above definitions underline the imprecise everyday use of

the term reflection.

Learning theory
In the literature on learning theory, several definitions of reflection can be found.

Some of these definitions are presented below, with particular emphasis on

the theories of Donald A. Schön, Peter Jarvis, and Jack Mezirow.

In an article entitled Critical reflective working behaviour. A survey research

the authors (Woerkom et al., 2002, p. 376) define reflection as a “mental activity,

aimed at examining one’s own behaviour in a certain situation.” And since the

article focuses on critical reflective working behaviour, the authors also provide

a definition of critical reflection: “According to Marsick and Watkins (1990)

critical reflection relates to understanding one’s own standards, goals, and

interests, and learning about backgrounds, assumptions and performance

objectives aimed at improvement” (ibid., p. 375).

As pointed out by Wahlgren et al. (Wahlgren et al., 2002, p. 16f), many

theoreticians focusing on learning in the workplace view reflection as a means

of qualifying the learning process by reflecting on one’s actions or, more

broadly, one’s experiences. In the field of learning theory, there seems to be

general agreement that reflection is an important factor in learning and it

might even be the only way to learn when learning has a more transcendent

nature. The authors define reflection and critical reflection as follows:

[…] Reflection describes more or less conscious, more or less far-reaching

considerations on the relation between our actions and the consequences

of these actions. Through reflection we gain knowledge on how to act in

a certain situation to achieve a certain goal. We gain knowledge on how

to act and why to act. Considerations on how to act are termed reflection.

Considerations on why we act (in a certain way) are termed critical

reflection. (Wahlgren et al., 2002, p. 17, my translation)

This quotation defines reflection as a distinct kind of mental, cognitive activity

that serves to explore action and reasons for action in order to improve action

and to enhance understanding of the reasons for action.
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In their article, Determining the level of reflective thinking from students’

written journals using a coding scheme based on the work of Mezirow, Kember

et al. (1999, p. 22) cite the following definition of reflection by Boud and

Walker: “Reflection in the context of learning is a generic term for those

intellectual and affective activities in which individuals engage to explore

their experiences in order to lead to new understandings and appreciations.” It

is interesting to note that this definition underlines the affective as well as the

cognitive characteristics of reflection. In addition, the authors provide a

definition of reflective learning (as defined by Boyd and Falex): “Reflective

learning is the process of internally examining and exploring an issue of

concern, triggered by an experience which creates and clarifies meaning in

terms of self, and which results in a changed conceptual perspective.” 

In line with e.g. Wahlgren et al. (2002, p. 92), Kember et al. (1999, p. 22) state

that “Dewey is normally considered to be the originator of the concept of

reflection as an aspect of learning and education.” John Dewey (1859-1952)

defines reflection as “active, persistent and careful consideration of any belief

or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it and

the further conclusion to which it tends.” (Dewey, 1933, p. 9) Dewey uses the

term reflection and reflective thinking more or less synonymously. In order to

establish the distinction between reflection/reflective thinking and non-

reflective thinking, Dewey stresses that reflection is only called for when a

problem or a problematic situation occurs (Dewey, 1933, p. 100f).

Donald A. Schön’s theory of the reflective practitioner (Schön, 1982) views

reflection-in-action as a means of qualifying actions while the practitioner is

performing these actions (Wahlgren et al., 2002, p. 185).

Schön uses a number of different terms (Schön, 1982, p. 49-69): reflection-

in-action, knowing-in-action, reflecting-in-action, theory-in-action, knowledge-

in-action, and reflecting-in-practice, but the distinctions between these terms

are not clarified by means of definitions or the given examples. However,

when Schön discusses an example of children asked to balance wooden blocks

on a metal bar (Schön, 1982, p. 56f), the distinction between the children’s

knowing-in-action (with the regular blocks) and reflection-in-action (when

they encounter a problem with the counterweighted blocks) becomes clear:

“When we go about the spontaneous, intuitive performance of the actions of

everyday life, we show ourselves to be knowledgeable in a special way. Often

we cannot say what it is that we know […] It seems right to say that our

knowing is in our action.” (Schön, 1982, p. 49) Thus, reflection is only called for
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in extraordinary or problematic situations. Like Dewey, Schön posits that

reflection only occurs in situations that cannot be resolved ordinarily or

automatically.

In the search for a consistent distinction between thinking and reflection, it

is worthwhile to note that the subtitle of Schön’s famous book “The Reflective

Practitioner” (1982) is “How Professionals Think in Action” and not “How

Professionals Reflect in Action”.

In traditional theories of learning, as formulated by, for instance, Peter

Jarvis and Jack Mezirow, the concept of reflection seems to play an important

role in distinguishing between non-reflective and reflective learning (cf.

Jarvis), and as a means of transforming meaning perspectives (cf. Mezirow).

Peter Jarvis distinguishes between non-learning, non-reflective learning

and reflective learning (Jarvis, 1992, p. 72f). According to Jarvis, these are the

three possible outcomes of a situation with learning potential. Jarvis bases his

model of adults’ learning processes on these distinctions as a way to further

develop the learning cycle as formulated by David A. Kolb in Experiential

learning (1984). Kolb views ‘observation and reflection’ as a distinct element of

the learning process (Kolb, 1984, p. 72). However, in Kolb’s learning cycle

‘reflection and observation’ always constitutes an element of the learning

process, whereas Jarvis distinguishes between learning processes that either

involve or do not involve reflection.

Jarvis distinguishes between three kinds of non-reflective learning (Jarvis,

1992, p. 74f): preconscious learning, skills learning, and memorization.

Similarly, Jarvis (1992, p. 75f) distinguished between three types of reflective

learning: Contemplation (where one thinks about and reflects on an experience

in order to reach a conclusion about it), reflective skills learning (as opposed to

non-reflective skills learning, reflective skills learning involves reflection

(thinking) in order to acquire the skill), and experimental learning, where

theory is turned into practice.

Jarvis uses the terms thinking, reflection, and consideration more or less

synonymously. However, as stated above, Jarvis’ theory of learning processes

establishes a clear distinction between those learning processes that do not

involve reflection (non-reflective learning) and processes that do involve

reflection (reflective learning).

Jack Mezirow defines reflection as, “[e]xamination of the justification for

one’s beliefs, primarily to guide action and reassess the efficacy of the strategies

and procedures used in problem solving.” (Mezirow, 1990, p. xvi)
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Mezirow further adds a distinction between reflection and critical

reflection. Critical reflection deals with the premises for reflection. Mezirow

proposes critical self-reflection as the necessary precondition for transformative

learning, where one’s meaning perspectives are transformed: “[…C]ritical self-

reflection has the potential for profoundly changing the way we make sense

out of experience of the world, other people, and ourselves.” (Mezirow, 1990, p

xiii) Thus, it seems that critical reflection can only be established ex post facto,

as the outcome of the reflection process.

Mezirow defines two central frames of meaning, namely meaning schemes

and meaning perspectives (Mezirow, 1990, p. 2)

The distinction between meaning schemes and meaning perspectives is not

clear, nor is it clear how these meaning perspectives arise. Furthermore, the

question of how or when critical reflection may transform meaning

perspectives is not addressed.

In line with Boud and Walker, Mezirow stresses that ‘thoughtful action’ (or

‘introspection’), which is similar to Schön’s knowing-in-action, may be a cognitive

as well as affective phenomenon. However, the focus in this article is exclusively

on thinking and reflection as conscious, cognitive activities.

Discussion

The above shows that different learning theoreticians have (very) different

opinions on the nature and content of reflection. Some authors use thinking

and reflection more or less synonymously and some view reflection not only as

a cognitive but also as an affective phenomenon. None of the authors cited can

be said to provide a consistent definition of reflection or clear distinctions

between thinking and reflection. 

When the focus is on learning, it is assumed that reflection somehow

enhances the outcome of the learning process. Thus, it is believed that reflective

learning (and critical reflective learning) is something else, perhaps even

something more sophisticated than non-reflective learning.

There seems to be general agreement on the fact that reflection only (or

primarily) occurs when individuals encounter a problem or a situation that

cannot be handled ‘automatically’. When – and only when – routine fails, one

is forced to reflect (Sørensen, 1974, p. 391). Thus, we might say that reflection

is called for when we encounter a discrepancy.
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In sum, the term reflection is used for considerations regarding situations or

problems, i.e. one’s actions, experience, reasons, beliefs, justifications, behaviour,

assumptions, standards, goals, or performance in order to gain new under-

standings or to improve actions.

The problem with these definitions of reflection (and the very broad

summary given above) is, in the first instance, that they are not consistent, not

even within the individual theory. Second, these theories and definitions are

not readily applicable to empirical studies3 of reflection and learning in

traditional educational settings or when ICT is used.

If one tries to generalise from the above examples on the use of thinking

and reflection in everyday language and in various theories of learning, there

seems to be a distinction between thinking and reflection in the every day use

of these terms – although it is somewhat vague. In the learning theories there

seems to be a distinction between types of learning that involve or do not

involve reflection. When the term reflection is used to denote a distinct

element of the learning process, it typically concerns a situation where one is

trying to solve a problem, trying to understand what seems incomprehensible,

or trying to explain what seems inexplicable. Generally, the theories argue that

there is a difference between what Schön terms knowing-in-action and

reflection-in-action. 

An alternative generic framework
In order to understand reflection and to distinguish reflection from thinking, a

proposal for an alternative generic framework for understanding and defining

different kinds of thinking is presented below. This framework is based upon

the examples of the everyday use of the terms thinking and reflection as well

as the definitions in the literature on learning theory outlined in the above.

Based on the presentation in the book Thinking. Directed, Undirected, and

Creative by Gilhooly (1982), I propose a first distinction between undirected

thinking and directed thinking. This distinction relates to how we think.

Undirected thinking may be likened to daydreaming and is opposed to directed

3. E.g. Kember et al. (1999) set out to perform an empirical study of students’ reflection in their
written journals based on an operationalisation of Mezirow’s theory of reflection. However,
the authors encountered severe reliability problems (Kember et al., 1999, p. 26) concerning
the distinction between process and product reflection.
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thinking, which refers to problem-solving. Gilhooly examines this distinction

and characterises daydreaming as follows:

From early times a distinction has been made between two broad kinds

of thinking. According to this distinction, on the one hand, we have

thoughts directed toward some end or goal and on the other hand,

undirected thought, such as occurs in daydreaming […T]he major feature

of daydreaming seems to be a lack of persistent direction. Daydreams

are not necessarily unrealistic but tend to drift from one topic to another,

whereas thinking in problem-solving is checked against feedback

concerning progress toward the current goal and attention is “locked” on

the problem materials (Gilhooly, 1982, p. 104, 121)

Henceforth, the terms thinking and directed thinking will be used synony-

mously. When referring to associative thinking or daydreaming, the terms

daydreaming and undirected thinking will be used synonymously.

There is a qualitative difference in the nature of these two kinds of thinking

in the sense that they are either deliberate, directed, focused, and controlled –

or not. 

Based upon the everyday use of the terms thinking and reflection as well as

the theoretical definitions it seems obvious that reflection differs from

daydreaming, since reflection seems to require a problem or a deviation from

the norm, that is, a discrepancy, in order to take place. This is certainly not the

case in the floating inattention of daydreaming. Thus, reflection is something

else than daydreaming.

This basic distinction between undirected and directed thinking leads to the

question of whether or not reflection is the same as directed thinking.

The answer to this question of whether or not reflection is the same as

directed thinking is, of course, that it might be. Reflection might be used as

another term for directed thinking. However, if we recall the primary meaning

of the term reflection, namely the reflection of e.g. light, heat, or particles from

something, most commonly a mirror, we may argue that the term reflection

should be reserved for the process of retrospection, i.e. directed thinking about

past discrepancies. I have tried to illustrate this in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Undirected thinking and directed thinking about past discrepancies

and future problems

The past The future

Reflection: Retrospective directed thinking Prospective directed thinking

Daydreaming (undirected thinking)

In other words, we reflect – that is, retrospectively direct our thoughts – on

discrepancies in the past and engage in directed, prospective thinking about

future problems as defined by Karl Duncker “[…A]s arising when an organism

has a goal which it does not know how to reach.” (Gilhooly, 1982, p. 14) Thus,

reflection is another term for directed thinking about the past, which conforms

to reflection-on-action in Schön’s theory and retrospection in Jarvis’ model of

adults’ learning processes. Jarvis distinguishes between planning, monitoring,

and retrospection (Jarvis, 1992, p. 80ff); the term planning is reserved for future

problem-solving, monitoring is much like Schön’s reflection-in-action and

takes place while actions are being performed, and retrospection is reserved for

retrospective directed thinking (cf. the figure above).

However, the above figure clearly calls for a (joint) term to describe prospec-

tive directed thinking about future problems similar to reflection. A proposal

for such a term might be pro-flection. Thus, I propose the terms re-flection and

pro-flection.

It is important to stress that pro-flection is not the same as Schön’s

reflection-in-action, since reflection-in-action is reflecting while acting. Pro-

flection might be directed thinking about a current problem, but it might also

be directed thinking about a problem that is expected to arise in the future.

Thus, pro-flection is a much broader term than reflection-in-action.

In this rather simple distinction between pro-flection (future) and re-

flection (past) the direction of the directed thinking process determines the

names of the process. Thus, the distinction between re-flection and pro-flection

is a ‘what-distinction’, since it does not concern how we think, but what we

think about (the past or the future).

The above figure might then be modified with the ‘how-distinction’

between daydreaming and directed thinking drawn vertically, and the ‘what-

distinction’ between re-flection and pro-flection drawn horizontally.
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Furthermore, I have added a now to indicate the line between the past and the

future.

Figure 2: How we think and what we think about – a generic framework: Day-

dreaming, re-flection, and pro-flection

What we think about

The past Now The future

How

Re-flection: Retrospective directed thinking Pro-flection: Prospective directed thinking
we

Daydreaming (undirected thinking)
think

Thus, the proposed framework operates with just the two major distinctions,

one dealing with how we think, the other with what we think about. The first

distinction is between daydreaming and directed thinking and the other is

between re-flection on the discrepancies of the past and pro-flection on future

problems.

Obviously, the terms re-flection and pro-flection within this generic

framework become quite broad. They are, nevertheless, consistently defined.

Concluding remarks

It has been shown that reflection is an ambiguous term. It has also been shown

that the term reflection is used to denote something different than thinking in

both everyday use and in the literature on learning theory. In addition, it is

obvious that the term reflection is not used in a consistent or well-defined

manner in everyday language or in the literature. 

The aim of this article was to answer the unresolved question of what this

thing called reflection might be. The simple and short answer to this question

is that there really is no such thing as reflection. The meaning of the term in

everyday use is unclear. In works of reference, reflection is defined as reflection

of, for instance, light in a mirror or as consideration. In the literature on

learning theory there are many, and varying, opinions on the precise meaning

and definition of reflection as well as the distinction between reflection and
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thinking. Therefore, I would venture that reflection, as a unified entity, does not

exist. On the contrary, reflection seems to be quite ambiguous. Thus, the utility

of the term reflection very much depends on the specific kinds of empirical

data or practices under examination.

However, there seems to be a firm and widespread belief – as evidenced by

both everyday use and learning theory – in the difference between thinking

and reflection.

This leads to the second question of this article, namely how reflection is

different from thinking. A possible answer to this question can be found in the

‘how-distinction’ of the proposed generic framework for understanding and

defining different kinds of thinking. The ‘how we think’ distinction proposes a

distinction between daydreaming (undirected) and directed thinking.

In Figure 2, an additional (horizontal) distinction of ‘what we think about’

was added to distinguish between retrospective re-flection on the discrepancies

of the past and prospective pro-flection on future problems.

These distinctions also provide the answer to the additional question raised

in the article, namely whether or not reflection is the same as directed

thinking. The answer to the question is no, since in this framework re-flection

is merely a (retrospective) part of directed thinking.

Once again, it should be stressed that this generic framework serves to

understand and define different kinds of conscious, cognitive activities. In

conclusion, we may note that if one is researching actions (which are not

mental, cognitive activities), one needs to be aware of the rather crucial

distinction between routine actions and situations that are out of the ordinary.

Schön uses the term knowing-in-action for our handling of routine actions;

Mezirow terms such action thoughtful (or introspective). Nevertheless, there is

a significant difference between situations we know by heart and are able to

handle intuitively or automatically, and those actions that require a great deal

of pro-flection or even re-flection. This shift in focus from mental, cognitive

activities to actions is, however, not the focus of this article. To recapture, the

focus and aim of this article was to subject the term reflection to closer

examination in order to answer the question of what this thing called reflection

might be. This closer examination was necessary due to the assumed relationship

between the use of ICT in educational settings and students’ reflection.

We return then, finally, to the discussion on how the use of ICT – more speci-

fically computer-mediated communication (CMC) via computer conferences

(CC) – might enhance students’ reflection and learning.
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It seems obvious to argue that the written and stored nature of CC

communication does in fact propose a unique possibility for flexible and

asynchronous re-flection on the discrepancies of the past as well as pro-flection

on the future problems. Empirically, however, it seems difficult to establish the

assumed relationship between use of CC as a vehicle for communication and

enhanced reflection of students (e.g. Harrington & Hathaway, 1994; Seale &

Cann, 2000). Empirical research in fact also indicates that precisely the

asynchronous nature of CC communication might be considered a disadvantage

from the students’ perspective in the sense that students are not forced to join

the discussions, since these are – precisely – asynchronous and therefore not

called for or mandatory, so to speak:

I download the messages and print them out to read on the train, mentally

composing my uniquely brilliant contribution walking home from the

station. The next day I log on, find there are x number of new messages,

read them first and discover others have already made my points. I print out

all the new messages to read on the train […] I had no idea I was going to

find it so hard to join in – I have composed numerous messages off-line only

to chicken out after reading other comments, better written, more concise

than my own. (Mason, 1994, p. 59)

It seems conclusive, that the assumed unique learning potential offered by CC

communication needs to be further researched with respect to studying firstly,

whether students in fact use the CC communication for re-flection and pro-

flection (as defined within this framework) respectively, and secondly, how

students in fact make use of this re-/pro-flection in their learning processes.
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Conceptualizing Future
Learning
– Digital Learning Paradigms and Inertia in Traditional
Learning Environments

Søren Langager

Twenty-five years ago Alvin Toffler published his book The Third Wave in

which he predicts the transition from the second wave (the industrial era) to

the third wave (the information or knowledge era). This process has taken

place over decades, but by using the wave metaphor in his model he points to

a defining moment when the third wave becomes dominant in society in a

quantifiable sense: a turning point he predicted in 1980 would take place in or

around 2005 (Toffler 1991). 

Seen from Toffler’s perspective we are now only on the threshold of the digital

age, and the years to come will be crucial for its development, in terms of not

only the amount and use of digital equipment, but also the qualitative changes

in societal structures and dominating forms of communication and interaction,

including the changes in the learning environments this transformation will

generate. Up until now it has seemed obvious that although there has been an

abundance of digital equipment in education institutions, it does not seem to

have brought about any great changes in practice in the organization of the

education process and the syllabuses (Cuban 2001, Tyack & Cuban 1995, Papert

1994, Vonsild 2004). Computers and other digital equipment have been imple-

mented in the institutions first and foremost as efficient tools for habitual

learning. 

In attempting to conceptualize future learning we cannot therefore take the

actual use of digital media in educational institutions as a starting point for

extrapolating what will be possible in the years to come. Instead we have to

approach the topic through a ‘philosophical contemporary diagnosis’ (Schmidt
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1999) that focuses on what can be predicted to be becoming, but yet not being

and at the same time analyze barriers to and promoters of this development.

Karma vertigo on the threshold of the digital age

The main angle is to recognize the expanding digital forms of production,

communication and interaction, as a new force of production in a Marxist sense

(historical materialism), pervading society and producing new conditions for

everyday life. Globalization, individualization, increasing complexity and

contingency are all consequences of the digital media as forces of production,

and thus characterize a broader and more complicated topic than the current

implementation of ICT in schools and society.

Many probably remember some of the expressions we used in our studies of

capitalism and industrialization in the seventies: “It permeates all pores and

cracks” and “it acts behind our backs”. Something – the capitalistic-industrial

force of production with its time norms and production structures – unavoidably

permeated everyday life, and submitting to industrial production logic was not

a question of whether you worked on an assembly line or not. Therefore, we

wrote dissertation upon dissertation on how the school and educational

institutions were formed to discipline the next generation to take part in the

capitalistic society, and how the curriculum and teaching structure were

decided upon in a capitalistic-industrial way. 

We find the same tendencies nowadays; only it is not the industrial force of

production but the digital force of production that has begun to permeate all

pores and cracks and act behind our backs, and basically the question of the

consequences of digitalizing society is not at all about liking or using compu-

ters, mobile phones, e-mails or the Internet. It is a question of how – and to

what extent – digital communication and interaction forms permeate

everyday life.1

But – as an important point – we are dealing with tendencies on the threshold

of the digital age. A struggle is thus taking place between two forces of

production: a struggle in which current educational policy without any doubt

is on the ‘industrial side’, trying to prolong the industrial era because of the
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unpredictable and dramatic political, economic and social consequences

inherent in the digital media as the dominant force of production. Moreover, to

make things even more complicated, the struggle between industrial tradition

and digital change is not simply a question of whether one is for or against

having more computers and other digital equipment in school and society. It is

about two different ways of understanding digital media as media. 

Jaron Lanier – the developer of the concept of ‘virtual reality’ – introduced

some years ago what he calls Karma Vertigo (Lanier 1994). We are on the

threshold of the digital age and developments will increase in the coming

decades, but different digital scenarios are at play.

One scenario regards ICT as comprising efficient tools within traditional

industrial societal frames, and the paradox is that those profiting from ICT

today, such as Microsoft, but also the people who presently possess political

power and who decide on educational policy, have at the same time the

greatest economical and political interest in keeping digital media as efficient

tools in unchanged societal structures. Therefore, we are confronted with the

paradox that the current way of implementing digital media in the school and

education as a whole contributes to the resistance to accepting digital media as

forces of production.

However, another scenario is also at play in daily life. ‘Behind the backs’ of

politicians, institutions, teachers and parents, a different agenda is being set,

with the digital media generating other conditions and ways of being together.

They can be seen today among children and youths – and this creates

turbulence between digital interaction in everyday life and the conventions of

educational institutions. We can observe conflicts between conservative

tendencies to maintain the status quo – which results in increasing numbers

of maladjusted ‘ordinary’ kids – and the potential of the digital media to

become alternatives to the social, economical and political structures that we

have criticized for decades because of their oppressive and unjust nature.
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Educational tradition and digital transformation of
society

A struggle to bring about fundamental transformations by means of the

emerging digital media provides a positive view on the digital impact on

everyday life. I will try to illustrate this topic in four ways, in which we can

locate digital communication interaction ‘logics’ as tendencies in everyday life

among children and youths today. 

Figure 1

Transformation processes 

• From tight social groups to virtual swarms (SMS interacting)

• From social referentiality to self-referentiality         (Internet interacting)

• From linear to complex structures (hyperlink interacting)

• From synchronous to asynchronous communication (e-mail interacting)

From tight social groups to virtual swarming 
(SMS interacting)
Some time ago, when I was giving a lecture on today’s youth, an elderly

gentleman addressed me in the break, asking if I could explain a peculiar

phenomenon that he had observed. When he walked down the street, he saw

young people in groups as usual, but looking closer he could see that one or

more members of one group were always busy talking on mobile phones or

sending SMS to someone from another group. He found that socially offensive

– when you are together with someone you should concentrate on being

together, until you part. He found being socially together and mentally

somewhere else to be wrong. His question put me on the scent of what Howard

Rheingold calls swarming in his book ‘Smart Mobs’ (Rheingold 2002).

A transformation has occurred from either being together in a group or not, to

temporarily being in one social group, but all the time busy orienting and

positioning oneself in relation to other members of the swarm you are a part of

but not together with at present. This insight challenged my irritation over my

teenage daughter’s way of sending a large number of meaningless SMS to
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friends she was not together with right now – rather expensive and with no

real message and no appointments being made – just a flow of SMS like ‘where

are you?” “i am home” “what are you doing?” “nothing much” and so on.

But the swarm metaphor makes sense. It is a new way of communicating, and

it has in the course of a few years transformed the relation between being

socially in a group to being part of a swarm, where a lot of time is spent on

virtual positioning and orienting within the swarm. Thus it makes sense that

youngsters are physically together, but are from time to time busy contacting

the others through mobile phones and SMS or MSN. This is not only a ‘youth

phenomenon’, because the same phenomenon – which appears ‘socially

offensive’ in observations of the way young people behave – is known by the

adult generation in a positive way. How much easier it has become with the

mobile phone to meet spontaneously, for example, at a demonstration in support

of workers on May Day, and the fun you have discovering that you were

standing only a few metres from one another right in front of the stage without

knowing it. 

So, in a few years the digital mobile phone and the SMS have changed the image

of relations between social orientation and individual positioning. You belong to

a swarm and must constantly confirm your participation virtually in the swarm

through SMS or MSN when you actually are in no direct social contact with other

members of the swarm. By doing so, you always keep open the possibility of

meeting others physically or virtually ‘the next day’. The result of this trans-

formation of what it means to be in social interaction is individualization.

From social referentiality to self-referentiality 
(Internet interaction) 
When the social referentiality is no longer obvious, there are increasing

demands on individual self-referentiality and the urge to be remarkable as an

individual. This tendency can be expressed very clearly: “If you don’t draw atten-

tion to yourself by yourself, no one will notice you” 2, and can be illustrated by

Internet communication.

Surfing on the Internet in order to contact others in a chat or conference is

based on a distinct premise: you have to make yourself known – and in such a

way that you appear to be interesting to communicate with. It is not sufficient
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to log on shyly and discretely without letting anyone know you are online, and

then expect someone to take notice of you. It is impossible. You have to throw

yourself into the dialog without any social reference to lean on. 

Though often mentioned, this behaviour is not about individual egocentrism

or shallow self-representation; it is a condition for communication and inter-

action in the digital age. It deals with the fact that access to societal

communities and gatherings lies in what special qualities you as an individual

can bring into the community. A societal community does not arise from some-

thing local and given; it must be created over and over again, and it must be

maintained and changed via individual mediation and individual active

contributions.

Thus it sets a new agenda for the overall objective of pedagogical institutions.

It is no longer a valid minimum ‘just’ to ensure that pupils gain skills and

readiness to submit to a well-defined societal set of rules and a certain working

discipline or to think that if everyone is on the same level it is a satisfying

result. The well-adjusted ‘grade 8’3 generation no longer adequately represents

a reasonable start on life after school. In addition to sharing common

knowledge and above all, to submitting to social and outwardly defined frames,

you must in many situations represent something special. You must be an

individual who is able to do something a little bit different from everyone else,

and – more importantly – you must want to assert yourself in your own way

in many social processes. You have to have self-reference, which implies more

than just sharing the social reference of a given situation.

I am tempted to say that in the digital age we lose one of the traditional

pedagogical bastions: the corner of the eye. A lot of education in a good group –

the classroom or elsewhere – consists in involving those who are less active,

because we can see them out of the corner of our eyes, and in this way force

them to take part – or to be quiet, if being active is not appropriate in the

situation. As in every other aspect of life we perceive both positive as well as

negative possibilities to be at stake. The essential pedagogical challenge to be

expected in connection with the increasing societal demand of self-reference,

is the question of how the vulnerable pupils are given space to find individual

self-confidence. One option is increased attention to the biographical

dimension and the importance of narrative in order to secure self-identity; in
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other words, the experience of being who you are with your own story.

Another option is far more traditional: insight into the importance to the

individual of the experience of knowledge and ability, not necessarily meaning

skills and knowledge relevant to society, but the feeling of being good at

something and having a great deal of knowledge and experience in a field. In

this optic it makes sense that learning institutions focus on individual

knowledge and skills; however, the actual school political demand for common

basic skills and knowledge has the consequence that pupils having trouble

learning these basic skills spend a great deal of time on traditional training

activities, at the expense of other activities. The question of strengthening the

individual reference as a consequence of weakening the given social reference

is a difficult problematic, and at present there are no simple solutions with

regard to the pedagogical organization of learning strategies and pathways.

Therefore, the transformation from social referentiality to increased self-

referentiality will probably become the greatest challenge for educational

institutions in the digital age. One thing is certain: this problem cannot be

solved by sticking to the close social unit – the group or the classroom – at least,

not if our task is to prepare the pupils for societal participation in swarms,

when school is over.

From linear to complex structures 
(hyperlink interacting) 
The third digital interaction ‘logic’ is associated with hyperlinks. For the first

time in formal education we have access to a generalized learning media,

which are not connected to a single linear structure – page 1, 2, 3 and so on. The

book and industrial production have this linearity in common. But with the

digital hyperlink we have new learning and communication media that

change the conditions and possibilities for ways of learning. They are more

complex, of course, but at the same time, they have the potential for making

possible more complex learning strategies, which release us from linear

structural standardization4.

With the hyperlink it is possible to combine an incredible amount of

information in incredibly many ways without following strict rules. Therefore,

everything seems enormous, much too complex according to a structural logic.

Many people want clear and linear pathways through the Internet – every

choice of the next link seems too random, and the choice of exactly this link
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and no other seems risky because the broad view of what is important and

what is less important is lacking. This situation is an illustration of

contingency, the experience of apparent arbitrariness: the Internet user could

have made another choice, and there are few guiding principles to help her

prioritize. The many possible ways and the ‘wild ways’ – and the danger of

finding really bad ways – give a picture of increased societal complexity, which

some people attempt to oppose in education by trying to determine traditional

linear progression structures in advance, for example, by organizing pupils

surfing on the net when it is involved in classroom teaching. But when the

complex and contingent conditions of communication and interaction in the

digital age become more and more conspicuous in every day life as a societal

condition, surely the fundamental pedagogical task must be to teach the pupils

how to handle this complexity on their own, and not to shepherd all pupils

through the complex universe?

From synchronous to asynchronous communication
(e-mail interacting) 
Finally, there is asynchronous communication, which today is characterized by

e-mail interacting: a communication interaction that many see as disturbing

at work because e-mails land on your desktop in an unpredictable flow. You

can ignore them or you can let yourself be disturbed, out of curiosity or

conscience. The asynchronous communication mode of e-mail breaks with

traditional synchronous order, and it is not difficult to imagine tumult and

‘chaos’ when twenty kids who each have an ‘asynchronous’ conception of

what is most appropriate to do right now are confronted with the traditions of

pedagogical institutions.

This is exactly what seems to be at stake these days, when the children and

youths of the digital age meet the traditional learning culture of the education

system. This is not because the children have used the Internet so extensively

or have sent so many e-mails and SMS that they have ‘acquired digital bad

habits’. It is because the digital communication- and interaction form

permeates every pore and fissure in everyday life, and at the same time, there

is a tremendous reaction to this development: a fixed agenda as to what a good

learning culture should remain. 
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Once again it must be emphasized that we are talking about tendencies –

tendencies that have been evident for some years – I would say since Arpanet5

was developed in the sixties along with photocopiers and much more. But we

cannot allow ourselves to underestimate their influence as societal phenomena

in the years to come, and my point is that it is a collision between on the one

hand, educational traditions corresponding to the keywords listed on the left

side of Figure 1, and on the other, the tendencies in the daily lives of children

and youth described above. The left side can obviously be identified as an

illustration of the well-known traditional social community in the good

classroom, considerate and well synchronized. The right side illustrates the

problems experienced in relation to more and more pupils and students, who

roam about as if they were in a gathering, not caring where they are. At the

same time, they are busy drawing attention to themselves, but based on a

complex system of action, and not always referring to the contents of the

actual curriculum. These children and young people do not quite seem to have

a grasp of the necessity of everyone doing the same thing at the same time. 

This is of course a description that is carried to the extreme, but it points out

the central problematic: do the ways in which many children and young

people behave today in pedagogical institutions signal a need to tighten things

up? That is, do they suggest a traditional upbringing- and disciplinary problem,

or do they hint at a new way of thinking about what it is a learning culture has

to organize its learning environment in relation to, when the task is (and it

cannot be said often enough) to create the best possible conditions for children

and youths to learn to cope with the future and the challenges of the digital

society outside educational institutions?

But how can such changes in learning environments be realized? It depends on

how the digital media are interpreted as learning resources, and thus which

learning environments and pathways are focused upon at a time when more

and more areas of everyday life, within and outside of institutions, are

dominated by digital media. 



Digital learning pathways and new goals in education

One way of conceptualizing basic learning pathways in the digital age is to

point out four aspects that seem to be essential in developing digital strategies

for education and learning: monomediality, serendipidity, augmentation and

faction. Figure 2 below presents a description of four digital learning pathways

structured on the basis of the differentiation between the first scenario men-

tioned above (i.e. implementing digital media according to the ‘Gutenberg

pathway’ as efficient tools for habitual learning), and the second scenario (i.e.

implementing digital media as a new force of production in the transition of

learning conditions in a societal perspective).

Figure 2

Learning pathways

Gutenberg pathways Digital pathways Digital learning focus

Multimedia strategy Monomedia strategy     Creative performance

– ’supplemental logic’ – ’translation logic’         

Goal-directed strategies Serendipity Playful exploration

– ’expect the expected’ – ‘expect the unexpected’     

Information resources Augmentation resources  ‘Bildung’

– ’know where – ’know what you want 

knowledge is’ to know’

Facts&fiction consistency Faction contingency Critical interpretation

– ’knowledge based on – ’knowledge based on    

secure foundations’ insecure premises’

198 Media and ICT
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Monomedia strategy       
For most people, multimedia is a very positively charged word. Writing, images

and sound supplement one another to give a broad orchestrated impression.

But when it comes to teaching, it seems as if in practice it often concerns a

texture that is a bit boring in a very visual and auditory culture, so it is

supplemented with some pictures and maybe a video, a little speech and music

are added and it is linked to the Internet and suddenly it is much more fun and

interesting to work with. This is all in all a very good thing, but it is worthwhile

pursuing the idea that it is the monomediality of digital media that is going to

be the real resource in a learning perspective.

It can already be seen today how access to the world is increasing for people

with different handicaps. A blind person is no longer cut off from taking part in

visual communication, because graphics can be translated into sound. Deaf

people can ‘listen’ to a speech translated into writing, dyslexics can ‘read’

through synthetic speech and so on. And a lot of people experiment with new

forms of joining body, picture and sound, in order to translate motions into

sound or different sound patterns into virtual patterns. 

This development is quite recent, but it is rapidly progressing – and not only for

the benefit of handicapped people. The development is moving in the direction

of using the digital media in a variety of ways that have nothing to do with

traditional computers. This development is termed pervasive computing6 (or

ubiquitous computing). One of the ideas is to make it easy to communicate

with and through digital media in more ways than are possible today, crossing

normal borders between impressions and expressions. When distinct ways of

communication – speech, images, text, sound, programs – can be stored in one

form, the digital (binary) form, it is also possible to create automated and

instant translations between these. How far developments will go – whether,

for example, we will be able to draw a song or sing a mathematics problem –

may be left to one’s imagination, but from a theoretical point of view, there are

practically no limitations, because everything that can be measured and

identified by its difference to other things can be digitalized. Therefore, it will

be possible to digitalize even smell and taste on a broader scale in the future

(Nørretranders 1997, p. 159). And even today, the digital monomedia logic

means a far broader spectrum of ways for communication and interaction that

are no longer parallel and distinct, but interwoven.
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This development has great potential consequences for the definition of the

primary goals of the school and education in the future. It will be easier to find

a way to express oneself – even if a pupil does not feel comfortable with words.

But it makes it increasingly necessary that you as an individual want to

communicate and have something ‘on your mind’. The expressive and creative

sides of people, together with their urge to exchange information and

experiences, will be central, and the connection between the aesthetic and the

digital domains will be felt if these new opportunities connected to digital

media gain footing in the school and education in general and are reflected in

a change in priorities regarding what skills and knowledge should be learned.

It may be a tough tradition to break, because many objections to such a change

in the fundamental learning goals of the school can be anticipated. Reading

and writing skills have long been considered unavoidable fundamental

building blocks to every development later in life. However, most people would

probably be amazed at how much insight into and experience of the world a

group of citizens is capable of gaining without being able to read. Most pre-

school aged children surprise not only their parents with their ability to gain

experience of and insight into their surroundings through their curiosity and

attentive interest for everything around them. In many ways, children of this

age seem to learn in a very complex and asynchronous way, not at all following

the linear goal-directed progression that dominates our understanding of the

scholastic learning universe. 

Serendipity
The urge to communicate and a more creative and ‘curious’ approach to the

world, leads to the concept of serendipity7. The Internet is immense. There are

enormous amounts of knowledge, both important and unimportant, whose

existence you have no chance of knowing about, unless you ‘accidentally’ –

serendipitously – stumble upon it. This means that if you approach this

universe in a rational, efficient and extremely focused manner, you are sure to

become irritated and will not be ready to notice that unexpected links could be

unexpectedly important and lead to domains of essential information and

insight. That means that the Internet demands a readiness to examine, be

curious and playful; be serendipitous, just like the pre-school child.
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Approaching the world with playful curiosity is no longer just for kids. In the

digital society it must be considered a very important way of learning, which

people should strive to retain while they are growing up, not from a romantic

or child-centred point of view, but from a ‘hard-core’ societal perspective. It is

a resource not only retained as a learning strategy, but also refined and

developed to contain larger and larger areas of handling digital media. It is not

the only learning resource – much must be learned ‘the hard way’ – but it is

nonetheless a resource, which it is vital not to devalue with regard to learning.

The educational policy of today is taking another tack with regard to appropriate

learning strategies in the digital age. This is connected with the focus on basic

skills, knowledge and clear strategies for what students should know when at

school. They have to be able to read in order to know, and they have to know

what is important to know. They have to be able to behave in the ‘industrial’

information society. Once more, there is reason to look at the situation from

another point of view. 

Augmentation resources 
One of the important agendas in digital innovation is augmented reality.

Augmentation – reinforcement or support of the approach to reality – means

that the digital media make it possible to approach reality from new angles,

instead of only based on what you can see with your own eyes or touch with

your own hands – or read.

Compared to the serendipity learning pathway, augmentative resources concern

another side of digital media as learning resources. When everything can be

stored digitally in a coherent ‘mass’ of information, wirelessly connected

through the Internet, and when the time it takes to get selected parts to

wherever you are is a ‘split second’, the result is an easier and simpler way to

gain access to knowledge. You do not have to go the hard way through book

after book and newspaper after newspaper to become a well-informed

member of society. This does not render educational institutions superfluous,

but it does shift focus away from the traditional ‘skills and knowledge way of

thinking’ (to know what is worth knowing), and emphasizes the importance of

‘Bildung’ in a radical sense. With the simple access to knowledge in the world

made possible by the digital media, a demand arises for insight in ‘the great

coherences in our world’. Access to information is becoming simpler for everyone,
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but the energy to interpret and make sense of this information does not come

by itself. This perspective implies the need for other narratives and creative

learning strategies inside educational institutions. 

Faction contingency
When you put everything into the ‘global pool’ and when everything, digitally

stored, can be manipulated in any number of ways, it is important to be able to

evaluate and interpret your information. This once again actualizes the

importance of what in recent years has not been in focus in many learning

environments: the source-critical approach to what you meet on your way.

This requires confidence in interpreting the meaning of the information by the

way it is assembled in any particular presentation. 

This is the fourth consideration of digital pathways and learning goals. We

cannot persist in the belief that if only the pupils learn to distinguish between

what is authentic and what is manipulated – what is fact and what is fiction –

they will be prepared to handle the many pitfalls and manipulations of the

digital media. Anything can be manipulated, nothing is safe. Therefore, the

term faction should be used in order to describe the conditions of the digital

age. It points out the necessity of being able to obtain critical and constructive

access to the world, and puts focus on the philosophical and aesthetic subject

areas as ways to sharpen people’s ability to make opinion-forming

interpretations and judgements of the world. To ignore this – or even to try to

protect children by denying them access to digital communication and

interaction because it may involve something else than it pretends to – means

preventing them from becoming participants in society.

Conclusion

The picture of youngsters, swarming at random in mutual digital interaction,

virtually confirming present position and relation, and all the time forming

temporary physical groups of various sizes with others from the big gathering,

seems strange in a pedagogical culture, where physical tightness and safety in

the stable social group is highly valued. But the sketches of possible different

digital learning cultures in the future do not in any way imply an end to close

social acting communities. On the contrary, they illustrate a possible
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staggering in the relation between the learning individual and the social basis

of a given learning community.

The relationship between learning possibilities for a single pupil and a social

learning environment – a school class is a good example – has been stable

throughout the last century, apart from occasional excursions into the

surrounding world. The classroom constitutes the social unity, where everyone

learns according to the possibilities in the room: the teacher, of course, then

books and other materials, and finally, what they learn from each other when

they are given the chance to talk or work together. The group is the social unit,

and having learned what you can here, you are ‘mature’ enough to move

outside the unit to meet the world. Today we have other options. The digital

media have opened up the world around us so radically, that with a single

‘click’ on the mouse you can be in dialog and contact with an almost unlimited

number of people other than those who happen to live next door. And with the

rapid development of mobile learning, GPS positioning, ‘tagging’ the objects in

the local environment and so on, educational excursions and learning on

location form a new educational understanding of learning outside institu-

tions. 

We thus have lots of possible new ways of arranging social learning communities

inside and outside the institution due to the potential of the digital media as a

force of production. The central task will be to work towards a digital didactic

development as an alternative to the present conservative back-to-basics

approach. Basic elements in this development are already present in daily life

and can be accentuated in formalized learning environments, and the years to

come will undoubtedly increase the options if the digital media is conceptualized

in a certain optic or scenario as described above. However, a contemporary

diagnosis of society also makes it obvious that there is a massive resistance to

the transition of society and education into the ‘digital’ digital age. This leads

to the conclusion that conceptualizing future learning is encouraging and not

all that difficult, and that realizing the promising learning potentials is more a

matter of political and economic interests than a technological question.
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Notes

1. This topic is described and analyzed in other theoretical frames by, for example,
Castells (1996).

2. More radically, one could say that to make one-self conspicuous might be better
than remaining unnoticed.

3. Grade 8 is the average grade achieved in Denmark.

4. I am not a psychologist, but I will take the opportunity to raise a topic: It is possible
that much of what we today connect to children’s cognitive readiness to learn
something at a prefixed time, is more closely connected to our way of structuring the
curriculum through centuries, and we therefore often mistake the learning media
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structure with cognitive readiness. Another approach to this essential topic on ways
to arrange learning environments is for example done by the Finnish neuro-scientist
Matti Bergström (1996). From a neurological scientific position he argues, that there
is a ‘clash’ between the children’s learning capacity and rhythmus and the way we
arrange the curriculum in school today. 

5. “The global Internet’s progenitor was the Advanced Research Projects Agency Network
(ARPANET) of the U.S. Department of Defence.” (located on the address
www.dei.isep.ipp.pt/docs/arpa-Introduc.html 30 August 2005). 

6. Pervasive Computing is often referred to as the third ICT wave. In a report from the
Danish Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation the development is
described as follows: “The concept ‘pervasive computing’ covers the notion that
information technology gradually intervenes more and more in our every day life,
becoming a more natural ingredient in other things than just our computer or mobile
phone…. Pervasive computing is characterized by being embedded …, wearable
(independent of fixed place) and persistent (constantly online). This means for
example, that clothes, furniture, houses, cars, energy consuming devices and
everything else can be linked to the Internet and be able to communicate with us and
other objects – no matter where they are situated. …In ten years’ time there will be
more communication between things than between people.” Teknologisk Fremsyn.
Pervasive Computing, 2003, p.12.

7. ”Serendipity…means that you, when you walk alertly through the world, get
unexpected information. We experience serendipity, when we bump into something
interesting, which we have not looked for deliberately – and we may not even know we
needed it until we bump into it!…I will claim, that it is a predictable consequence of
moving in an unpredictable world!” (Björneborg 2000).
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The Aesthetic Actualisation
of Learning Potential with
Media and ICT  
Mie Buhl

The article discusses the possibilities for using aesthetics as a concept for

potentialities that are actualised with respect to education and learning with

media and ICT. In order to realise this, a new understanding of the concept of

aesthetics as a reflexive framing of performative choice is proposed. Thus, it is

not enough to discuss aesthetics as form theory or philosophy, since technology

clarifies how aesthetics develops in a new mode. The article proposes a

revitalisation of Alexander Baumgarten’s view of aesthetics as a theoretical

concept linked to art. This is supported by an evolutionary model based on Niklas

Luhmann’s systems theory: when the concept of art changes, the concept of

aesthetics also changes. This complex forms the basis for a discussion of how

learning potential with media and ICT can be actualised aesthetically. 

Education, technology and aesthetics 

What do media and ICT really do to the educational system? From an

educational point of view, the most important contribution I can see is that

they indicate how complex education, teaching and learning really are. The

technological side of media seems to develop from its own logic, setting its

own agenda; while the educational system discusses how its implementation

is to be integrated into the existing format. Many of the activities we ordinarily

connect with teaching and learning and the way teachers and students relate

to each other have been borne, in part, by a common understanding of the

premises of the situation and, in part, by a mutuality of expression and gesture.

It has not been as necessary to think about how one expresses oneself; because,
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through the body, the smile, and eye contact, the presentation of a lesson or

direction in a conversation could very quickly be read and adjusted. The

educational setting has certainly been borne by deliberation and reflection; but

now with information technology, we see how many small, subtle communi-

cative signs and meanings are at play in the teaching situation. 

There are many theories on the significance of technology for human beings.

The American anthropologist Arturo Escobar (2000) distinguishes the various

views of the complexity of technology in this way: as adapting human ability

to new technology, adapting technology to what human beings already do, or

perhaps looking at technology as the primary agent for sociality – the so-called

cyborg. However, Escobar rejects these three distinctions. Instead, he takes a

cultural perspective on the relationship between human beings and

technology, since he sees the interaction between human beings and

technology as what drives new practises (Escobar 2000:61). I read Escobar’s

understanding of the relationship between technology and human beings as

an expression of a complexity that demands a re-thinking of the categories in

which practises develop. I want to examine this complexity by taking my

starting point in the idea that it is not technological development in itself that

brings about new modes of communications. Rather, information and

communication technology or technologies (ICT) clarify and articulate modes

of organising, interacting with, and being a society that appear in the way we

communicate, which also eventually brings about change in the educational

system. ICT clarifies understandings of time as not merely a forward-moving

process but also as something displaced or random. Likewise, understandings

of space as something that is not only physical but also virtual are clarified. We

can be present in several places at the same time – for example, by ‘expanding

our existence,’ so that we are both present in a room and present somewhere

else by means of a video conference or a mobile phone. What is new about new

ICT is the articulation of complexity, and it is here that I see the aesthetic

actualised. 

Realising this aesthetic actuality in relation to media and ICT demands an

understanding of the concept of the aesthetic in which it is not ascribed

significance as either a form theory for praxis or a philosophy of taste. In this

article, I shall argue for aesthetics as a theoretical concept that actualises modes

of cognition that are linked neither to philosophical argument nor practical

activity. I shall argue that the aesthetic may be seen as going beyond these two

positions and work therefore with an understanding of the aesthetic as the
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reflexive framing of performative choice. By this I mean that the aesthetic is

formulated in the development of how an idea comes about and not what it

consists of. The purpose of focusing on ‘this going beyond’ is to formulate a

category that can comprehend phenomena that also play out communicatively

in late modern society and are thus relevant to the educational system. I am

thinking, for example, that we choose to present ourselves in terms of a concept

located in a particular framework and that we can at one and the same time

honour this framework and comment on its premises. Herein resides a paradox

that is at once maintained and developed. I see this as a second-order approach

to both form theory’s interest in expressive qualities and to cognition. Media

especially support and practise this, because the technological is capable of

maintaining an infinite possibility for commenting on itself, just as the

media’s areas of content constantly refine it in practice. This becomes clear in

the educational system, for example, when teachers are to instrumentalise

their own position as teacher and must present a theme for discussion in a

computer-mediated chat room. Here, the whole situation must be staged as an

educational communication, and teachers must be able to handle at once

staging themselves and communication and, at the same time, make available

the necessary ‘props’ to maintain their position without the small signs and

conveyances of meaning that the body and the face provide also being available.

Another example is the ‘lecturer’ who has her professional presentation

videotaped in order to be disseminated on the Internet for distance learning.

Here, the teacher may stage a situation with her body without being able to

correct her mode of communication in relation to how the students are

reacting, because the teacher cannot see this. It is my thesis that it also works

the other way around: to just as high a degree, students must be able to deal

with the necessary props to balance between distancing themselves as viewers

and identifying as participants. If the teacher and the students are successful,

it is because they, like everyone else in late modern society, are capable of

regulating their own mode of communication in this constructed reality. I view

the way such regulation is handled as aesthetic, because it is borne by

performative choice, which is at once practised in communication situations

but, at the same time, with a consciousness that it is a choice. Therefore, I shall

not only discuss the aesthetic in relation to media and ICT, but also how

aesthetics is aesthetic. 

In order to illuminate this, I will use as an aid the strategies of systems

theory, inspired by Niklas Luhmann’s general theory of social systems (2000)
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and his theory of art (1995). As a starting point, I link the discussion of

aesthetics to art, understood in the sense that aesthetics is the program of art.

Along with Luhmann, I see art as a system of communication that safeguards

its function in society as pointing toward what we otherwise cannot catch sight

of. Aesthetics is the program that art uses in its special form of communication.

That aesthetics is the program of art means that various relationships

connected with art are reflected with the help of aesthetic categories. For

example, if I relate to a picture, a piece of music or a poem, I use categories that

can be assigned to aesthetics – i.e., either what forms it consists of, what

potential significance for becoming wiser with respect to the world it creates,

or, with the new understanding of aesthetics I suggest, what manifestations of

performative choice it develops and comments on. Put it another way, I

consider communication in art as a potential for cognition. Art will always

delineate new boundaries for what can be made observable, and aesthetics as

art’s mode of cognition will constantly formulate different variations of

reflexivity, understood as a possible otherness that appears performatively. 

Luhmann says of this that art is self-programming (Luhmann 1995:332).

The system of art produces continuous challenges of its own mode of being art,

which in some cases makes it impossible that anything at all can be seen as art,

unless we are informed of it. A potential observer must be informed that art is

going on here – for example, by going into an institution called a gallery or

museum or by reading a description of the concept on which it is based. An

example of this is the Danish artist Jens Haaning who, at the major

international art exhibition Dokumenta XI in Kassel 2002, participated in a

work that consisted of exchanging an electric light bulb in a street lamp in

Shanghai for an electric bulb in a street lamp in Kassel. I do not want to get into

a discussion of whether or not this is art, since this is part of another debate,

but will be content to point out that it has been ascribed meaning as art. In this

type of example, it is clear that the program of art – i.e., aesthetics – cannot be

conceived as a form theory in the traditional sense – i.e., rules for expressive

quality, for example, composition, colour use, space-creating techniques, etc.

Nor can aesthetics be understood as a philosophy exploring the question of

taste or a historical charting of what is connected with taste. With a concept of

aesthetics as a reflective framing of ideas, it becomes possible to search for new

approaches for actualising the aesthetic mode of cognition. 
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The actuality of the aesthetic  

With the emergence of ever more advanced information and communication

technologies, various aesthetic formulations are made possible. They are not

fixed in familiar categories such as images, sound, text, and performance. They

are rather a complex of form possibilities, or they might be called multi-

literacies, which can be realised in order to clarify a communication’s

complexity. 

As described above, aesthetics is linked in Luhmann’s thinking with the

system of art as its ‘program’ (Luhmann 1995: 281). In a historical retrospective,

he describes it as a necessary theoretical development that takes place in step

with the differentiation of art as an independent system up until the 1700s.

When, with the development of modernity, art begins to function on its own

premises, something is necessary to help set the norms for what is art. Art is

made into a question of taste. In connection with this, there are two contending

traditions attempting to solve the problem of distinguishing art from non-art.

One tradition is known as art history. From this, a number of rules and criteria

have been developed to determine the quality of the individual work of art,

and how this has developed over time. The other tradition is philosophical

aesthetics, which attempts to discuss what the essence of art is. With an idea of

completing the works by reflecting upon itself as art, art theory arises – that is,

thinking about what art is. The practical understanding of aesthetics is linked

to the exercise of what promotes the ability to observe the unobservable and

which applies to both the practical endeavours of a producer and the practical

endeavours of a recipient. To this is linked the interest of form theory, which in

part relates to art history since art constantly challenges its own preconditions

(cf. above). The prehistory of production is as old as the oldest pictorial sign there

is, but it is not necessarily what we understand as artistic production today. The

system of art maintains itself, in part, by aesthetic theory and aesthetic practise. But

the system of art has evolved into a phase in which it is necessary to find new

strategies to operationalise art and, thereby, the program of art: aesthetics. 

The aesthetic is often seen in opposition to more rational activities. The

German philosopher Alexander Baumgarten, however, viewed aesthetics as a

theoretical concept that contained its own special form of rationality. With his

treatise Reflections on Poetry (1735) and his work Aesthetica (1750),

Baumgarten contributed to a discussion of philosophical aesthetics that had

been going on in Germany for a number of years. But, here, the problem had
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been that aesthetics was still viewed as ‘sentiment’, as confused intuition, as

feeling, as emotion (Kjørup 1968:22 ). However, Baumgarten demarcated

aesthetics as a concept for sensuous as opposed to intellectual cognition, but

outside a placement as a lower faculty of cognition, where feelings judge (op.

cit. 44). Baumgarten views the aesthetic as a form of cognition that assesses the

beautiful, somewhat vaguely, as clarity (ibid.). He considered aesthetics a

science: “One could object that aesthetics is an art, not a science. I would

respond a) that these are not contradictory qualities – are there not many

things that were once arts that are now sciences at the same time? b) It is

confirmed by experience and is clear from the foregoing that our art can be

shown to be a science, because psychology, etc., provides a myriad of certain

principles. That our art also deserves to be elevated into science, its uses

instruct us …” (Baumgarten 1992/1750:§10). The aesthetic is a mode of

cognition different in nature from the scientific but not in opposition to it. I see

the potential of this understanding in the fact that aesthetics may, in part, be

approached from a broader position that neither deals with the practical

activities of producing artistic artefacts or reflecting aesthetics through a catego-

risation of practises with the help of art history nor philosophical discourse of

the essence and meaning of aesthetics; and, in part, that aesthetics as a theoretical

concept can change over time and, at present, is articulated as reflexivity (Buhl

2004a). From a late-modern perspective, the aesthetic becomes an important

mode of cognition, because clarity is developed as reflexivity in communication

in a way that can deal with ever increasing system complexity, the complexity

of which technology makes possible ever increasing articulations. I propose a

change in Baumgarten’s concept of clarity show how something has come

about, rather than what has come about. This becomes apparent in the

creation of paradoxes that include knowledge of contingency, and it is

actualised through a number of institutionalised categories that are generated

over a long period of time and which constantly change, but always with

reference to that from which they arise. Here, I refer to images, music, etc.

Technology facilitates the possibility that these categories may work together

in complex contexts and indicates that the visual or the auditory may well be

selected as an analytic position, but can only be reflected by relating to each

other (Duncum 2004). Art and the mass media set new standards for aesthetic

formulations and frame the formation of meaning in new ways. These new

modes are performative, since they express their own precondition as a part of

the expression. 
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Distinctions between technology and mass media

Mass media and ICT actualise the aesthetic on two grounds: One is that they

provide heretofore unseen technical possibilities for establishing complex

visual and auditory forms of images, text, sounds, speech, music, narrative

sequences. ICT has made clear that the aesthetic plays a significant role. Work

on aesthetic production and reflection has previously been dependent on

terminology, developed, for example, from painting, drawing, sculpture, and

photography. However, this approach is inadequate with respect to a

technology in which the central focal point is primarily to activate the software

and make selections among possibilities rather than to deal with materials for

creating something. But media and ICT are not just about technology. The

second ground on which the aesthetic is actualised is that mass media

establish a form of reality that forms the background for the way in which we

construct reality. One can speak of a shift in the way we view our existence in

the world. The shift appears in the ways we communicate and which I will

characterise as hyper, understood as plurality, complexity and going beyond.

The hyper reaches further than a technical facilitation of potential interaction

(for example, navigating a given computer program, communicating in confe-

rences). It is this going beyond in the potential meanings that leads into

labyrinths of new possibilities for the formation of meaning. The consequence

of hyper is that, each time we communicate, we are forced to account for our

understanding and use of concepts, because there is no common reference.

This does not necessarily occur from logical, progressive argumentation, but as

a condensation followed by a performative array of meanings that indicate a

consciousness of the fact that the communication could have been different.

ICT can simulate and do everything very quickly, bring in things from many

places, make many possibilities available – in short, go beyond, be hyper. 

In Luhmann’s interpretation, mass media establishes a special form of reality

that is accepted as reality, even though there is an implicit consciousness that

it is not reality (Luhmann 2002: 10f).  It might be called a particular framework

for communication in which the selection of information, mode of message

and understanding together constitutes the synthesis of communication,

requiring a minimum of two parties: one who selects information and mode of

message, and one who selects understanding (ibid.). What is peculiar about

mass media, however, is that the party in the communication who is to select

understanding is not defined in advance. This is familiar from innumerable
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contexts with a history that reaches far back – for example, where a speaker

addresses a crowd of people or a painter decorates a church space. Technology

supports this form of communication, already found in the art of printing

books, where the multiplication of a text or an image meant not only that a

choice of information and form of communication was made without any idea

of a particular recipient, but also that the choice of understanding was

subordinate to this premise (ibid.). Gradually, this mode of communication

develops into its own form and leads to the development of new ways of

relating to what is communicated. Mass media promotes particular modes of

communication, because they demarcate a relationship to reality that puts

traditional distinctions to the test. They make available a background reality in

which the decisive thing is the commonality of themes, not opinions. That is, it

is what is said or shown that is the focal point, not that one is in agreement or

disagreement with the content. 

Mass media, art and visual culture

In order to go deeper into what this phenomenon is about, I want to grapple

with the particular form of reality that is established. It can be said that a

reality is constructed that an unknown recipient has been served up, well

knowing that it is not reality. The ‘tricky’ thing is that, even though it is not

reality in the sense that it provides us with direct experiences that can be felt

as an external influence on our biological body, it is nevertheless a reality. This

puts us in a situation in which we must live with the fact that we are served a

reality that we know is not real but nevertheless equips us with information

that becomes a sort of background reality that we use to construct our view of

reality (Luhmann 2002:85). There are different areas in this background reality.

Luhmann divides them into three areas that are directed in different ways:

News and features, commercials, and entertainment (op.cit. 39 et seq.). 

News and features1

News and features make use of a sort of ‘informative form’ in a presentation of

a reality. The reality may consist of everything from the TV news to Internet-

1. Feature is the Danish translator’s interpretation of Luhmann’s use of Berichte as a concept
for the in-depth treatment of a subject. I would suggest reports. 
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based news pages that provide information on topics ranging from terror and

assassinations to political conflict and royal weddings, etc.  News and features

presuppose the individual as a cognitively-interested observer who takes note

of what is presented but with a passive role that involves her both alone and

at the same time as one among millions. News can be taken by the observer to

be a statement about the world, but a reaction is not expected. And any

reactions have no significance for what follows. Even though the newscaster

looks right through the screen, and you are sitting in your living room and have

‘simulated’ eye contact with her, she does not see with whom she is

communicating. 

Commercials
Commercials use a different form. Here, it is a matter of attracting attention to

a product. This occurs through a paradox in which the commercial openly plays

on the fact that the observer is familiar with the theme and purpose, but it tries

to establish a desire in the observer to deceive herself. For example, you can

save money by spending money. This has to do with offers in which you save

some amount by buying two items instead of one, even though the buyer

actually spends more money. This often happens with foodstuffs offered in ‘3

for the price of 2’ packaging, bathroom articles, etc. Other commercials use

concepts that gainsay the product and play on the buyer’s knowledge of theme

and purpose through, for example, humour and irony. This has to do with

products that appeal more to a choice of lifestyle. For example, the supermarket

chain Netto regularly advertises art supplies for painting pictures. In one

specific commercial from February 2003, an icon of artistic identity is played

upon – namely, the painter Vincent van Gogh (Fig. 1). Here, the advertisement

promises that you can do your own van Gogh at the same time that it plays

ironically with the notion of plagiarism in connection with the Netto dog logo

with the text: watch out for imitations. In other cases, stories are made central

in new and radical ways. A recent example of this is the car dealer Volkswagen,

which introduced a new model, Fox, by inviting artists to decorate a hotel in

Copenhagen. The hotel represents a story about a particular kind of lifestyle

connected to this car model. Commercials use different strategies to attract

attention and presume the individual as a calculator who may let herself be

flattered into buying something or not. 
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Entertainment 
The third area is entertainment, which includes, for example, film, sport,

games, quizzes, and shows (for example, talk shows, reality shows). The area of

entertainment presents mythologies about how life could be. Entertainment

presupposes the individual as a receiver of narrative fictionalities, i.e., tales

that are not true but real. They are tales that may be chosen as continuous free

options for identification. The tales fall into two categories. One is the typical,

which represents an experience of commonality. This is seen, for example, in

programs that deal with problems of different sorts, where the viewer can

relate to it at a distance: it’s not just me who falls outside the framework of

‘social control’ as someone who is overweight, unemployed, ill, lives in an

unfashionable home, has an overburdened family life, etc. Or it could be the

opposite to which the viewer can relate: it’s a good thing that’s not me who

falls outside of the framework of ‘social control’. The other category is the ideal,

which represents goals to strive for. This is seen, for example, in sports

programs or “idol” programs to which the viewer can relate from a distance:

just imagine if I could do that which distinguishes them from the ordinary. Or

it could be the opposite to which the viewer can relate: I could never demand

that of myself. 

These three areas of background reality place the viewer in a paradoxical

situation of being a unique individual who is the target of communicative

efforts and, at the same time, de-individualised (op.cit: 95). Thus, a different

Fig. 1: Netto advertisement
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space arises for what it means to be an individual, because you are not

necessary for the information to continue. Regardless of whether or not you

respond or act, the TV news, the commercial, or the football match will continue.

The formation of meaning that occurs, when you are sitting watching the

screen, is not decisive for the character of the communication. The areas of

news, commercials and entertainment have in common the fact that they

provide an opportunity for the viewer to elevate herself above what is seen on

the television news, in the quiz show, on American Idol, in the thriller, in the

mystery, etc. You can profile your own opinions and assess what is going on

with no consequences in terms of what happens next. Your assessments might

have to do with what is happening on the screen or the concept that it happens

at all. You can assess programs negatively, judging that it is too bad for the

participants in the quiz show, or that this is the opportunity for the

participants in the song competition to have their 15 minutes of ‘fame.’ Or you

can observe the disturbing experiences with a: good thing that’s not me

standing in the middle of that war, or starving in some African country, or

being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Mass media requires a

management of distance and identification and are a sort of paradoxical

development of reality, consciousness of the fact that it is not reality but might

just as well be and, thus, they are treated temporally as reality. 

The three areas of news, commercials and entertainment borrow from each

other (op.cit.83). When you zap the TV or surf the Net, it can be difficult to

distinguish when something is one thing and when the other, even though the

three areas do things differently. For example, news brings knowledge that

plays with commercials – for example, items that show something about the

quality of organic farming; commercials play implicitly with knowledge about

health, for example; entertainment plays with news – the classic example is

Orson Welles’ version of The War of the Worlds, in which a radio play led

listeners to believe that the earth was being invaded by Martians. Another

manifestation of this could be seen, when the twin towers collapsed before the

eyes of the entire world on September 11, 2001. Dependent on the contextual

knowledge, it could just as well have been a clip from a disaster movie or

something from a computer game. Other systems2 borrow from the mass

2. I am referring here to Luhmann’s theory of functional differentiated systems: science,
politics, economics, law, education (Luhmann 2000).
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media. One example is politicians who promote themselves using the methods

of mass media or react to broadcasts in the mass media. For example, leading

up to the Danish parliamentary election of 2005, we could see how the leader

of the Social Democratic Party, Mogens Lykketoft, staged himself as a private

person – who even had a sense of humour, or how Prime Minister Anders Fogh

Rasmussen staged himself as a man who keeps his promises – and who also

had a sense of humour.3 Another example is how the educational system uses

the categories of mass media to transform education into entertainment or to

mix them in the form of edutainment products. 

The mass media constantly offer new versions of a background reality

against which the individual can actualise opinions in various ways and which

place demands on the individual’s way of being a human being. This involves

a standardisation of the individual as a social construct (op.cit.94). It appears

that this promotes a development of self-regulation (op.cit.73 (note 8)). The

ability to regulate oneself is an ability that the individual has developed gradually

over the course of modernity. This conceals the fact that we do not (re)act all the

action we observe. The ability has developed gradually, ever since we taught

ourselves to be observers of a theatre play and to refrain from jumping up on

the stage and intervening in the action if, for example, the hero is in danger

(op.cit.73). This regulation of the self has gradually become a more and more

integrated part of the way we communicate, and the result is that, today, we

are capable of dealing with, for example, what occurs on television, in videos

or film as fictive realities with the categorisations described above. We might

even be able to ask whether there are indications that this self-regulation has

become such a well-developed part of communication that it is used

strategically to deal with other situations. In a research project on student art

teachers, I examined how the educational system promotes the development

of a number of avatars4 of the position student teacher (Buhl 2002). When the

individual takes on the position of student teacher, a number of avatars are

3. I am referring here to a talk show on TV 2 Zulu, in which stand-up comedian Jan Gintberg
posed a series of off-kilter questions to all the political party leaders (Jan. 2005). 

4. The concept of an avatar comes from Indian religion for a god of transformation and is
known in modern media research as a concept for temporary roles participants assume in
cyberspace. The concept of avatar is thus used about a form of social manifestation or a phase
of development in a religious system of reincarnation. For more information: Buhl 2002b:
(106 ff).
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managed: the avatar of professional teacher, the avatar of colleague, the avatar

of producer of images. In this research project, the avatar of informant also

played a part (op.cit. 213 ff). There is nothing new in this. Social psychology has

worked with roles such as these for a number of years, but it has been with

reference to notions of an underlying identity. What is different is that the

roles are not roles but rather a series of situated avatars that the student

teacher develops. However, in this development, the avatars are commented

upon reflexively with the help of performative attitudes. What is expected in

the situation is read and rewarded. The student implements, for example, the

fiction of the critical student, furnishes it with relevant avatars, and is also

capable of reflexively commenting on her own chosen avatars. Therefore, it

can be difficult to maintain the notion of a project of formation or Bildung,

understood as encountering oneself as a person – and difficult to deal with the

fact that the student temporarily adapts to expectations but without engaging

in a project of changing personality.5 This self-regulation is exposed by mass

media and appears as reflexive positioning in a given communicative

situation.  

With this reflexive positioning, the mass media relate to art in ways in

which the two systems borrow from each other. Even though they have

different functions, the mass media use the forms of methods of art, and art

uses the mass media in ways that leave it up to the viewer to decide whether

it is art or entertainment. I am thinking in particular of visual art, which can be

everything from familiar and traditional forms to contemporary art’s

experiments with time and space and socially-engaged projects.6

Art
The function of art, as opposed to mass media, is not to establish background

realities. The function of art is to observe the unobservable (Luhmann 1995:

5. Examples of studies that point to similar features may be found in Kvalbein, Inger Anne
(1998), “Allmenlærerutdanning som møter mellem ”moderne” lærere og ’postmoderne’
studenter” in Nordisk Pedagogik 4-5; Dale, E. L (2003), Tilpasning og differensiering i
grunnopplæringen (Oslo: Cappeln Akademiske Forlag).

6. The group Superflex is an example of this. They have recently put into production Guarano
Power soda for the purpose of giving South American peasants a better price for their raw
goods. This occurs by having the profit from the sale of the soda go directly to those who
cultivate the plants that go into its production. See www.superflex.net
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241ff), i.e., to make us see something we otherwise would not see (cf. above).

Art constantly tries to challenge its institutional affiliation to academies, to

museums, to science, in order to seek the limits of art (Luhmann 1995). The skill

of late-modern artists is to be project managers rather than to be able to handle

a pencil or a brush or a chisel. They establish projects that question what art is,

where art is and when art is. They work across boundaries in an attempt to

highlight features of late-modern society. Art establishes a multiplicity in the

formation of meanings and tries to break with established styles and challenge

its own potential of being distinguished as art (Luhmann 1993). In art, there is

traditionally a discrepancy between the constative and the performative, i.e.,

differences in the ways content is expressed (Luhmann 2002 : 31). Thus, we can

examine forms of communication separately and look at how the content is

formulated. And even though this creates a breach in communication, the

advantage is that it provides a wide array of new possibilities for

understanding the unobservable. It is this discrepancy that drives art forward

as art. This is what is special about art. At the moment, there is a tendency to

play on discrepancy as discrepancy. Contemporary art tries to generate a

position in which it is the look that is interesting. This may be called a sort  of

second-order performative aspect of observing, focusing on “how,” understood

in the way that art challenges its own preconceptions strategically in order to

develop the premises of conventional conceptions. This occurs within the art

system, but also in a variety of areas within the system of mass media.

Previously, mass media had banked on the fact that there has been no

discrepancy between the constative and the performative (op.cit. 76), because

it has primarily been a matter of establishing a background reality in which

the individual could profile opinions (cf. above). We were to enter into what

went on without speculating about how and why it was done.                

Visual culture 
With the tendency to play on the discrepancy as discrepancy, interest shifts to

looking at how the interplay between the constative and the performative

comes about. This is a shift, because the construction of the look’s mode of

being a look is played upon. I consider this as the second-order performative

aspect of observing. The fictive reality of the mass media and the multiplicity

of art encourage a focusing of the look as a performative look. This look

concerns not only what leads to different forms of artefacts or events but is

also a strategic choice that implicitly formulates a consciousness of the fact
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that it is a choice among other possibilities. Thus, a reflexive positioning is

exposed that art as well as the mass media need to deal with. I see the debate

about visual culture as an attempt to formulate a concept of this phenomenon,

and it is also here that I see a research field that has potential in an educational

context (Buhl 2004a). Visual culture develops a communicative ‘self-

regulation’, which always ‘points towards its own way of pointing’, and self-

regulation becomes a theme for different aesthetic formulations that can

frame the formation of meaning in new ways. With this shift from object to

look, the system of art can continue as a system, but the emergence of visual

culture has meant that the development of communicative self-regulation is

possible in relation to all forms of visual phenomena. These new developments

of communicative self-regulation are performative in the sense of action-

expressing positions, since they tacitly presume their own premises as a part of

a game. The performative appears as irony – i.e., distancing itself by willing the

opposite, as sentimentality – i.e., the exaggeration of effects, as humour – i.e.,

constructing a logic and taking a surprising turn, and as noise – i.e., a disturbance

of harmony by adding alien elements or by removing an element. This may be

seen in more recent forms of entertainment – for example, stand-up comedy,

but it is also seen in commercials and film. In the research project Unges

fritidsrelaterede æstetiske medieressourcer i en pædagogisk kontekst [Young

People’s Use of Leisure-Related Aesthetic Media Resources in an Educational

Context](Buhl and Hemmingsen 2004b), young people have a tendency to

suggest this form of aesthetic formulation, when they are asked to suggest and

select preferred media products, just as they practice it in their own self-

presentation (Buhl 2003). It is the look’s mode of being a look that is constantly

played on as a form of self-regulating position. That it is self-regulating means

that the individual calculates from her own choice of position in the

communication in such a way that it clearly appears that the consciousness of

this choice is a part of the communication. The relationship between a

conscious twisting of a theme and the challenge of this consciousness is played

upon performatively. 

The performative as an articulation of self-regulation

Self-regulation of communication means that the individual calculates from

her own choice of position in the communication in such a way that it clearly
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appears that the consciousness of this choice is a part of the communication,

hence reflexivity. The relationship between a conscious twisting of a theme

and the challenge of this consciousness is played upon in the attempt to

conceptually thematicise the content7 (Buhl 2002a). To exemplify this, I would

like to use two feature films that modulate between mass media (no

expectations for communication) and art (expectations for communication)

and visual culture (challenge to provided expectations for communication).8 In

the examples, film is used as a meeting place for experiments with the con-

stative and, perhaps especially, the performative. In both cases, the performa-

tive is used as a crossover form within the field of entertainment, particularly

between film and something else – for example computer games. This is done

by ‘furnishing’ the plot with fictive realities that emphasize its difference from

actual reality. One example of a ‘furnishing’ of the plot that borrows from other

areas is the film The Matrix. The Matrix emphasizes the difference between

fictive reality and actual reality to an extreme degree, but it is recognisable,

because it borrows its effects from computer games. It speeds the computer’s

technological elements up to an extreme degree: modifications in time

(sometimes, the characters and artefacts move quickly; at other times, in slow-

motion), the abolition of gravity (characters and artefacts fly or run up the

walls or turn in the air) with the help of a number of production strategies, such

as fragmentation, sampling and multiplication.9 This is acceptable, because it

plays on a fictive reality that is familiar from computer games. In this way, the

reflexive components necessary for us to accept it as mythology are clarified.

We know, so to speak, that The Matrix draws on our experience from computer

games. The Matrix challenges expectations set up for communication by

exaggerating its effects in a way that challenges our expectations for views of

reality and thus exploits a variation of sentimentality (cf. above). Another

7. Conceptual thematisation is a concept I have worked with since 2000, which covers a 2nd
order’s approach to formation of meaning. See, for example, Buhl 2002:183f). This takes part
in a model of reflexion for aesthetic production (Buhl 2004a: 290)

8. Here, I’m referring to Luhmann’s systemic thinking in which all social systems are
communication, and in which art and mass media represent two different systems. Systems
generally serve to ease communication by making it possible to place particular expectations
on the communication. It is this relationship I am discussing in relationship to art and mass
media and the possibilities of seeing visual culture as a third position. 

9. For a presentation of production strategies, see Buhl 2002 and 2004a.
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example is a film that uses entertainment’s forms for ‘unfurnishing’ the fictive

reality, which sharpens our attention on the performative as a challenge of

expectations set up for communication by introducing noise (cf. above). The

film Dogville by Lars von Trier, beyond the various layers of content, also

creates a paradox by taking theatre into film or film into theatre. Dogville is a

drama in which everything plays out on a theatre stage, without props, and

where all the localities are either drawn with chalk or take place offstage. In

this way, an element of the film universe at which film is especially good is

removed: mediating shifting environments. Trier has done similar experiments

with the musical Dancer in the Dark, in which the actors in a fictive reality

break out into song as a part of the plot, or with Breaking the Waves, in which

the camera is a co-actor, since the heroine often ‘speaks to the camera.’ One

may conjecture what the next element to be tested will be. Trier’s various stunts

disrupt entertainment’s synthesis of the constative and the performative, so

that the difference between fictive reality and actual reality is breached for the

viewer within the fictive reality of film. His films swing between no expecta-

tions of communication in the form of potential identification (mass media

(entertainment)) and expectations of communication making observable

something that is not observable (art) – namely, that ‘life is a theatre, and you

cannot win, regardless of what you do’ – and a challenge to set up expectations

of communication (visual culture), that is to say, questions are raised as to the

position of identifying with or making visible the theatre of life. The film

thematicises the conditions for producing the slice of reality that is presented.

It develops a conceptual thematicisation of the conventions for producing film

and the background reality it represents. Thus, Trier makes clear the

phenomenon that started, when we first learned to conceive the theatre stage

as a fictive reality, instead of actual reality. In the examples of The Matrix and

Dogville, I have related to them as film and not to all the aspects that play out

in the respective home pages of these two films. Here, the conceptual

thematicisation plays with clear reflexive positionings, particularly Dogville,

since the actors and directors appear as various avatars – private persons,

festival participants, as actors in a film on film – that are introduced on a home

page of the film of the film … In addition, statements from viewers become part

of the plot. The Matrix attempts to a lesser degree to play on this, but offers

instead the option of participating as the hero Neo in a game that makes

possible the sort of life that the film The Matrix challenges with its: what if

we’re marionettes in the game of a great intelligence? 
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The aesthetic actualisation of learning potential with
media and ICT   

I began by asking what it really is mass media and ICT do to the educational

system. An answer is closer in how media and ICT do something and are able to

do something in the education system. Why is it interesting to focus on the

performative as a realisation of the aesthetic and what distinguishes this form

of performativity from the way we have always acted? To express action in the

situation is not a new phenomenon. It has been interwoven into practices

connected to communication from long ago. Might the new thing be that ICT

makes clear the intensification of the possibilities of choice of information, of

modes of communication in time and space, and choice of understandings that

are always a reality in communication, and mass media has equipped us with

a self-regulation in which some leeway arises for taking a situated position

that can be exchanged? Is it, perhaps, here the complexity that Escobar

formulates as new practices (cf. introduction) appears, which may make sense

to capture with a concept of aesthetics? The concept of aesthetics that is

developed in the paradox ‘I am part of what’s going on but it is not a part of me’.

This condition can either be rejected or dealt with by the educational system. If

the educational system chooses to consider it as a condition, it can be actualised

as a learning potential. But here, it is necessary to develop concepts that can

realise the aesthetic and adequate models for doing it.10 It is my view that such

models must be based on the fact that the aesthetic way of knowing things still

has its own rationality but it has changed from clarifying the beautiful to

performatively developing reflexivity.

10. A suggestion for a model of visual reflection is developed. See: Buhl 2005. The foundation
for the model's components can be read in: Buhl 2002a, Buhl 2004a. The intent with the
model is to provide a possibility for contributing a terminology to reflect upon the reflexive
framing of an idea.  
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